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Chapterr 1 

Introduction n 

1.11 Motivation 

Thee term 'venture capital' may sound unfamiliar to people outside the finance profession. 

Thee concept is, however, not as remote from everyday lif e as it seems to be. Who has 

nott heard of Apple Computer. Intel, Hewlett-Packard, Google, eBay, or Yahoo? All 

off  these high-technology companies were launched by venture capital financing, in the 

Siliconn Valley in California. Products and services sold by these companies have become 

ann essential part of our lives. 

Venturee capital refers to long-term investment into innovative, often high-technology 

projectss that are typically too risky to be financed by ordinary bank loans. The first ven-

turee capital firms were set up in the United States in the post-World War II years. The 

Americann Research and Development Corporation, founded in 1946. is considered as one 

off  the earliest venture capital companies. Its biggest success was the sale of Digital Equip-

mentt Corporation (DEC) that became a pioneer of the US computer industry. World War 

III  produced an abundance of technological innovations that spurred the development of 

thee industry. The investment by J.H. Whitney & Co. in Minute Maid, for example, 
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aimedd at the commercialization of an orange juice concentrate that had been developed 

too provide nourishment for troops in the field. 

Despitee the several success stories that emerged from the post-World War II tech-

nologicall  developments, the venture capital industry grew only at a moderate pace until 

1990.. In contrast, over the past decade it went through a dramatic expansion. In the 

US,, funds invested by venture capitalists grew from $3 billion in 1990 to over $100 billion 

inn 2000. In the same period, in Europe, venture capital investments increased from $4 

billionn to approximately $31 billion. This enormous expansion was, to a large extent, 

nurturedd by the 'dotcom' boom that created prospects of immense IPO returns in the 

latee 1990s. Indeed, since the collapse of the high-tech bubble in March 2000. venture 

capitall  investments have dropped significantly. The total amounts invested, however, still 

constitutee a multiple of the early 1990 investment levels both in Europe ($27 billion in 

2002)) and the United States ($22 billion in 2002).1 

Sincee venture capital ensures funding for new and expanding enterprises, the growth 

off  the industry is interesting in itself. Recent evidence suggests that venture capital is an 

especiallyy important form of intermediated financing for it stimulates the development of 

entrepreneuriall  firms. Kortum and Lcrncr (2000) report the positive impact of venture 

capitall  funding on innovation. Hellmann and Puri (2000, 2002) show that venture capital 

backedd start-ups bring their products to market and develop their organization faster than 

otherr young companies that received no venture capital financing. These findings support 

thee claim that venture capitalists arc more than financiers and justify the term they use 

too refer to themselves: 'value-adding investors'. 

Thiss dissertation consists of three essays, two theoretical and one empirical, focusing 

:Thee dollar values for 2002 are not comparable for the definition of the term 'venture capital' differs on 

thee two continents. According to the US National Venture Capital Association (NVCA), 'venture capital' 

referss to investments in seed-, early-, expansion-, or mezzanine-stage projects. Buyout transactions are 

consideredd as 'private equity', not venture capital investments in the US. The European Venture Capital 

Associationn (EVCA) defines all of these transactions as venture capital. 
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onn asymmetric information problems that arise from the value-adding roles of venture 

financiers.. Prom a more general perspective, the dissertation explores a recent and highly 

relevantt question in corporate finance research, namely: how do entrepreneurs choose to 

financefinance projects that require the involvement of 'active financiers''? In other words, what 

formform of financial intermediation and what type of financial contracts would entrepreneurs 

preferprefer if information asymmetries were two-sided? 

Thee active involvement of financiers in the firms funded is a distinctive feature of 

venturee capital financing. Venture capitalists perform a number of typical tasks: they as-

sesss and revise business plans and formulate strategics, they hire key managers and other 

professionall  personnel, they provide business contacts and help arranging additional fi-

nancingg from outside sources. The need for the financier's involvement usually arises from 

thee nature of the firm funded. Small, entrepreneurial start-ups have no tangible assets 

thatt can serve as collateral. They face significant project and market related uncertainty 

andd a high risk of failure. Various types of information asymmetries make it impossible 

forr potential financiers to assess the risk involved in their creative, but highly uncertain 

projects.. Consequently, these entrepreneurs are unable to obtain external funding from 

moree traditional, risk-averse financial intermediaries such as banks. Using professional 

investorss who both provide the necessary capital and become actively involved in the 

managementt is the most plausible way to realize their risky but potentially profitable 

projects. . 

Thee three essays in this dissertation focus on active financial intermediation. They 

emphasizee the active involvement of both the financier and the entrepreneur in the firm 

funded.. Chapter 2 analyzes the impact of entrepreneurial wealth-constraints on the fi-

nancier'ss contribution along two effort dimensions: advising and monitoring. Proposing 

aa clear distinction between the two tasks, the analysis points out that wealth-constrained 

entrepreneurss may be offered less favorable deals by venture capitalists than wealthier 

ones.. Typically, poor entrepreneurs wil l be provided fewer advice and more intense mon-

itoring,, which might be to the detriment of their welfare. The second theory chapter. 
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Chapterr 4 of the dissertation focuses on the possibility for idea-theft and the adverse con-

sequencess of the potential expropriation of entrepreneurs on the incentives of both parties 

too carry out research and development. The analysis shows that, even if no expropriation 

occurs,, the ex-ante possibility for idea-theft is damaging for both parties' involvement, es-

peciallyy for the entrepreneur's incentives to do early-stage research. The essay in Chapter 

33 is of an empirical nature. It raises the question whether the involvement of financiers 

inn their firms could be enhanced by the means of appropriately designed financial con-

tracts.. Given its empirical focus, the analysis uses regular empirical techniques including 

univariatee tests and regression analysis. The remaining chapters, Chapter 2 and 4, are of 

aa theoretical nature. A brief overview of the relevant background and the methodology 

off  these chapters is provided in the next section. 

1.22 Methodology and Background 

Chapterr 2 and 4 of this dissertation are built on the economics of information that has been 

developedd for the last thirty years to analyze situations where information is unequally 

distributedd across economic agents. Applying the tools of non-cooperative game theory, 

stylizedd models of information economics focus on strategic interactions of a small number 

off  economic agents, in most cases only two: a party with private information (agent) and 

aa party with no private information (uninformed player or principal). They summarize 

thee constraints imposed by the institutional and strategic environment in 'the contract1 

thatt may either arise endogenously from interaction between the parties or be exogenously 

introduced. . 

Sincee its early days, information economics has provided the primary tool for the-

oreticall  corporate finance research.2 Numerous facets of corporate financial policy and 

financiall  intermediation have been analyzed in various asymmetric information settings. 

2Thee first applications of the economics of information to the field of finance are Jensen and Meckling 

(1976;,, Leland and Pyle (1977), Ross (1977), Bhattacharya (1979), and Stiglitz and Weiss (1981). 
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Theoreticall  and empirical contributions have shown that information considerations play 

aa crucial role in explaining observed features of financial contracting and intermediation. 

Modelss of the principal-agent paradigm arc classified in the literature along two 

specificc dimensions: first, whether the private information concerns what the agent docs 

(hiddenn action) or what the agent is like (hidden information); second, whether the in-

formationn asymmetry arises pre-contracting (adverse selection and signalling)3 or post-

contractingg (moral hazard).4 

Inn the context of financing, two fundamental types of information asymmetry may 

arise.. First, entrepreneurs in need of capital may possess more information concerning 

thee quality and prospects of their investment projects than what they reveal to their 

financierss (hidden information). Second, entrepreneurs may behave opportunistically and 

shirkk on projects funded by outside financiers or hide favorable profit realizations (hidden 

action).. These possibilities may distort investment decisions and might hamper firms' 

accesss to financing. A number of papers have shown that specific contractual features 

mightt alleviate the adverse consequences of information asymmetries.5 With the exception 

off  a few recent contributions, the literature assumed that financiers were passive capital 

providers:: only the firms (managers) themselves could influence the realization of the 

projectss funded or possess private information. Consequently, information problems in 

relationn to financing decisions have been considered as one-sided. 

3Modelss of adverse selection and signalling differ in the game's strategic form. In a situation of adverse 

selection,, it is the uninformed party, while in a signalling game, it is the informed party that has the first 

move. . 
4Thee earliest contributions to information economics include the market breakdown argument of Ak-

erloff  (1970), the job market signalling model by Spence (1973), and the insurance market model of 

Rothschildd and Stiglitz (1976). These papers focus on ex-ante (pre-contracting) information asymmetries 

betweenn a principal and an agent. Situations of moral hazard (ex-post information asymmetry) have 

subsequentlyy been analyzed, by Ross (1973), Holmstrom (1979), and Grossman and Hart (1983). 
55 Allen and Winton (1995) and Schmeits (1999) provide excellent reviews of the contemporary literature 

onn financial intermediation and contracting. 
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Inn contrast to the more traditional approach to corporate financing, models of ven-

turee capital assume the existence of two-sided information asymmetries. A large body of 

thee literature focuses on the two-sided moral hazard problem that stems from the need for 

bothh the entrepreneur's involvement and the financier's advice.6 Contrasting the widely 

acceptedd view on the optimality of debt financing,7 various contributions have shown 

thatt in the venture capital context incentive problems can not be solved by rendering 

thee entrepreneur residual claimant for the firm's profits and giving the investor a debt 

claim.. The financier's value adding roles give ground to a more innovative allocation of 

cash-floww rights. Equity type securities - in particular convertible debt and convertible 

preferredd equity - have been shown to be optimal in implementing incentive mechanisms 

thatt stimulate both parties to contribute. Furthermore, innovative theories of venture 

capitall  have emphasized the role of decision making power (control) in guiding the rela-

tionshipp of entrepreneurs and financiers. Contrary to traditional financial intermediaries, 

whichh typically refrain from interference as long as repayment obligations are duly met, 

venturee capitalists interfere in entrepreneurial decision-making rather frequently. Many 

venturee capital backed start-ups fear the substitution of the original founder with an out-

sidee manager once future prospects turn out to be less rosy. To be able to intervene, 

venturee financiers require a wide variety of control rights: disproportionate voting rights, 

boardd scats, veto rights concerning important decisions, and even unusual rights to inter-

fere,, such as the potential to replace the CEO. Existing models have pointed out that, 

byy providing means for interference, control rights may also enhance the value-adding 

involvementt of venture capitalists in entrepreneurial firms.8 

6Venturee capital financing is modeled in a two-sided moral hazard setting in Casamatta (2003), 

Schmidtt (2003), Inderst and Muller (2004), and Repullo and Suarez (2004). Section 3.2 in Chapter 

33 reviews these theories. 
7Debtt contracts have been shown to be optimal in solving problems of managerial moral hazard by 

Townsendd (1970), Jensen (1986), Gale and Hellwig (1985), Innes (1990), among others. 
8Thee most important control theories of venture capital are Chan, Siegel, and Thakor (1990), Hellmann 

(1998),, Kirilenko (2000). 
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Thee emphasis on control allocation relates research in the field to the recent literature 

onn incomplete contracts. Incomplete contracting theories argue that, since all future 

contingenciess can not be contracted upon, the allocation of property rights (decision 

makingg power) must constitute an inherent part of contracts.9 Contractual incompleteness 

iss a typical feature of the financing of start-up firms. The essay in Chapter 2 thus builds 

onn the incomplete contracting approach.10 

1.33 Outl ine of Dissertation 

Thee two theoretical essays in this dissertation, Chapter 2 and 4, contribute to the litera-

turee by exploring certain subtleties of the various two-sided information problems inherent 

inn the venture capital context. Chapter 2 entitled 'Advice and Monitoring: Venture Fi-

nancingg with Multipl e Tasks' points out the unusual, multitask nature of the involvement 

off  venture capitalists in entrepreneurial firms. In contrast to the rest of the literature 

thatt focuses on cither the support (advising) or the control (monitoring) function, the 

analysiss in Chapter 2 takes both into account. It argues that these two tasks are different 

inn nature and may therefore have different impacts on the outcome of the project funded 

andd the entrepreneur's welfare. The analysis is based on the premise that entrepreneurs 

likee advising but dislike monitoring by their financiers, a generally accepted view in ven-

turee capital research. In the model, advising increases value by raising the chance for 

successfull  project realization and is thus advantageous for both contracting parties. Mon-

itoringg increases verifiable project returns, too. At the same time, however, it imposes 

aa cost on the entrepreneur by decreasing his non-verifiable rewards derived from project 

9Thee incomplete contracting literature starts with Grossman and Hart (1986) and Hart and Moore 

(1990).. For an overview of the field, consider Tirole (1999). The leading incomplete contracting theories 

inn the field of finance are Aghion and Bolton (1992) and Dewatripont and Tirole (1994). 
10Thee essay in Chapter 2 provides a , in which the effective allocation of control hetween an entrepre-

neurr and a venture capitalist is stochastic and depends on the venture capitalist's effort to monitor the 

entrepreneur. . 
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realization.. Consequently, advising is congruent, while monitoring is dissonant with the 

entrepreneur'ss interests. Although he dislikes interference in general, if wealth-constraints 

arcc severe, the entrepreneur is willin g to give up control and allow the financier to monitor 

inn order to ensure external funding for his project. 

Emphasizingg the fact that venture capitalists arc both advisors and monitors to en-

trepreneuriall  firms, Chapter 2 explores the question whether multitask financing expands 

fundingg possibilities for projects of wealth-constrained entrepreneurs in comparison to 

otherr forms of financial intermediation, such as bank financing or joint project realization 

byy a bank and a consulting company. From a wider perspective, the analysis consid-

erss whether the participation of a multitask financier (venture capitalist) mitigates the 

adversee consequences of credit rationing, a phenomenon that results in the withdrawal 

off  many entrepreneurs with profitable investment opportunities from the capital market. 

Furthermore,, the chapter explores the financial contracting implications of the multitask 

naturee of the financier's involvement and provides a simple rationale for the widespread 

usee of convertible securities together with extensive control rights in the financing of 

highlyy wealth-constrained start-up entrepreneurs. The key insight of the model is that, 

inn order to obtain funding, entrepreneurs with low collateral need to offer convertible 

securitiess and relinquish control over project realization. In contrast, entrepreneurs with 

moree self-financing may offer equity contracts and retain control, while still be eligible for 

externall  funding. At the more general level, the analysis shows that multitask financing 

expandss funding possibilities compared to other forms of financial intermediation, which 

mayy explain why highly wealth-constrained entrepreneurs arc usually funded by venture 

capitalists. . 

Thee second theoretical essay in Chapter 4 focuses on innovation by entrepreneurs 

andd the multilateral financing of R&D activities by venture capitalists. For they invest 

inn a portfolio of (usually related) projects, venture capitalists may have incentives to use 

theirr entrepreneurs' ideas and interim research results in alternative applications. The 

potentiall  expropriation of entrepreneurs may damage effort incentives for R&D and might 
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decreasee the intensity of innovation in general. This problem has been especially severe in 

recentt years when, in order to defend their intellectual property, several entrepreneurial 

firmss filed litigation against venture capitalists. Emphasizing the adverse consequences of 

multilaterall  financing, Chapter 4 raises the question how the potential expropriation of 

interimm research results affects the involvement of an entrepreneur and a venture capitalist 

inn an innovative project, taking into account the possibility for litigation and the resulting 

losss of the venture capitalist's reputation. The paper suggests one possible solution to 

thee incentive problem: syndication, that is the involvement of more than one venture 

capitalistt in the realization of an investment project. The analysis shows that since 

syndicationn implies an increase in the venture capitalists' collective 'reputation at stake' 

inn a start-up firm, it may serve as a mechanism to alleviate the entrepreneur's fear of 

expropriationn and increase both parties' contribution to R&D. The results refer to a link 

betweenn investment syndication and innovation, and imply that projects aiming at more 

fundamentall  research wil l be syndicated more frequently, suggesting avenues for future 

empiricall  research. In contrast to the rest of the literature, the approach taken in the 

chapterr accounts for the fact that venture capitalists engage in portfolios of investment 

projectss rather than single firms and derives a need for syndication from the entrepreneur's 

perspective.111 Moreover, in contrast to other papers, it provides an explanation for the 

participationn of more than two venture capitalists in a syndicate. 

Thee empirical essay in Chapter 3 focuses on the determinants of the involvement 

off  venture capitalists in their entrepreneurial firms. It raises the question whether fi-

nanciall  contracting that is the allocation of cash-flow and control rights plays a role in 

enhancingg the contribution of venture capitalists to the development of the firms they 

finance.. Although the empirical literature - especially the literature on entrepreneurship 

-- has already considered the determinants of venture capitalists' value adding in terms of 

projectt and environment related risk factors, financial contracts have so far been ignored 

"Otherr theories of investment syndication, (Admati and Pfleiderer (1994) or Casamatta and Har-

itchabalett (2003), for example) ignore the active participation of entrepreneurs and consider syndication 

exclusivelyy from the venture capitalist's perspective. 
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despitee the fact that most theories have relevant implications in this context. Various 

authorss have argued that, given the situation of double-sided moral hazard, convertible 

securitiess provide an efficient allocation of cash-flow incentives and thereby induce both 

entrepreneurss and venture capitalists to contribute.12 Other theories have claimed that it 

iss the allocation of control rather than cash-flow rights that represents the key mechanism 

inn enhancing the contribution of venture capitalists. Using a hand-collected sample of 74 

investmentss by 14 European venture capital funds, the analysis in Chapter 3 examines 

thee empirical validity of these claims. The results indicate that control rights arc espe-

ciallyy important: venture capitalists that have extensive board representation and veto 

rightss in certain decisions spend more time with their entrepreneurs and regard their own 

contributionn to the management of the firms as more important than investors without 

suchh rights. Although the results concerning the role of cash-flow rights are less robust, 

thee data support the view that security choice matters: venture capitalists that use con-

vertiblee debt or convertible preferred equity turn out to contribute more than financiers 

holdingg simple financial instruments like common or preferred equity, or debt. Overall, 

thee findings indicate that both cash-flow and control rights are relevant in the venture 

capitall  context. This calls for theories that could explain the allocation of convertible 

instrumentss attached control rights to venture capitalists. As discussed earlier, Chapter 

22 of this dissertation provides one such theory. 

12Chapterr 3.2 in Chapter 3 provides a thorough review of the relevant literature. 



Chapterr 2 

Advicee and Monitoring: Venture 

Financingg with Mult ipl e Tasks* 

Abstract ::  This essay focuses on the dual role of venture capitalists as both advisors and 

monitorss in entrepreneurial firms. It proposes a distinction between the two tasks based 

onn the principle that advising is congruent while monitoring is dissonant with respect 

too entrepreneurial preferences. The analysis shows that despite the conflict of incentives 

betweenn the two tasks, in equilibrium, an entrepreneur with substantial capital needs wil l 

enterr into a contract with a multitask financier rather than with an advisor and a monitor 

separately.. This provides an explanation for the existence of venture capital, a form of 

financiall  intermediation, in which the tasks of advising and monitoring arc fulfilled by 

aa sole financier. Consistent with observed features of venture capital contracting, the 

modell  predicts the prevalent use of convertible securities together with control rights in 

thee financing of capital-constrained start-up entrepreneurs. 

*II  am indebted to Roman Inderst for his insightful comments on earlier versions of this paper. I 

wouldd also like to thank for valuable comments and suggestions to Ralph Bachmann, Marina Balboa, 

Arrioudd Boot, Mike Burkart, Catherine Casamatta, Stijn Claessens, Tore Ellingsen, Mariassunta Gian-

netti,, Denis Gromb, Augustin Landier, Dima Leshchinskii, Per Ostberg, Enrico Perotti, Michael Rebello. 

Arminn Schwienbacher, and Jean Tirole, as well as seminar participants at the University of Amsterdam, 

ECB,, University of Guelph, HEC Lausanne, Institute of Economics in Budapest, Norwegian School of 

Managementt (BI), Stockholm School of Economics, and participants of the First RICAFE Conference at 

thee LSE and the 2004 EFA Meeting in Maastricht. Any remaining errors are my responsibility. 
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2.11 Introduction 

AA distinctive feature of venture eapital financing is the active involvement of financiers in 

thee realization of the projects funded. The various value-adding roles venture capitalists 

performm have been documented by Sahlman (1988. 1990), Gompcrs (1995). Lcrner (1995). 

Gormann and Sahlman (1989), and Hellmann and Puri (2000. 2002), Recent evidence 

suggestss that advising and monitoring should be regarded as the two primary dimensions 

off  the post-investment involvement of venture capitalists. Hellmann and Puri (2002) 

findd that these hands-on investors play both supportive and controlling roles in building 

upp human resource policies at newly established companies. In line with their finding, 

Kaplann and Strömberg (2004) and Sapicnzact al. (1996) distinguish between measures of 

supportt and governance when analyzing the determinants of venture funds' involvement 

inn the management of entrepreneurial firms. 

Thiss paper provides a theory for the dual role of venture financiers as advisors and 

monitorss in entrepreneurial firms. It argues that advising is congruent, while monitoring 

iss dissonant with respect to entrepreneurial preferences. In other words, the financier's in-

centivess for advising are in line with entrepreneurial incentives, while those for monitoring 

arcc in contrast. Based on this principle, the following distinction between the two tasks 

iss proposed. Advising seeks to enhance the chance for a successful project outcome and 

therebyy increase both the venture capitalist's and the entrepreneur's expected returns. 

Aimingg at reducing potential losses, monitoring increases verifiable returns too. At the 

samee time, however, it imposes a cost on the entrepreneur by eliminating his private 

(non-verifiable)) rewards. These definitions give rise to an incentive conflict between the 

twoo tasks: advising lowers the venture capitalist's effort on monitoring, while monitoring 

reducess his effort on advice. Intuitively, the negative interaction arises because advice 

andd monitoring affect project returns in different realizations of the future state. 

II  analyze a model where, in order to realize his project idea, a wealth-constrained en-

trepreneurr needs funding from a financier who may perform advising and /or monitoring 
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activities.. The project requires that, besides the financier, also the entrepreneur exerts 

effort.. In line with the view that advising is congruent with the entrepreneur's interests, 

II  assume that the financier's advice together with the entrepreneur's effort enhances the 

chancee for project success. The nature of monitoring is different. Monitoring increases 

verifiablee returns for the no-success state at the price of reducing the entrepreneur's pri-

vatee (non-verifiable) rewards. Although, since private rewards may be substantial, the 

entrepreneurr prefers advising over monitoring, the latter is needed to increase the chance 

forr obtaining funding when he is highly wealth-constrained. 

Thee first question considered in the paper is: What docs the conflict of incentives 

betweenn advising and monitoring imply for financial contracting between entrepreneurs 

andd venture capitalists? In particular, can a multitask theory of venture financing explain 

evidencee unaccounted for by earlier theories such as the joint allocation of convertible se-

curitiess and control rights to venture capitalists?1 I show that under multitask financing 

twoo equilibrium patterns of funding arise. A highly wealth-constrained entrepreneur re-

linquishess control and issues a convertible claim.2 He receives moderate advising since 

positivee monitoring reduces the financier's incentives to provide advice. An entrepreneur 

withh more self-financing is able to limi t monitoring and stimulate advising by issuing a 

moree cash-flow sensitive claim, such as equity. The intuition arises from the fact that the 

entrepreneurr likes advice and dislikes monitoring. Wealth-constraints, however, give rise 

too the need for monitoring. To induce advising, the entrepreneur wil l offer the financier 

ann equity contract. To provide incentives to monitor, he wil l allocate the financier (some 

off  the) returns in the no-success state and wil l issue a debt-like claim. The more capital 

constrainedd the entrepreneur, the more difficult it is to alleviate the consequences of moral 

hazard.. As a result, the higher the financier's effort on monitoring, the lower his effort on 

advice,, and the less convex the security he holds. Therefore, highly capital constrained 

11 Although in many venture financing deals cash-flow and control rights are separately allocated (Ka-

plann and Strömberg (2003)), both seem to play a role in ensuring the provision of financing by venture 

capitalists.. Yet, most theories focus on either the cash-flow or the control allocation in isolation. 
2Thee optimal contract can also be replicated as a mixture of debt and equity claims. 
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venturess wil l be financed by a convertible security, wil l be monitored extensively and wil l 

bee offered limited professional support. Only entrepreneurs with sufficient self-financing 

cann afford to issue equity and gain substantial advising. 

Thee incentive conflict between the two tasks implies that hiring both an advisor and 

aa monitor may be more advantageous for an entrepreneur than entering into a contract 

withh a multitask financier. Why do we still observe venture capital (multitask) financing 

inn the presence of specialized consulting firms and financial intermediaries that perform 

thoroughh monitoring of borrowers? Answering this question is the second objective of the 

paper,, f show that there exists a threshold of self-financing, above which entrepreneurs 

aree indifferent between the combination and the separation of tasks. A poor entrepreneur 

preferss however engaging a multitask financier (venture capitalist). Furthermore, I show 

thatt an entrepreneur not eligible for joint financing by an advisor and a monitor may be 

fundedd by a multitask financier. Thus, entrepreneurial wealth-constraints give rise to both 

aa need and a preference for financing with multiple tasks. The intuition for these results is 

ass follows. Under the assumption that payoffs are non-decreasing in the project's outcome, 

thee separation of tasks exacerbates rather than mitigates the incentive conflict between 

advicee and monitoring. If positive monitoring is required for funding to be worthwhile, 

thee participation of two financiers with different tasks leaves less incentives for advising 

thann the participation of a multitask financier. Since monitoring improves the outcome 

onlyy for the no-success state, rewarding a second financier, a monitor, in both the success 

andd failure states constrains the possibility to provide final state rewards for the advisor. 

Ass a result, advising becomes more difficult to induce under the separation of tasks than 

underr multitask financing. 

Whenn sophisticated contracts with payoffs decreasing in the project's outcome can 

bee designed, the results concerning the choice between multitask financing and the sepa-

rationn of tasks arc partially modified. In particular, capital-poor entrepreneurs wil l prefer 

jointt financing by an advisor and a monitor to funding from a multitask financier. Below a 

certainn level of entrepreneurial self-financing, however, joint financing by an advisor and a 
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monitorr is not feasible. The participation of a multitask financier allows for funding even 

underr this scenario. The joint provision of efforts on advice and monitoring enhances in-

vestor'ss total value added to a greater extent than the separation of the two tasks, even if 

payoffss arc allowed to be decreasing in the outcome. The poorest entrepreneurs wil l there-

foree be forced to obtain external funding from multitask financiers even if sophisticated 

contractss with decreasing payoffs can be designed. 

Thee results arc consistent with observed patterns of entrepreneurial finance. Venture 

capitalistss finance capital-constrained entrepreneurs, acquire convertible securities, and 

demandd a variety of control rights (Kaplan and Strömberg (2003)). The use of equity 

contractss and the entrepreneur's retention of control are associated with other forms of 

entrepreneuriall  finance. In exchange for an equity stake, angel investors provide capital 

andd business advice, but refrain from interference (Fenn, Liang, and Prowse (1998)). 

Furthermore,, corporate venturers are sometimes defined as minority shareholders who 

alloww for the independence of the firms funded. The implications of the analysis thus 

relatee patterns of financial contracting to institutionalized forms of financing and can 

accountt for the simultaneous participation of various value enhancing financiers in the 

capitall  market. To this extent, the model contributes to our understanding of the observed 

varietyy of venture capital and private equity funds. 

Althoughh in the literature both advising and monitoring have received substantial 

attention,, the interrelation of the two tasks has so far been neglected.3 Most theory pa-

perss focus on the advising task (Casamatta (2003), Inderst and Muller (2004), Repullo 

andd Suarez (2004), and Schmidt (2003)). Building on the literature, the current paper 

definess advising as effort to enhance the chance for a successful outcome of the invest-

ment.. Monitoring by financial intermediaries has been modeled in a number of ways. In 

Holmströmm and Tirolc (1997) and Dessi (2003), monitoring increases returns by reducing 

3Thee only exception is Cestone (2001). In that paper, a venture capitalist performs advising (support) 

andd monitoring (interference) sequentially, thus no multitask problem arises. The difference between the 

twoo papers is discussed in details in Section III . 
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thee opportunity cost of exerting effort for the entrepreneur. Several papers associate mon-

itoringg with intervention in the entrepreneur's actions (Chan. Sicgel. and Thakor (1990). 

andd Hellmann (1998)). The definition I use is different but consistent with the above ap-

proaches:: it implies interference in project choice to increase returns while diminish the 

entrepreneur'ss private rewards. Applying these definitions reveals the trade-off between 

thee two tasks: stimulating monitoring decreases the financier's incentives to give advice. 

Thee paper is closest in spirit, to Casamatta (2003). In her model of two-sided moral 

hazard,, advising is the only task the financier performs. Since1 financial investment is an 

up-frontt payment that decreases the costs of moral hazard, the entrepreneur (although 

nott wealth-constrained) prefers to obtain a substantial amount, of outside capital. In the 

currentt paper, the entrepreneur prefers to have the minimum external funding that allows 

forr his project to be realized. A higher amount of financing calls for more intense monitor-

ingg and, as a result, less advising and decreased entrepreneurial welfare. Consequently, in 

contrastt to Casamatta (2003), in this paper the entrepreneur wants the venture capitalist 

too finance the investment only up to the extent of his wealth-constraints.4 

Thee paper is closely related to the literature on multitask moral hazard analysis.5 

Contraryy to Dcwatripont and Tirole (1999). it claims that an efficient allocation of activ-

itiess may require tasks with conflicting incentives to be accomplished by the same agent. 

Inn the venture financing context, the combination of advising and monitoring turns out to 

bee more efficient than the separation of tasks. This may shed light on why many venture 

capitall  firms engage extensively in both activities. 

Thee setup of the paper is as follows. The next section describes the model. Section 

2.44 characterizes equilibrium efforts and financial contracts. First, I study the case of 

4Thiss implication is consistent with the evidence that wealthier entrepreneurs tend to have larger 

ownershipp shares as pointed out by Bitier et al. (2004). 
5Inn Holmström and Milgrom (1991), the classical paper on multitask moral hazard, agents performing 

twoo tasks have an effort allocation problem because their time and attention are limited. The problem I 

considerr is closer to Dewatripont and Tirole (1999). where a direct incentive conflict between tasks arises. 
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financingfinancing with multiple tasks: advising and monitoring arc accomplished by the same 

financier.financier. Then I consider the possibility that the entrepreneur obtains funding from two 

financiers,financiers, an advisor and a monitor. Section 2.5 focuses on the entrepreneur's choice 

betweenn multitask financing and the separation of the two tasks. I discuss two variations 

off  the model. In Section 2.6, I assume sequential efforts by a multitask financier: advice 

inn early and monitoring in a late stage after the observation of a low profitability signal. 

Thiss set-up gives rise to state-contingent control allocation, a frequently observed feature 

off  venture capital contracts. A subsequent section presents a simplified version of the 

model:: bank financing. The comparison of the results with the multitask case highlights 

aa primary difference between venture capital and bank financing. Section 2.8 discusses 

thee model's empirical implications. The final section concludes. Al l proofs are in the 

Appendix. . 

2.22 The Model 

Considerr an entrepreneur endowed with a project idea that requires investment I. The 

entrepreneurr also has capital of an amount u> (< I). If I is invested, the idea can be 

turnedd into either a 'creative' or a 'mundane' project. Both projects are risky: they can 

eitherr succeed or fail. The creative project generates a verifiable cash-flow H in case of 

successs and 0 in case of failure. In addition, it provides the entrepreneur unverifiablc 

privatee benefits of size B in both states. The mundane project has less downside risk. Its 

verifiablee returns are H and L (< H) in the success and failure states. Private benefits 

fromm the mundane project are 0.6 

6Onee may think of the two projects as a scientific (creative) and a commercial (mundane) realization 

off  the entrepreneur's idea. An innovative entrepreneur may favor the scientific approach that gives him 

opportunityy for experimentation. The experience he gains may provide him benefits in the form of 

reputationn or knowledge that can be applied to subsequent projects. This approach may however be 

dislikedd by an investor who cares less about experimentation and learning. 
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Byy undertaking a privately costly action, the entrepreneur may enhance the chance 

forr success, independent of project choice. Incurring a positive effort cost C', the entre-

preneurr increases the probability of success to q E (0,1]. If he avoids exerting effort, the 

successs probability wil l be p < q, p (E [0,1). 

Threee types of investors may provide external financing in the economy. First, the 

entrepreneurr may turn to a passive financier who participates in the venture exclusively 

viaa the supply of investment capital. Second, he may obtain funding from a venture 

capitalistt (multitask financier) who. besides the provision of financing, may contribute in 

twoo additional ways: monitoring the entrepreneur's project choice and/or giving advice. 

Last,, the project can be financed by so-called one-task financiers who. besides ensuring 

thee required capital, can either monitor or give advice. 

Thee advising effort e0 € [0,1] increases the probability of success by ear, 0 < r < 1, 

soo that r measures the efficiency of advising. The monitoring effort em 6 [0,1] ensures 

thatt with probability em the mundane project is being chosen and thus a positive return 

off  size L in the failure state arises.7 Thus advice enhances the chance for success, while 

monitoringg represents the investor's effort to direct the entrepreneur towards the project 

withh less downside risk.8 The financier's effort costs of advice and monitoring are ^ and 

I™:,, such that -̂  represents the maximum cost of effort on the two tasks. Monitoring 

requiress the investor to have the control right. 

Thee model has two dates: t G {0,1} . At £ — 0 investment occurs and actions 

arcc taken simultaneously. Returns are realized at  t — 1. Al l agents arc assumed to be 

7Thee monitoring effort is essentially a continuous version of 'interference' by the financier in Aghion 

andd Bolton (1992): being in control, the financier may take an action to increase expected project returns. 

Thiss action however imposes a private cost on the entrepreneur. 
8Monitoringg in the model can also be defined as effort by the financier to increase verifiable returns 

forr both the success and failure states through decreasing the entrepreneur's non-verifiable rewards. The 

onlyy assumption for the results to hold in this case is that private benefits are greater in the failure than 

inn the success state. Obviously, this setup of the model implies another interpretation of B than the 

currentt one. With the current setup, however, the analysis turns out to be more tractable. 
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risk-neutrall  and the entrepreneur is protected by limited liability . The financial market 

iss competitive: financiers break even on their investments but earn zero net profits. 

II  make the following assumptions. First, the cost of advice and monitoring is high. 

Receivingg all cash-flows would not provide the financier sufficient incentives to exert max-

imumm effort on both tasks, even if success occurs with probability 1: 

KHKH < 1. (A.l ) 

Second,, I assume that the efficiency of advising is small. Even if the entrepreneur 

workss and maximum incentives are provided for advising, the probability that final state 

returnss arc zero is positive and greater than r. This assumption ensures the role for 

monitoring: : 

11 - q - Kr2H > r. (A.2) 

Further,, both projects have positive value when the entrepreneur works, even if the 

financierr exerts no effort:9 

qHqH -I + B-C > 0, (A.3) 

qHqH + {l-q)L-I-C>0. (A.4) 

2.33 The First-Best Outcome 

Ass a benchmark, I determine the optimal levels of advising and monitoring assuming that 

effortt is contractiblc. Since the mundane project wil l be chosen with probability em, the 

expectedd value of the venture is 

VV = (q + ear) H + em(l-q- ear) L + (1 - em) B - C -  _ ƒ. ( 1) 

9AA subsequent assumption (A.7) describes the relative value of the creative vis-a-vis the mundane 

project. . 
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Thee relative size of private benefits and liquidation returns from the mundane project 

determiness which activity is the socially more valuable task. Let e^B and e^B denote the 

first-bestt effort levels on the two tasks. 

Lemmaa 1 (First-best efforts) For given parameters (H, L, K, C, q, p, r, I), 

therethere exists a critical level of private benefits, B*, such that Ï) ifO<B<B*,  then 

<00 < efB < 1, 0 < e^B < 1 > and the entrepreneur relinquishes control to the financier, 

ii)ii)  if B* < B, then 10 < eh
a
B < 1, e^B = 0\ and the entrepreneur retains the control right. 

Whenn B > B*, the creative project is socially more valuable. Therefore, if private 

benefitss are large, the entrepreneur should retain the control right and carry out the 

creativee project. When private benefits are less important, positive monitoring is optimal. 

Ass a consequence, control should be allocated to the financier. 

Monitoringg has two opposite effects on the parties' welfare. By ensuring a positive 

liquidationn return, monitoring increases project value. At the same time, it reduces the 

expectedd value of private benefits, therefore the entrepreneur's welfare. Its first best level 

dependss on the relative size of B to L. In what follows, I rule out the less interesting case 

whenn the entrepreneur values the monitoring activity. I assume that private benefits arc 

large,, thus monitoring lowers the entrepreneur's expected utility: 10 

BB > B*. (A.7) 

Whenn assumption (A.7) holds, first-best effort on monitoring is zero (e^8 — 0). 

First-bestt advising is positive (efB — KTH > 0). 

Finally,, I assume that the entrepreneur's work is indispensable for financing to be 

worthwhile.. When the entrepreneur docs not work the project idea has no value, even if 

10Assumptionn (A.7) is in line with Aghion and Bolton (1992). In that model, interference by an investor 

iss assumed to be first-best inefficient in the sense that the cost of the value increasing action, imposed 

onn the entrepreneur, is higher than the resulting increase in the expected value of the project. 
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thee financier exerts his first-best efforts on the two tasks: 
.2 2 

(e(eFBFB\ \ 
(p(p + e™r) H + B - I - ^ - < 0, (A.8) 

(p(p + e - r ) H + &*  (1 - p - e™r) L - I - ^ +  ̂ < 0. (A.9) 

2.44 Optimal Contracts and Funding 

Thiss section determines the equilibrium levels of advising and monitoring and the en-

trepreneur'ss choice of the financial contract (cash-flow and control allocation), assuming 

non-verifiablee efforts. Let He and Hf denote the cash-flows of the entrepreneur and the 

financierr in the success state while Le and Lj represent the allocation of liquidation re-

turnss from the mundane project. If stands for the financier's capital contribution to the 

venture. . 

Ass a benchmark, I consider the possibility for entering into a contract with a passive 

financier.financier.1111 In this case, the only information problem is entrepreneurial moral hazard. 

Too ensure that the entrepreneur exerts effort and the financier accepts the contract, the 

cash-floww allocation must satisfy two conditions. First, the entrepreneur must be better 

offf  working than shirking: 

qH,-C>qH,-C> pHe. (2) 

Second,, returns accruing to the financier should be at least as high as his investment: 

q{H-Hr)>If,q{H-Hr)>If,  (3) 

wheree If — I — u). The two conditions imply that the entrepreneur is able to obtain 

fundingg if and only if his capital contribution exceeds a threshold level denoted by UJP: 

UJ>LÜUJ>LÜPP =I-Q(H- -£—\ . (4) 

LThee benchmark analysis draws on Holmström and Tirole (1997) 
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Inn other words, under moral hazard the entrepreneur needs to contribute a sufficient 

amountt to the investment, outlay to be able to offer a contract that allows for his commit-

mentt to work and for the financier's participation, at the same time. If the entrepreneur's 

capitall  contribution is below the threshold level u)P, the financier wil l not expect to break 

evenn on his investment and the project wil l not be realized. 

Inn what follows, I first analyze the extent to which the participation of a multitask 

financierr eases the condition for financing described in (4). Then I consider whether, 

inn comparison with the multitask case, the separation of the two tasks, advising and 

monitoring,, could further facilitate the financing of projects of highly capital constrained 

entrepreneurs. . 

2.4.11 Financing with Multipl e Tasks: Advising and Monitoring 

Inn this section, I assume the entrepreneur enters into a contract with a venture capitalist. 

Inn this case, the probability of success is determined through joint effort exertion by the 

twoo parties. The entrepreneur exerts effort if and only if his expected returns from working 

aree greater than what he gains when shirking: 

(q(q + ear) He + (1 - q - ear) eniLr + (1 - em) D-C (5) 

>> (p + eaT)He + {l  -p-eaT)emL,. + (1 - em) B. (6) 

Thuss the entrepreneur's incentive compatibility condition, further referred to as 

(IC(ICee).). is 

HH((>>  £ — - . (7) 
qq - p + emLt 

Thee financier chooses effort levels to maximize his expected returns. The incentive 

compatibilityy conditions for advising and monitoring. [ICfj  and (lCjf). are 

ff  c2 + e2 1 
f.f.mm G arg max { (q + ear) Hf + em (1 - q - c.j) Lf - m a -If)-. (8) 
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ff  e2 +e2 ) 
eeaa £ argQmaxi I (q + ear) Hf + em(l-q- ear) Lf - " ^ a - If \. (9) 

Fromm these constraints, equilibrium advising êa and monitoring êm can be expressed 

ass functions of the contracted cash-flow allocation (Hf,Lf): 

{{  Hf-KL2
f(l-q) I - a - Kr2Hf) 

\e\eaa(H(Hf)f)Lf)Lf) = Kr ^ g W ? ' ê^Hf  ̂ =  KLf l - K
2r*L 2 ƒ (10) ) 

Thesee expressions identify a conflicting nature of advising versus monitoring: in-

ducingg one task decreases effort on the other. The incentive conflict arises because the 

twoo activities affect returns in different states of nature. Advice increases the success 

probability,, while monitoring creates value for the less favorable state. If the outcome 

turnss out to be success, effort on monitoring is ex-post inefficient. If no success occurs, 

thee support activity wil l not add any value ex-post. Ex-ante, however, both tasks matter 

becausee of the uncertainty about the future state. 

Lemmaa 2 (Conflict of incentives between tasks) i) An increase in the financier's 

successsuccess state cash-flows {Hj) increases advising and decreases effort on monitoring. 

ii)ii)  An increase in the financier's liquidation returns (Lf) increases the intensity of mon-

itoringitoring and decreases effort on advice. 

Inn other words, incentives for advising stimulate the investor to contribute to the 

venture'ss success potential, thus reduce the probability of the failure state and, as a result, 

thee ex-ante value of monitoring. At the same time, the allocation of liquidation returns to 

thee financier enhances monitoring. Intensive monitoring decreases project risk and thus 

thee need for advice. 

Thee entrepreneur obtains funding if and only if the required capital contribution to 

thee project wil l not exceed the financier's expected returns from the investment: 

^22 2 

If<(qIf<(q  + êar) Hf +ëm(l-q- ëar) Lf - ~ j ~ - (H) 

Thiss constraint is further referred to as the financing condition and is denoted by (IR/)-
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Anticipatingg the financier's effort choices, the entrepreneur offers a contract that 

maximizess his expected returns, such that both parties' incentive compatibility constraints 

andd the financing condition arc satisfied:12 

maxx (q + ear) He + em(l - q- ear) Le + (1 - em) B - C - u (12) 
eeaa,em,H,em,Hee.,L.,Lrr_ _ 

subjectt to 

(IC(ICee),), (Wf), (iCf), (IRf), 

LLee > 0, (13) 

HH = Hf + He, (14) 

LL = Lf + Le, (15) 

II  = If + w. (16) 

Equilibriumm efforts and the optimal financial contract are determined by the extent 

too which the entrepreneur is capital constrained. 

Proposi t ionn 1 (Equil ibriu m wit h mult i-tasking ) For given parameters (H, L, K, 

C,C, q, p, r, I), there exist critical wealth levels UJ™ > 0 and UJ™ > UJ™ such that 

i)i)  if UJ < u;^1, the entrepreneur will  not receive financing. 

ii)ii)  if u!^1 < u! < UJ^1, the venture is funded and the contract offered by the entrepreneur 

resemblesresembles to a convertible security. Equilibrium advising and monitoring are positive. The 

entrepreneurentrepreneur allocates control to the financier. 

Hi)Hi)  if tv > uf^, the venture is funded and the entrepreneur offers an equity contract. 

EquilibriumEquilibrium monitoring is zero and effort on advice is positive (and higher than in case 

ii).ii).  The entrepreneur retains control. 

12Conditionss (13)-(16) include the entrepreneur's limited liability condition and the three feasibility 

constraints. . 
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Thee intuition for the result is as follows. The entrepreneur favors the advising task 

andd dislikes monitoring. Intense monitoring may however be necessary to obtain funding 

whenn the entrepreneur is wealth-constrained: the allocation of liquidation proceeds to 

thee financier lowers the amount of capital he needs to provide to ensure external financ-

ing.. Thus the entrepreneur faces a trade-off between the extent of monitoring and the 

possibilityy for financing. For incentives for the two tasks conflict, the trade-off is more 

complex:: the entrepreneur faces a trade-off between receiving support and financing from, 

andd being monitored by the financier. He may achieve better terms of financing at the 

pricee of relinquishing control, thus loosing the value of his private benefits and getting 

lesss support for the venture. Therefore, when being capital constrained, the entrepreneur 

offerss a large proportion of the liquidation proceeds (Lf = L, Le = Ü) and allocates con-

troll  to the financier, which induces monitoring and lowers effort on advice. If his capital 

endowmentt is somewhat higher, he will allocate a smaller sham of the low state proceeds 

too the investor (Lf < L,Lt > 0), which results in less intense monitoring, higher effort 

onn advice,13 and increased entrepreneurial welfare. When his capital endowment exceeds 

aa critical threshold, the entrepreneur wil l retain control and offer a sufficiently convex 

claim,, which brings along zero monitoring and positive effort on advice. 

Givenn assumption (A.7), when effort exertion is non-verifiable, the advising activity 

iss carried out at less than first-best intensity. In turn, monitoring wil l be equal to or 

higherr than its first-best level. The financier exerts effort on the two tasks to the extent 

thatt his profits are maximized while ignores the value of entrepreneurial private benefits. 

Thee findings are, however, not based on the assumption that private benefits are large. 

Propositionn 1 holds for any level of B. The tension between entrepreneurial moral hazard 

13Whenn Lr. increases, the change in advising is not obvious. On one hand, an increase in L,. decreases 

thee financier's incentives to monitor, and given the interrelation of the two tasks, it increases effort on 

advice.. On the other hand, an increase in L,. decreases the financier's success state returns, and thereby 

thee incentives for advising. This latter effect is because the appropriate provision of incentives requires 

thatt the entrepreneur has a higher share in the success state returns when she owns more of the liquidation 

proceeds.. The first effect outweighs the second, thus an increase in Lf enhances effort on advice. 
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andd investor's participation is sufficient to derive the above discussed implications, on the 

conditionn that the financier has two tasks with conflicting incentives. Assumption (A.7) 

concernss an extreme case, making explicit the? entrepreneur's preference for maximum 

advicee and least possible monitoring. It affects the socially desirable effort levels of the 

financier,, but not the Xash equilibrium outcome of the game. The reason for this is that 

althoughh the size of private benefits determines the entrepreneur's preferences over the 

twoo projects, it plays no role in the provision of effort incentives for either of the two 

parties. . 

AA striking implication of Proposition 1 concerns the joint allocation of cash-flow 

andd control rights. According to the result, a financier having control wil l hold a less 

risky,, convertible claim. In contrast, a financier with no control wil l be offered a riskier 

cash-floww in the form of equity.14 This implication is similar to the one arising from the 

analysiss in Ccstone (2001), despite the two models are built on different assumptions. The 

current,, paper analyzes the impact of capital constraints on the design of financial claims 

assumingg a financier with multiple tasks and a direct interaction of efforts. Ccstone also 

considerss advising and monitoring as the venture capitalist's primary tasks but assumes 

awayy entrepreneurial wealth constraints and the direct interaction of efforts. In her analy-

siss the financier's late period advising and early period interference are positively related: 

offeringg a risky claim (such as equity) induces both tasks. The focus is on the negative 

effectss of interference on the entrepreneur's initiative. In that model, financing always 

occurs:: the entrepreneur voluntarily relinquishes control in order to maximize project 

value,, whenever the riskiness of the investor's claim is limited. In the current model 

entrepreneurss are credit rationed. A poor entrepreneur is forced to relinquish control in 

orderr to allow for positive monitoring and thereby obtain funding. This has. however, a 

negativee impact on advising by the financier and thus on entrepreneurial utility . 

14Thiss pattern is consistent with recent evidence: using a sample of about 200 venture capital transac-

tionss in Europe, dimming (2002: Table 3a and Table 9) shows that convertible securities are associated 

withh more control (in the form of veto and other rights), while equity contracts typically involve fewer 

controll  rights. 
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Propositionn 1 implies that the involvement of a multitask financier may ease the 

tensionn between entrepreneurial moral hazard and investor participation. The monitoring 

andd advising activities, when appropriately induced, increase ex-ante project value, thus 

alloww the parties to share higher expected returns and, as a result, facilitate financing. 

Corollar yy 1 (Mult i tas k financing for  poor  entrepreneurs) If  CÜ e [UJ^ /1,UJP)! i) 

thethe venture is funded by a multitask financier, ii) financing by a passive investor is not 

feasible. feasible. 

2.4.22 Separation of Tasks: Two Financiers 

Here,, I consider the involvement of two financiers, each investing funds in the venture.15 

Lett Ha and Hm denote the success state cash-flows of the financier with the advising 

andd the financier with the monitoring task, respectively. Let La and Lm represent the 

proceedss from the mundane project, to be transferred to the advisor and the monitor when 

noo success occurs, and Ia and Im refer to the capital contributions of the two financiers 

too the investment. 

ff  assume that payoffs arc non-decreasing in project outcome. This assumption im-

pliess that the entrepreneur offers cash-flows in the form of standard securities to the 

advisorr and the monitor in exchange for their investments.16 

HHaa > La > 0, (A.8) 

HHmm > Lm > 0. (A.9) 

Equilibriumm levels of advising and monitoring arc determined by the incentive com-

15Thee involvement of two (or more) financiers in a venture is a highly realistic assumption: venture 

capitalistss often form syndicates and finance joint projects (see Lerner (1994) or Schwienbacher (2002)). 
16Thee less intuitive case, where condition (A.9) does not hold, is discussed in Section 2.5.1. 
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patibilityy conditions of the advisor and the monitor, further denoted by (ICa) and (ICm): 

eeaa e arg Qmaxi I (q + ear) Ha + em (I - q - ear) La - -  ̂ - Ia \ , (17) 

eemm 6 arg max \ (q + ear) Hm + em(l-q- ear) Lm - -  ̂ - Im \ . (18) 
0<em<ll  ^ ZK j 

Equilibriumm efforts can be expressed as funetions of the contracted cash-flows of the 

advisorr (Ha,La) and the monitor (Hm, Lrn): 

{e{eaa(H(Haa,, La) = KrHa, êm(Hm, Lm) = K (l - q - Kr2Ha) Lm} . (19) 

AA first result is that the entrepreneur offers different types of claims to the two 

financiers. . 

Lemmaa 3 (Different financial claims) Assume conditions (A.8) and (A.9) hold. The 

entrepreneurentrepreneur offers the advisor an equity claim (Ha > 0, La = 0). If a monitor is hired, 

hehe is given a debt contract (Hm = Lm > 0). 

Thee conflict between incentives for the two tasks is partially resolved through the 

involvementt of two financiers: monitoring incentives do not directly affect effort on advice. 

Thee entrepreneur stimulates the support task by allocating the advisor a share in the 

successs state returns and no share in the liquidation proceeds. The monitor receives equal 

cash-flowss across the positive outcome states. Monitoring has however no impact on the 

chancee for success. Therefore, when anticipating high returns, the monitor wil l exert less 

effort.. As a result, the incentive conflict partially remains: incentives for advising still 

mitigatee monitoring. 

Thee advisor and the monitor wil l provide funding if the conditions for their partici-

pationn are satisfied: 

ëë2 2 

II aa<(q<(q + èar) Ha + ëm{\-q- êar) La - ^ , (20) 
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lmlm <(q + êar) Hm + em (1 - q - êar) Lm - ^ , (21) 

wheree Ia + Im = I — UJ. Inequalities (20) and (21) imply the aggregate condition for 

financing.financing. Obviously, it is equivalent to the financing condition in the multitask case 

(IR(IRff): ): 
^ 22 ^ 2 

iO>I-(qiO>I-(q  + êar) (H-He)-êm(l-q- ear) (L - Le) + ^ ^ - (22) 

Thee entrepreneur offers a cash-flow and control allocation that maximizes his ex-

pectedd returns, and satisfies all parties' incentive compatibility constraints and the financ-

ingg condition: 

maxx (q + ear) He + em (1 — q — ear) Le + (1 — em) B — C — io (23) 
eeaa,e.m,He,L,e.m,He,L£ £ 

subjectt to 

(IC(ICee),), (ICa), {ICrr,),  {IRf), 

LLee > 0, (24) 

HH = Ha + Hm + Hei (25) 

LL = La + Lm + Le, (26) 

II  = Ia + Im+u>.  (27) 

Thee possibility for financing and the financial contract offered depend on capital 

constraints. . 

Proposi t ionn 2 (Equil ibriu m when tasks are separated) For given parameters (H, 

L,L, K, C, q, p, T, I), there exist critical wealth levels cof > 0 and u;f > ujf such that 

i)i)  if UJ < ujf, the entrepreneur will  not receive financing. 

ii)ii)  if tof < to < u;f, the venture is jointly funded by two financiers, an advisor and a mon-

itor.itor. Financial claims are offered according to the results in Lemma 3. The entrepreneur 

relinquishesrelinquishes control to the financier with the monitoring task. 

in)in) if UJ > u>2, the venture is funded by a sole financier, an advisor. The entrepreneur 

offersoffers an equity claim and retains control. 
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Thee intuition for this result is similar to the intuition behind Proposition 1. The 

entrepreneurr likes advice and dislikes monitoring. Capital constraints may give rise to 

thee need for positive monitoring and thus the allocation of control to the financier with 

thee monitoring task. More intense monitoring implies better terms of financing and less 

advice,, just like in the multitask case. The trade-off here, however, arises for reasons 

otherr than in the multitask case. It is the assumption that the monitor's payoffs are non-

decreasingg in the project's outcome that creates the conflict of incentives. Although he is 

hiredd to ensure positive liquidation returns, the monitor receives equal cash-flows across 

thee positive outcome states. This reduces the advisor's share in profits and the incentives 

forr advice. Consequently, although in an indirect way, monitoring still decreases incentives 

forr advice. Therefore, an entrepreneur with sufficient self-financing uses only one financier: 

ann advisor. In this case there is no incentive conflict, hence equilibrium advising wil l be 

high.. A capital-constrained entrepreneur obtains funding from two financiers: an advisor 

andd a monitor. He receives positive monitoring and therefore moderate effort on advice. 

Propositionn 2 implies that, similarly to the multitask case, advising and monitoring 

increasee project value and thereby ease the possibility for obtaining funding: 

Corollar yy 2 (Joint financing for  poor  entrepreneurs) Ifuj £ [uf, UJP), i) the venture 

isis funded either jointly by an advisor and a monitor or solely by an advisor, ii) financing 

byby a passive investor is not feasible. 

Thee findings in Corollaries 1 and 2 originate from the assumption that advising 

andd monitoring are accomplished by the financiers of the entrepreneur's project. Value 

addingg activities ease the condition for financing if and only if they arc performed by 

partiess providing investment capital. This is because the participation of outside financiers 

constrainss insiders' incentives to exert effort in order to increase expected project returns. 

Iff  financing and advising (or monitoring) were to be carried out by different parties, the 

involvementt of an advisor (monitor) would make it more difficult for a poor entrepreneur 
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too meet the condition for financing.17 

2.55 Choice between the Combination and Separation 

off  Tasks 

Thiss section compares the results of Propositions 1 and 2 in order to analyze the entre-

preneur'ss choice between multitask financing and the separation of the two tasks. 

Entrepreneurss with substantial self-financing arc indifferent between the possibilities 

off  entering into a contract with a multitask financier or engaging two one-task financiers. 

Thiss is because uo  ̂ = u;f and the results in Proposition 2, case Hi) coincide with equity 

financingfinancing in the multitask case (Proposition 1, iii).  Entrepreneurs with sufficient capital 

arcc able to receive maximum advising and least possible (zero) monitoring independent 

off  the financing source. They can either approach a multitask financier and restrict the 

monitoringg effort to zero, by retaining all liquidation returns together with control, or 

simplyy avoid hiring a one-task monitor and enter into a contract with a single advisor. 

Wealthh constrained entrepreneurs arc, however, not indifferent in their choice of the 

financingfinancing source. When financing constraints give rise to positive monitoring (case (ii) 

inn both Propositions 1 and 2), for any given level of entrepreneurial capital LU, advising 

iss less, while monitoring is more intense under the separation of tasks than with multiple 

tasks.. This is because with two financiers, success state returns arc to be shared by three 

parties.. As a consequence of assumption (A.9). under these conditions, it is more difficult 

too enhance the support task: whenever positive monitoring is needed, the advisor exerts 

lesss advising effort than a financier with multiple tasks. In this case, monitoring has an 

indirectindirect negative effect on advising, which is even stronger than the direct effect realized 

inn the multitask case. The following results arise under very general conditions on the 

parameterss of the model. 

17Casamattaa (2003) provides a thorough analysis of this question. 
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Proposi t ionn 3 (Mult i tas k vs separation of tasks) Assume condition (A.9) holds. 

i)i)  IfuJ 6 [u^j i^f) , the venture may be funded by a multitask financier but joint financ-

inging by an advisor and a monitor is not feasible. 

ii)ii)  If' u) £ [wf,a;f] , then both multitask financing and joint financing by an advisor and 

aa monitor are feasible. The entrepreneur prefers funding from a multitask financier 

toto joint financing by an advisor and a monitor. 

Propositionn 3 suggests that multitask financing is particularly advantageous for en-

trepreneurss with low self-financing. The completion of the two tasks by the same financier 

bothh increases entrepreneurial welfare and expands funding possibilities. The next figure 

providess an overview of the results. 

Figur ee 2.1: Possibilities for Funding. Non-decreasing Payoffs 
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Thee results in Proposition 3 stem from the assumption that the monitor's cash-

flowss arc non-decreasing in the project's outcome. Given this assumption, the separation 

off  tasks exacerbates rather than mitigates the incentive conflict between advising and 

monitoring.. Sophisticated financial contracts may allow for payoffs to be decreasing in the 

outcome.. Therefore, in what follows, I consider how relaxing assumption (A.9) affects the 

resultss of the analysis. I show that allowing for the monitor's payoff to be decreasing in the 

outcomee creates a preference for the separation of tasks by entrepreneurs with low levels 
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off  self-financing, but it does not change the conclusion that the poorest entrepreneurs can 

bee funded only by multitask financiers. The assumption of non-decreasing payoffs does 

nott therefore undermine the result that entrepreneurial wealth-constraints give rise to a 

needd for financing with multiple tasks. 

2.5.11 Robustness: Payoffs Decrease in Outcome 

Assumee (A.9) docs not hold. It follows from the incentive compatibility condition in (18) 

thatt the entrepreneur offers the monitor no share in the project's success state returns. 

Similarlyy to the case of non-decreasing payoffs, the advisor receives an equity claim. 

HHmm=0,=0, Lm>0 (28) 

HHaa > 0, La = 0 (29) 

Equilibriumm efforts on advising and monitoring wil l satisfy (19). The equilibrium cash-

floww and control allocation maximizes the entrepreneur's expected returns and satisfies 

alll  parties' incentive compatibility constraints, the financing condition, and the feasibility 

conditions.. The entrepreneur's problem can be summarized as follows. 

maxx (q + ear)He + em (1 - q - ear) Le + (1 - em) B - C - u (30) 

subjectt to 

(IC(ICee)),, (ICa), (ICm), (IRf), 

L,L, > 0, (31) 

HH = Ha + He, (32) 

LL = Lm + Le., (33) 

II  = Ia + Im + to, (34) 

wheree (ICa) and (ICm) are defined in (17) and (18), and (IRf) is given in (22). The 

followingg proposition summarizes the results concerning the possibilities for funding. 
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Proposi t ionn 4 (Mult i tas k vs separation, payoffs decrease in outcome) Assume 

conditioncondition (A.9) does not hold. For given parameters (H, L, K, C, q, p, r, I), there exist 

financialfinancial contracts for the advisor {Ha > 0, La = 0}  and the monitor {Hrn — 0, Lm > 0} , 

andand a critical wealth level a;f, such that UJ^1 < ivf < uf and 

i)i)  if uj G [u^jUjf] , the venture is funded by a multitask financier, but joint financing 

byby an advisor and a monitor is not feasible. 

ii)ii)  if iv 6 [cjjjijf] , then both multitask financing and joint financing by an advisor and 

aa monitor are feasible. The entrepreneur prefers joint financing by an advisor and 

aa monitor to obtaining funding from a multitask financier. 

Whenn contracts with decreasing payoffs can be designed, the monitor is rewarded 

onlyy in the no-success state in equilibrium. Success state rewards wil l be shared by two 

parties:: the entrepreneur and the advisor. Equilibrium advising wil l be higher than in 

thee multitask case or the case of the separation of tasks with payoffs non-decreasing in 

thee project's outcome (section 2.4.2). For, although in an indirect way, incentives for the 

twoo tasks are related, intense advising wil l mitigate monitoring. Consequently, effort on 

monitoringg wil l be lower and the entrepreneur's expected welfare wil l be higher than un-

derr multitask financing or under the separation of tasks when payoffs arc constrained to 

bee non-decreasing in the outcome. Therefore, whenever contracts with decreasing payoffs 

cann be designed, the entrepreneur wil l prefer joint financing by an advisor and a monitor 

too funding by a multitask financier. Below a specific level of entrepreneurial self-financing, 

however,, joint financing by an advisor and a monitor is not feasible. Nevertheless, some 

entrepreneurss with a capital endowment below the threshold may be funded by multi-

taskk financiers. The joint provision of efforts on advice and monitoring expand funding 

possibilitiess more than the simultaneous involvement of an advisor and a monitor, even 

iff  payoffs are allowed to be decreasing in the project's outcome. This is because the par-

ticipationn of a multitask financier provides higher equilibrium value added than the joint 

involvementt of an advisor and a monitor. Figure 2.2 summarizes these results. 
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Figur ee 2.2: Possibilities for Funding, Payoffs Decrease in Outcome 
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Propositionn 4 and Figure 2.2 suggest that, whenever sophisticated contracts with 

decreasingg payoffs can be designed, joint financing by an advisor and a monitor wil l expand 

fundingg possibilities more than in the case when the monitor's payoffs arc constrained to 

bee non-decreasing in the project's outcome (u>f < a>f). The increase in welfare arising 

fromm the advising and monitoring activities is however less than the equilibrium value 

addedd by a multitask financier. Multitask financing turns out to have an important 

functionn even if the assumption that the financiers' payoffs must be non-decreasing in the 

outcomee is relaxed. Synergies arising from the combination of the two tasks allow for 

thee funding of poor entrepreneurs whose projects could not be realized if advising and 

monitoringg were to be performed by two different financiers.18 

18Thee possibility for collusion has been ruled out in the analysis. If collusion is possible, the entrepre-

neurr renegotiates the contract with the monitor to ensure that no monitoring occurs and the creative 

projectt prevails. From his final state private rewards B, he offers a payment of the size S < B to the 

monitor.. Assuming there are no transaction costs of collusion, the monitor will agree to collude with the 

entrepreneurr if S exceeds his returns from monitoring. Note that assumption (A.9) does not affect the 

outcomee of this renegotiation and thus the possibility for collusion between the two parties. 
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2.66 Multitask Funding and State-Contingent Control 

Inn previous sections, the cash-flow and control allocation are assumed to be specified 

att the outset when the contract is signed and the investment is made. Evidence exists 

howeverr that in many venture financing deals the allocation of control rights is contingent 

onn future firm performance (Kaplan and Strömberg 2003, page 14). In general, under 

goodd performance the entrepreneur regains control over the firm.19 When the new firm is 

lesss successful, however, the financier remains in control. 

State-contingentt control allocation naturally arises in the model proposed when the 

financierfinancier is assumed to carry out his tasks sequentially. In what follows, I consider a set-

upp in which an entrepreneur and a multitask financier jointly determine the probability 

off  success in an initial stage. Monitoring occurs in a second period after the observation 

off  a bad interim signal. 

Theree arc three dates: t G {0,1,2} . At t = 0 the contract is signed and the 

investmentt is made. Returns are realized at t = 2. After the first stage (at t: = 1), an 

interimm signal about profitability arrives. The signal is verifiable and can be high or low. 

Iff  it is high, success occurs with probability one: a return of H is generated at t — 2. If 

thee signal turns out. to be low. success occurs with probability 7 € [0,1), and the venture 

iss unsuccessful with probability 1 - 7. In the latter scenario, project, outcome can be 0 or 

LL depending on whether the creative or the mundane project prevails. 

Thee probability of a high first period signal depends on the joint effort of the en-

trepreneurr and the financier. If the entrepreneur works and the financier exerts advising 

effortt e„, a high (low) signal arrives with probability q + ear (with probability 1 - q - ear). 

Whenn the entrepreneur avoids incurring the cost of effort C. the probability of high and 

loww signals wil l be p + ear and 1 — p — ear. 

19Thiss may occur at an IPO for example, when the venture capitalist (partially) exits the investment 

andd the entrepreneur continues managing the firm. 
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Thee monitoring task is accomplished in the second period, if. after a low interim 

signall  at t = 1. control is transferred to the investor. In case of a good signal, there 

iss no need for monitoring, thus the control right is retained by the entrepreneur. This 

set-upp captures a highly realistic scenario in which control allocation is state-contingent 

andd depends on a verifiable interim profitability signal. 

Iff  the conditional probability of success given a low interim signal is positive (7 > 0), 

underr the above assumptions, equilibrium efforts on both tasks are lower than in the si-

multaneouss effort exertion case (Section 2.4.1). As a consequence, funding possibilities 

contract:: the entrepreneur needs to contribute more to the investment outlay to ensure 

externall  financing. As 7 decreases, efforts on both tasks intensify and financing possi-

bilitiess expand. When 7 = 0, the results coincide with those described in Proposition 

1. . 

Thee intuition is as follows. The positive probability of success given a low interim 

signall  (7 > 0), alleviates the need for excessive monitoring in the second period. Thus, for 

anyy given cash-flow allocation, monitoring is less intense than its equilibrium level when 

thee two tasks are performed simultaneously. Advising raises the chance for first period 

successs and thereby decreases the probability of a low interim signal. 7 > 0 implies that 

thee marginal return to advising is lower than in the case with simultaneous effort exertion 

onn the two tasks. As a result, the equilibrium level of advising wil l also be less than in 

thee scenario with multiple tasks. 

Inn conclusion, when the financier performs his tasks sequentially, equilibrium ad-

visingg and monitoring arc less intense and the financing of a poor entrepreneur is more 

difficultdifficult  than in the simultaneous tasks case. When the allocation of control and thus 

monitoringg are contingent on an interim state, the resolution of uncertainty is postponed. 

Ass a result, the financier has less incentives to exert effort on his tasks. If uncertainty 

resolvess at an early stage, in the sense that after a low interim signal final stage success is 

nott possible (7 — 0), the equilibrium coincides with the Nash outcome of the simultaneous 

taskss case (Proposition 1). 
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2.77 Venture Capital vs Bank Financing 

Thiss section highlights the difference between venture capital (multitask) financing and 

bankk financing. Bank financing coincides with the case of a one-task monitor being the 

onlyy financier of the entrepreneur's project. I refer to the monitor's cash-flows in the 

successs and failure states by Hj and Lf. His contribution to the investment outlay is 

denotedd by / / . 

Inn this set-up. the probability of success is determined by the entrepreneur alone. 

Thee entrepreneur works if his incentive compatibility condition is satisfied: 

H,H, > — + emL e. (35) 
q-p q-p 

Iff  the financier has control, he chooses the level of monitoring that maximizes his 

expectedd returns: 

emm e argQmaxi lqHf + em (1 - q) Lf - -  ̂ - If J . (36) 

Itt follows from (36) that, similarly to the multitask case, the higher the financier's 

sharee in liquidation returns, the more intense his monitoring effort: 

êêmm{L{L ff)) = K(l-q)Lf. (37) 

Thee condition for financing is 

If<qHIf<qH ff + êm(l-q)Lf-^7 (38) 

wheree If - I - u,\ The constraint shows that the amount of capital the entrepreneur 

needss to contribute to ensure external financing is decreasing in Lf. The result follows. 

Proposi t ionn 5 (Equil ibriu m wi t h bank financing) For given parameters (H, L, A . 

C.C. q, p. r, I), there exists a critical wealth level ^'B > Ü such that 
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i,i, if uj < u;B, the entrepreneur will  not receive financing. 

ii,ii,  if UJB < ijj  < UJP, the venture is funded and the claim offered by the entrepreneur 

resemblesresembles to a debt contract. Equilibrium monitoring is positive. Control is transferred to 

thethe financier. 

Hi,Hi, if UJ > UJP, the venture is funded and the financier is offered an equity contract. 

EquilibriumEquilibrium monitoring is zero. The entrepreneur retains control. 

Obviously,, the positive aspect of monitoring is that it eases the possibility for fi-

nancing,, compared to the passive investor's case: o,,B < u;p. This result is in line with 

Holmströmm and Tirole (1997) and Dessi (2002). Both suggest that costly monitoring 

byy an intermediary may increase access to financing for entrepreneurs whose wealth is 

insufficientt to commit to an appropriate action choice in the presence of moral hazard. 

Monitoringg in those models indirectly raises success state returns, by reducing the op-

portunityy cost of working for the entrepreneur. Here, the monitoring activity directly 

increasess the expected value of the venture by increasing the return in the no-success 

state.. The assumption of continuous effort has implications concerning the form of the 

monitor'ss financial claim: the more capital constrained an entrepreneur, the more likely 

thatt he relinquishes control and offers the financier a debt contract. Only entrepreneurs 

withh sufficient capital can retain control and issue equity claims. 

Thee entrepreneur's choice between multitask and bank financing depends on both 

financingfinancing constraints and expected welfare. 

Proposi t ionn 6 (Mult i tas k vs bank financing) 7/w e [UJ™,UJB), i) the venture may 

bebe funded by a multitask financier, ii) bank financing is not feasible. 

Althoughh the financier's involvement in an additional task lowers his effort on mon-

itoring,, total value added is higher in the multitask case. As a consequence, for a poor 

entrepreneurr it is easier to obtain funding from a venture capitalist than from a bank. Ob-

viously,, an entrepreneur with more self-financing may also prefer funding from a venture 

capitalistt since advising increases while monitoring decreases his expected welfare. 
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2.88 Empirical Implications 

Thee model has empirical implications concerning the impact of financial constraints on 

thee design of securities and the allocation of control rights in venture capital contracting. 

Propositionn 1 and Proposition 2 imply the following hypotheses. 

Impl icat io nn 1 Highly capital constrained entrepreneurs are financed either with a con-

vertiblevertible security or a mixture of debt and equity claims. They relinquish control to their 

financiers. financiers. 

Impl icat io nn 2 Entrepreneurs with substantial self-financing retain control and issue eq-

uityuity contracts. 

Furthermore,, the results in Proposition 3 have predictions concerning the likely 

sourcee of funding for entrepreneurs with different amounts of self-financing. 

Impl icat io nn 3 Poor entrepreneurs are more likely to obtain funding from a venture cap-

italistitalist than to hire a consultant and use a bank simultaneously. 

Impl icat io nn 4 Entrepreneurs with more self-financing are likely to enter into a contract 

withwith a venture capitalist or use a consultant that provides capital, but are unlikely to get 

fundingfunding from a bank. The venture capitalist will  act as an advisor rather than a monitor 

inin this case. 

Implicationss 1 and 2 describe a relation between the venture capitalist's financial 

participationn and the contract offered by the entrepreneur: venture capitalists investing 

largee amounts of capital hold convertible debt (or convertible preferred equity) and have 

controll  rights. In turn, venture capitalists investing smaller amounts have common equity 

butt no control rights. These implications predict an unusual pattern of the joint allocation 
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off  cash-flow and control rights in venture capital contracts: the holders of less risky, con-

vertiblee securities are allocated control, while riskier claims arc attached no control rights. 

Overall,, these implications complement those arising from Casamatta (2003) by attaching 

aa control allocation to the cash-flow claims identified as optimal by her analysis.20 

Too the extent that start-up ventures are associated with capital poor entrepreneurs, 

Implicationn 1 is in line with the evidence: in entrepreneurial start-ups, financiers hold 

convertiblee preferred equity and have a variety of control rights (Kaplan and Strómberg 

(2003)).. As Implication 3 suggests, these poor entrepreneurs arc more likely to obtain 

fundingg from venture capitalists than from other intermediaries that can not perform mul-

tiplee tasks. This is consistent with the notion that venture capital-backed companies have 

remarkablyy low collateral. It is in line with Ucda (2004) suggesting that an entrepreneur 

withh low collateral is more likely to receive external financing from a venture capitalist 

thann from a bank. In her model, however, intermediaries are not told apart on the basis 

off  their value adding roles. Therefore, the possibility of the entrepreneur's hiring both a 

bankk and a consultant can not be taken into account. 

Implicationss 2 and 4 are consistent with at least two methods of entrepreneurial 

financing,, different from venture capital. First, both implications can be associated with 

businesss angel financing. Fcnn, Liang, and Prowsc (1998) report that business angels 

investt smaller amounts of money than venture capitalists and take equity positions. They 

givee advice but refrain from interfering in the management of firms. Second, although 

noo common definition of the corporate venturing process exists, the implications of the 

modell  suit certain forms of corporate venturing, as the following quotation reflects: "The 

corporatee venturing process focuses on the building of a partnership between two separate 

companies,, in which one. usually the larger company 'invests' directly in the other in 

returnn for a share in that company's future. ... The return may be an equity stake, usually 

20Althoughh the two models are based on different assumptions, Casamatta (2003) also predicts a 

relationn between the contract and the venture capitalist's financial participation. Her model can not 

howeverr account for the allocation of control between entrepreneurs and venture capitalists. 
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aa minority shareholding allowing the smaller business to retain its independence."21 The 

implicationss of the analysis thus point to a relation between financial contracting and the 

valuee enhancing role of the financier and account for the simultaneous existence of various 

value-addingg investors. To this extent, the model provides one possible explanation for 

thee observed variety of venture capital and private equity funds. 

2.99 Conclusion 

Thee primary tasks of venture capitalists, advising and monitoring, may require different 

incentives.. This paper shows that even if incentives for the two tasks conflict, in order 

too ensure funding, the poorest entrepreneurs wil l enter into a contract with a multitask 

financierr rather than obtain funding from two financiers, an advisor and a monitor at the 

samee time. This provides one possible explanation for the existence of venture capital, 

ass a form of financial intermediation, in which the tasks of advising and monitoring arc 

fulfille dd by a sole financier. 

Thee implications of the theory coincide, to a great extent, with observed features 

off  venture financing firms and contracts. In particular, they account for the simultane-

ouss participation of various value enhancing financiers in the capital market, including 

start-upp financiers, angel investors, and corporate venturers. Moreover, they justify the 

prevalentt use of the combination of convertible securities and control rights in venture cap-

itall  contracting. In this respect, the paper provides one of the first theories accounting 

forr a joint allocation of cash-flow and control rights in venture financing. 

Focusingg on the conflicting dimensions of the involvement of venture capitalists, the 

paperr also contributes to the literature on multitask moral hazard analysis. In contrast to 

earlierr results, it spells out an application in which, in spite of the conflict of incentives, 

thee combination of the two tasks is more efficient than the separation of them. 

211 The Corporate Venturing factsheet. www.is4profit.com. 

http://www.is4profit.com
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Thee proposed theory of multitask financing certainly has limitations. The model 

doess not account for a number of typical features of venture capital such as the staging 

andd the syndication of investments, or the variety of different exit routes used by venture 

capitalists.. It captures however, I believe, a core clement in the complex phenomenon, 

whichh has implications for financiers' value adding and financial contract design. The 

availablee evidence, although not abundant, confirms this view. 
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2AA Appendix 

Prooff  of Lemma 1: Under multitask financing the total value of the venture V is 

VV = {q + ear) H + em (1 - q - ear) L + (1 - em) B - C - ^ ^ - I. (39) 

Firstt best advising and monitoring can be derived by maximizing (39) w.r.t. ea and em: 

eeaa = KT(H-eTTlL), (40) 

eemm = K{l-q-ear)L-KB. (41) 

Thereforee e^B and efri
fi can be expressed as 

__ g - K L ' ( 1 - „) + x i a 

== W-q-Ki*H)-B  3 

I _ A : 2 T 2 X ,22 V > 

Sincee eT„  € [0,1], (43) suggests that a critical level of private benefits B* can be defined 

suchh that for any B > B* = L (1 - g - A>2t f ) . e£B - 0 and for any B < B*, eFJ > 0. 

Obviously,, first best advising wil l be positive for any B > 0 (since H > KL2(\ — q) by 

assumptionn (A.l)) . o 

Prooff  of Lemma 2: Under multitask financing, the entrepreneur considers the following 

maximizationn problem: 

maxx (q + ear) H,. + em (1 - q - ear) Lr 4- (1 - em) B - C-  ̂ (44) 

subjectt to 

HHee>>  + emL f . (45) 
q-p q-p 
LL(( > 0. (46) 

ff  e2 +e2 1 
fiaa G arg (niaxi I (q + ear) Hf + em (1 - q - c.ar) Lf - " ^ " ~ h h (47) 

*,„„  6 argomaxi {(<? + * ar ) Hf + rw (1 - g - ,ar ) I ; - ^ ^ - ƒ, J . (48) 
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/ƒ<(<**  + e«r) Hf + em (1 - q - ear) Lf - ^ L + 4 , (49) 

HH = Hf + Hf, (50) 

LL = Lj + Lf,, (51) 

I^If+ou.I^If+ou. (52) 

Thee first two expressions represent the incentive compatibility and limited liabilit y con-

straintss of the entrepreneur. (47) and (48) express the financier's incentive compatible 

effortt choices. The financier's participation condition is given in (49). Constraints (50)-

(52)) ensure the feasibility of the solution. 

Equilibriumm efforts on advising êa and monitoring êm can be expressed from (47) and 

(48): : 

êêaa(H(Hff,L,Lff)) = Kr(Hf-êmLf), (53) 

êêTnTn(H(Hff,Lf),Lf) = KLf{l-q-êar). (54) 

Thee unique solutions are; 

Hf-KLHf-KL22
{{{\~q){\~q) / N 

eeaa(H(H ff,L,Lff)) = Kr 1 _ A -2 r 2L 2 < (5 5) 

éé1Tl1Tl{Hf,Lf){Hf,Lf) = KLfl-q_~K^. (56) 

Whenn Lf > 0 and Hf > Lf, and assumptions (A.1)-(A.2) hold, the solutions are: 

a,a, If Lf - 0 and 0 < Hf < H. then {êa = KrHf. êm = 0} . 

b,b, If Lf > 0 and 0 < Hf < H. then (0 < êa < 1, 0 < êm < 1); the equilibrium is defined 

byy (55)-(56). 

Thee result in Lemma 2 is obtained by taking partial derivatives of the expressions in (55) 

andd (56) w.r.t. Hf and Lf-. 

dêdênn TK 

dHdHff 1 - K2r2L) 
>> 0, (57) 

dêdêmm K2r2L 

dHfdHf 1 - K2r2L) 
11 < 0. (58) 
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dêdêaa 2K2TL} [ l - q - KT2HS 

dLdLff [l - K2T?L}] 

dêmdêm K (l 4- LJA-V ) [1 - q - Kr*H f 

<< 0. (59) 

22 > 0. (60) 
dLdLff [l - K2r2L'j 

Thee inequalities in (57)-(60) hold given assumptions (A.1)-(A.2). o 

Prooff  of Proposit ion 1: Under multitask financing, the optimal contract {H,..Hf.L,..Lj,If} 

iss given by the solution to the problem defined in (44)-(52). The condition for financing 

cann be expressed from (49): 

uJ>I-(quJ>I-(q + ear) Hf - e7n (l-q- ear) Lf + ^ ^ - (61) 

Therefore,, in equilibrium, the following condition must hold: 

u>>I-(qu>>I-(q  + êaT)Hf-&  + £ , (62) 

wheree ca, êm depend on the contracted cash-flow allocation {H^.Hf.L,,, Lf}  and satisfy 

(55)) and (56). In what follows, I consider the condition for financing under different 

cash-floww allocations. 

a,a, When the cash-flow allocation satisfies the conditions (Lf = 0, H > Hf > 0), equilib-

riumm monitoring is zero, while effort on advising is positive: {ea — KrHj.éjn = 0} . The 

financingg condition in this scenario is: 

Lü>I-qHLü>I-qH ff-^Kr-^Kr22HH22
ff.. (63) 

Givenn the entrepreneur's incentive compatibility condition in (45), the financier's max-

imumm returns arc //J?,ax — H ^-. Thus a critical level of the entrepreneur's wealth 

u;^11 can be derived, such that the condition for financing is satisfied and the entrepreneur 

obtainss funding with zero monitoring and positive advising: 

u>>u?u>>u? = *p - ^KT* (H - - £ - \ . (64) 

wheree UJP - I - q yH 3-J is the minimum capital the entrepreneur needs to provide 

too be able to sign a contract with a passive financier. 
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b,b, When the cash-flow allocation is such that (L > Lf > 0, H > Hj > 0). equilibrium 

effortss on both advising and monitoring wil l be positive: 

.. H,-KTL)(\-q) . l-q-Kr'H,) 
CC'' - k T l-KVL}  'C- ~ h L' l-KVL) }  ( 6 a) 

Maximumm returns for the investor arc L™ax — L, Hf**  = H — in the high and low 

states,, respectively. The condition for financing in (61) is satisfied if the entrepreneur's 

wealthh exceeds a critical level, x™; 

XX ^_ X-  ̂ — 

wheree Ua = Kr /
1_Jc2TaL2— 

Itt remains to be shown that 

,p p 
-- X 

ii  ^-m — 

-- êaT 

-KÏ-KÏ 11--

(( c \ ê2 ë2 

HH 1 ™ 1 

-q-Kr-q-Kr22Hy™Hy™ n ax c 

1 - K T 2 T 2 L 22 ' " " ƒ — - " 9-p 

(66) ) 

}

-ê-êaarr  (H<r) - | | + ̂  < - i ^ r 2 (tff-) 2, (68) 

LÜLÜ 11 <-. LÜ2 . (67) 

Too prove this, I rewrite the above inequality using the results in (64) and (66): 

' mm | r-~q 

2K2K 2K 

wheree | ea - Kr X_K?T2}? . em - K L—^^^^. H f - H - — j>. 

Usingg (53), it can be shown that (68) is equivalent to the following condition: 

11 > r2A' 2L 2. (69) 

Conditionn (69) holds for all parameter values given assumption (A.l) . o 

Prooff  of Corollar y 1: Corollary 1 follows from Proposition 1. o 

Prooff  of Lemma 3: First I specify the entrepreneur's maximization problem, assuming 

hee obtains funding from two financiers, an advisor and a monitor. I refer to the advisor 

andd the monitor with subscripts ;a' and "in": 

maxx (q + ear) Hf + ern (1 - q - ear) Le + (1 — em) B - C - x (70) 
fifi aa .firti  -He >Le 
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subjectt to 

HHee>—>— + emLe, (71) 
q-p q-p 
LLPP > 0, (72) 

eeaa = arg max I (q + ear) Ha + em(l-q- ear) La - -f- - Ia\ , (73) 
0<e„<ll  [ ZK J 

eeTnTn = arg max I (q + ear) Hm + e.m (1 - q - ear) Lm - - ^ - Im \ , (74) 
0 < em<ll  I IK \ 

ee2 2 

II aa <(q + aar) Ha + em (1 - q - ear) La - -*-, (75) 

e2 2 

ImIm < {Q + ear) Hm + em (1 - q - ear) LTn - - ^ , (76) 

HH = Ha + Hm + He, (77) 

LL = La + Lm + Le, (78) 

II  = Ia + Im + co. (79) 

Constraintss (71) and (72) represent the incentive compatibility and limited liability con-

ditionss for the entrepreneur. (73) and (74) express the incentive compatible effort choices 

off  the financier with the advising and the financier with the monitoring task, respectively. 

Thee financiers' participation conditions are given in (75) and (76). Constraints (77)-(79) 

ensuree the feasibility of the solution. 

Too prove the result in Lemma 3. I express efforts on advising and monitoring from (73) 

andd (74): 

êêaa(H(Haa,L,Laa)) = K{rHa-êrnrLa), (80) 

êêrnrn(H(Hmm,L,Lmm)) = K (I - q - êar) Lrn. (81) 

Providingg the advisor a financial claim such that La > 0 decreases effort on advice. Thus 

thee entrepreneur, when maximizing expected returns, offers the advisor an equity claim, 

suchh that La — 0. At the same time, success state returns wil l not provide incentives 

forr monitoring. Given assumption (A.9), the monitor's claim must be a straight debt 

contract:: HTn = L„ , — L — L„.  o 
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Prooff  of Proposi t ion 2: When the entrepreneur uses two financiers, the maximization 

problemm is defined by equations (70)-(79). Given the results in Lemma (3) and conditions 

(77)-(79),, equilibrium efforts on the two tasks can be expressed as follows. 

êêaa(H(Haa,L,Laa)) = KrHa (82) 

êêmm{H{H m>m>LLmm)) = K{\-q-Kr2Ha)Lrn (83) 

Addingg up the two participation constraints (75) and (76) and using equations (77)-(79), 

thee condition for financing can be written as 

u>I-(qu>I-(q + ear) (H - He) -em{l-q- ear) (L - Le) +  ̂ ^ - (84) 

Usingg (81) and (80), and the results in Lemma (3), I rewrite this condition to the following 

form: : 
~22 ~2 
PP P 

ww ^ J - vy i- e«n 1-" - "-e) ~ rye f 7^> KOÜ) 

wheree êa , êm depend on the financiers' cash-flows {Ha, La, Hm, Lm}  and satisfy equations 

(82),, (83). Last, I consider the condition for financing under different allocations of the 

cash-floww rights. 

a,a, If cash-flow rights are such that (Ha > 0, La — 0, Hm — Lm = 0), equilibrium moni-

toringg is zero while effort on advising is positive {êa(Ha, La) — KrHa; êm(Hm, Lm) — 0} . 

Thee incentive compatibility condition in (71) implies that H™3*  = H — ^ - . Thus a crit-

icall  wealth level u;f can be derived such that the entrepreneur receives external funding 

withh zero monitoring and positive advising: 

U>CO%=U;U>CO%=U; PP-^KT-^KT22(H--^-\(H--^-\ , (86) 

wheree u;p is the minimum capital the entrepreneur needs to provide to be able to sign a 

contractt with a passive financier. Note that this condition is identical to (64). 

b,b, If cash-flow rights are allocated such that (Ha > 0, La — 0, Hm = Lm > 0), equilibrium 

effortss on both advising and monitoring wil l be positive: 

{ê{êaa(H(Haa,, La) = KrHa- ëm(Hm, Lm) = K (l - q - Kr2Ha) Lm]  . (87) 
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Conditionss (71) and (72) suggest that #f
min = ^ and L™m = 0. Therefore, maximum 

returnss to the financiers are: H™"*  = L™8*  - L and i/a
raax = ƒƒ - ^ L . With maximum 

monitoringg {H™**  = L™** = L), the advisor's maximum returns are Ha = ƒƒ - L - ~ . 

Underr this scenario, the entrepreneur receives funding if his capital endowment exceeds 

thee critical level u;f: 

^^^  = -p--("-^)- | + ê- (88) 

wheree {(>„  = A>if a; rm = A' (1 - g - AV 2tfQ) L: Ha = H - L - ^ ) . 

I tt remains to be shown that 

II  rewrite (89) using the results in (86) and (88): 

Usingg (80) and (81), it can be shown that (90) is equivalent to the following condition: 

l - q -- Kr2Ha > r. (91) 

Thee condition holds for all parameter values of the model given assumption (A.2). o 

Prooff  of Corollar y 2: Corollary 2 follows from Proposition 2. o 
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Prooff  of Proposit ion 3: 

i)) To show that 

u;^^ < Lüf. (92) 

II  substitute {êa = K r H \ : ^ - q ) - êm = KL^lZ^r- Hf°* = H - ^ }  to 

(66)) and [êa = KrHa, êm = K (1 - q - Kr2Ha) L; Ha = H - L - ^ }  to (88). 

Afterr simplification, (92) can be written in the following form: 

11 _ r̂2L2 {r2a2 + (1 - qf L2 - 2AV2L 2 (1 - q) a) (93) 

>> r V 2 + (1 - qf L2 - 2Kr2L2 (1 - q) (a - L) - r2L2 (l - K2r2 (a - L) 2) . 

(94) ) 

(93)-(94)) is equivalent to the condition in (95): 

77 > (1 - K2r2L2) (7 - T2L2 [l - 2KL{\ - q) - K2r2(a - L)2] ) (95) 

wheree a = (ff - ^ ) and 7 = T 2Q2 + (1 - y)2 L2 - 2RV2L 2 (1 - g) a. (95) holds 

forr all parameter values of the model given assumption (A.l) . 

ii )) The result in Proposition 3.ii) follows from the fact that, whenever condition (A.9) 

holds,, advising is more while monitoring is less intense under multitask financing 

thann under the separation of the two tasks. Whenever positive monitoring is required 

forr funding to be worthwhile, the entrepreneur will use a multitask financier since 

advisingg increases while monitoring decreases his expected returns, o 

Prooff  of Proposit ion 4: Assume condition (A.9) does not hold. The entrepreneur's 

problemm is defined in (30)-(34). Equilibrium efforts wil l satisfy (96)-(97). 

êêaa(H(Haa,L,Laa)) = KrHa (96) 

éé7n7n{H{H mm.L.Lmm)) = K[\-q-Kr2Ha)Lm (97) 
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Moreover,, the equilibrium contract wil l be such that Ha > 0, La = 0, Hm = 0, Lm > 0. 

Thee project is funded if the entrepreneur's capital exceeds the critical level a;f, that is if 

^2 2 

*>„»=,.,"  _«.T( f f --£-) -«£ + £ , (98) 

wheree {ê„  = ATT-H.; km = K (1 - q - ATT 2H„ ) L; tf„ = ff - ^ } . 

i)) To show that 

J?J? < uf (99) 

II  substitute {ea = ^ r ^ ^ ' ; êm = K L ^ Z ^ T \ Hf  ̂ = H - ^ }  to 

(66)) and {êa = üfT#fl ; êm = tf (1 - q - Kr2Ha) L; Ha = H - ^ }  to (98). After 

simplification,, (99) can be written as 

( ll  - K2r2L2) ( 7 + K2r4L2a2) <  7 , (100) 

wheree a = H - ^ and 7 = r2a2 + L 2( l - q)(l - q - 2Kr2a). 

Simplee algebra shows that (100) is equivalent to the condition 

(11 - q - Kr2a)2 > 0. (101) 

(101)) holds for all parameter values of the model. To show that 

w?? < wf (102) 

II  substitute [êa = KrHa- êm = K {1 - q - Kr2Ha) L; Ha = H - ^ }  to (98) and 

{ê{êaa = KrHa) êm = K(l-q- Kr2Ha) L; Ha = H - L - ^ }  to (88). After sim-

plification,, (102) can be written in the following form: 

(2aa + L 3)(a - L) + aL (p - 2) + L2 (3 - 2KL{\ - q)) > 0, (103) 

wheree a — H — - 3 -. Each component in the sum on the l.h.s. of (103) is positive. 

Consequently,, (103) holds for all parameter values of the model. 
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ii )) The result in Proposition 4.ii) follows from the fact that, given condition (A.9) docs 

nott hold, advising is more while monitoring is less intense under the separation 

off  tasks than under multitask financing. For advising increases while monitoring 

decreasess his expected welfare, the entrepreneur wil l prefer joint financing by an 

advisorr and a monitor to obtaining funding from a multitask financier, whenever 

positivee monitoring is required for funding to be worthwhile, o 

Prooff  of Proposit ion 5: When the entrepreneur obtains funding from a one-task mon-

itor,, his problem can be specified as follows: 

maxx (qHe + {l-q)emLe + {l-em)B-C-u) (104) 

subjectt to 
(J (J 

HHee>>  + emLB, (105) 
q-p q-p 
LLee > 0, (106) 

eemm G a rgomaxi J qHf + ern (1 - q) L} -  ̂ - If \ (107) ) 

II ff<qH<qHJJ + c m { l - q ) L f - ^ (108) 

HH = Hf + H,. (109) 

LL = Lf + Le: (110) 

ƒƒ = ƒ ƒ + * . ( I l l ) 

Thee first two inequalities are the incentive compatibility and limited liabilit y constraints 

off  the entrepreneur. (107) and (108) represent the financier's incentive compatibility and 

participationn conditions. The last three equations ensure the feasibility of the solution. 

Thee financier's monitoring effort in equilibrium is given by condition (107): 

êêmm(L(Lff)) = K(l-q)Lf. (112) 
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Thee condition for financing is derived from (108): 

u)u) > uJB =  ̂ - ̂ -K (1 - qf L2. (113) 

wheree <JP = I - q (H 3-V If condition (113) is not satisfied, the entrepreneur wil l not 

receivee financing. 

Whenn JJB < us < ^,F\ the entrepreneur receives financing and the financier exerts positive 

monitoringg effort: c7n — K (I - q) (L - Lr). The entrepreneur relinquishes control and 

offerss a debt contract: {Hj  — Lj. Lf = L — 1^}-

Iff  LJ > a-'p. the entrepreneur retains control together with all liquidation returns: 

{Lj{Lj  — 0, Le = L}. This implies that the monitor is rewarded only in the good outcome 

state.. He is therefore offered an equity contract, o 

Prooff  of Proposi t ion 6: To show that 

u^Ku*u^Ku* (114) 

II  substitute {êa - J f T ^ y , êm = K L ^ Z ^r i HT = H " ^ }  t o (66) a n d 

comparee the resulting expression to (113). (114) turns out to be equivalent to: 

1 1 
[-2r2QQ (a - KL2 (1 - qj) +  ( r V - Ü (1 - g)2)] < - (1 - qf L2. 

'11 - K2r2L2) 
(1151 1 

wheree a = H —. This expression can be rewritten as: 

(a-KL(a-KL22{\-q)f{\-q)f > 0. (116) 

(116)) holds for all parameter values of the model. o> 



Chapterr 3 

Venturee Capitalists' Value Adding: 

Doo Financial Contracts Matter?* 

Abstract ::  This paper provides an empirical assessment of the importance of financial 

contractss in enhancing the contribution of venture capitalists to the development of entre-

preneuriall  firms, using a hand-collected sample of 74 investments by 14 European venture 

capitall  funds. The data indicate that i) control rights (board and veto rights) play an 

importantt role, and ii ) security choice matters. Venture capitalists with veto rights con-

cerningg asset sales, asset purchases, changes in control, and issuance of equity spend on 

averagee 6 hours more every week with their companies and consider their contribution as 

35%% more important than venture financiers with no veto rights. Moreover, one additional 

boardd seat in a five member company board implies 1.5 hours more weekly involvement 

byy the venture fund. Furthermore, venture capitalists holding convertible securities con-

tributee on average 10% more than venture capitalists using simpler financial instruments. 

Thee results are shown to be robust to the potential endogeneity of control allocation and 

too the possibility of self-reporting bias in the data. 

*II  would like to thank Magnus Dahlquist. Stijn Claessens. Marco Da Rin. Frank de Jong, and Enrico 

Pcrottii  for helpful comments and suggestions. Furthermore, I thank the participating venture capital 

fundss for providing the data. Any remaining errors and/or omissions are my own. 
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3.11 Introduction 

Venturee capitalists claim to be value adding investors. This claim is supported by aca-

demicc evidence. Gorman and Sahlman (1989) point out the role of venture capitalists 

inn strategic analysis, management recruiting, and CEO replacements. Gompers (1995) 

findsfinds that venture investors become especially active when the risk and growth options 

involvedd in their investments are high. Hellmann and Puri (2000. 2002) show that start-

upss financed by venture capital tend to bring their products to market and professionalize 

theirr human resources faster than other companies that did not receive venture capital 

financing.financing. In particular, VC financed firms are more likely and faster to bring in outsiders 

ass CEO and implement stock option plans in managerial incentive compensation. Finally, 

Barryy ct al. (1990) and Megginson and Weiss (1991) document the certification role of 

venturee capitalists in the going-public process and report that firms financed by venture 

capitall  tend to have less undcrpricing at IPOs. 

Inn line with these findings, a number of theoretical contributions have considered the 

rolee of financial contracts in providing incentives for venture capitalists.1 In this paper, 

II  present evidence on the relevance of financial contracting by providing an empirical 

assessmentt of the importance of cash-flow and control rights in enhancing the contribution 

off  venture capitalists to the development of entrepreneurial firms, using a hand-collected 

samplee of 74 investments by 14 European venture capital funds. The paper focuses on two 

specificc questions. First, it examines whether cash-flow rights, in particular the extent of 

equityy ownership and the use of convertible securities, increase the involvement of venture 

capitalistss in projects they provide financing for. Second, it considers whether the use 

off  veto, board, and other 'special' control rights employed in venture capital contracts -

antidilutionn rights and IPO demand registration rights, for example - enhances investors' 

valuee adding. To my knowledge, this paper is the first to consider security choice and 

'AA few examples include Casamatta (2003), Cestone (2001), Chan, Siege] and Thakor (1990), Hellmann 

(1998).. Repullo and Suarez (2004), and Schmidt (2003). An extensive account of the literature i.s provided 

inn the next section. 
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aa variety of control rights in assessing empirically the importance of financial contracts 

forr the contribution of venture capitalists, using direct, survey-based effort measures and 

accountingg for the resulting possibility of self-reporting bias in the data, at the same time. 

Thee results indicate that financial contracts matter: the allocation of cash-flow and 

especiallyy control rights significantly affects the contribution of venture capitalists, even 

iff  the potential endogeneity of the terms of the contracting transaction is taken into 

account.. In other words, even if the type of the financial contract chosen depended on 

thee investor's appraisal of the project's need for his professional involvement, the use of 

convertiblee securities together with certain control rights would have a significant impact 

onn the value adding involvement of venture capitalists. 

Thee paper measures an investor's contribution to the value of an entrepreneurial firm 

alongg two effort dimensions. First, the time (i.e. the weekly number of hours) spent with 

thee firm is considered as a dependent variable. Then, a more subjective effort measure, 

thee ranking of the importance of the venture capitalist's contribution in a number of 

typicall  fields of activities is taken into account. Results from the analysis arc shown to 

bee robust to the possibility of self-reporting bias that may arise from the survey-based 

naturee of these effort measures.2 Although more established venture capitalists turn out 

too contribute more, the results are not driven by the possibility that better quality venture 

capitalistss become more involved and use more sophisticated contracts at the same time. 

Thee data indicate that veto and board rights play the most important role in en-

hancingg the contribution of venture capitalists to their firms. The results concerning veto 

andd board control arc not only robust to endogeneity concerns but also hold for both 

dependentt variables: the time spent with the firm and the assessment of the venture 

capitalist'ss own contribution. Venture capitalists with full veto control spent each week 

2Onee justification to use survey data to address the research question is that objective (unbiased) 

and,, at the same time, direct (non-performance based) effort measures are hardly available. Measures 

off  performance could not be collected either because most firms in the sample had been given financing 

onlyy a year or two earlier than the data was collected. 
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approximatelyy 5 and a half hours more with their companies than investors with no veto 

rights.55 They also regarded their contribution to the value of their firms as 35% more 

important.. Board control has a strong impact as well: one additional board scat in a five 

memberr company board implies 1 and a half hours more weekly involvement and 10% 

moree effort by the venture capitalist. 

Resultss concerning the impact of cash-flow rights turn out to be less obvious. The 

dataa suggest a significant positive relation between the involvement of venture capital-

istss and the use of convertible securities: investors issuing convertible debt or convertible 

preferredd equity contribute on average 10% more. The positive relation docs not however 

holdd for the number of hours as the dependent variable. The data also indicate a statisti-

callyy significant positive correlation between equity ownership and the time spent with the 

entrepreneuriall  firm. The economic impact is however immaterial. One possible expla-

nationn is that the ownership shares may depend on the parties' bargaining position (that 

iss likely to be influenced by entrepreneurial capital constraints) rather than on incentive 

considerations. . 

Overall,, the results suggest that venture capitalists are responsive to incentives 

embeddedd in the allocation of control rights. Contrary to expectations, the extent of 

cash-floww rights or equity ownership turns out to be less relevant for their value added 

involvement.. These findings strongly support a few theories that focus on the allocation 

off  control rights, suggesting that venture capitalists require control to be able to interfere 

att an intermediate stage, when a successful project outcome seems to be less likely. At 

thee same time, the reported positive impact of the use of convertible securities provides 

supportt for theories suggesting that security choice matters in the optimal allocation of 

incentivess between entrepreneurs and venture capitalists. The findings seem to be most 

consistentt with Hellmann (1998) and Schmidt (2003). 

oo rights in relation to five issues were considered: asset sales, asset purchases, changes in control, 

issuancee of equity, and at least one 'other decision'. 'Full veto control' implies veto control in all of these 

matters. . 
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Thiss research is closest in spirit to Sapicnza et al. (1996) and Kaplan and Strömberg 

(2004).. Both examine the determinants of the involvement of venture capitalists in en-

trepreneuriall  firms, distinguishing between effort measures of support and governance. 

Sapicnzaa et al. (1996) analyze the effect of different risk factors on the involvement of 

venturee financiers in their portfolio companies. They focus on agency risk represented by 

CEOO experience and project related uncertainty measured by the firm's stage of devel-

opmentt and the innovativeness of the project. Although they find no evidence of more 

intensee support or governance at ventures with less CEO experience, they find that project 

relatedd uncertainty matters: investors become more involved in early stage ventures and 

inn projects with higher risk assessment. 

Kaplann and Strömberg (2004) consider a more complete classification of risk factors 

involvedd in the financing of entrepreneurial ventures. Based on an analysis of venture 

capitalists'' investment memoranda, they identify three different types of risk measures: 

'internall  risk', a consequence of asymmetric information between the parties; 'external 

risk',, referring to environment related uncertainty, and 'project complexity' risk, arising 

fromm the difficulty of project realization. They find that in ventures with high internal 

andd external risk, venture capitalists hold significantly more control rights, in the form of 

boardd control. Board control enhances monitoring but has no impact on advising. They 

alsoo find that investors with large equity ownership provide more support. 

Thiss paper does not attempt to distinguish empirically between the different activ-

itiess of venture capitalists. It examines two, rather crude effort measures. Its focus is on 

thee role of the different types of securities and control rights in enhancing the contribution 

off  venture investors to the development of entrepreneurial firms. The results complement 

thee findings in Sapicnza et al. (1996) and Kaplan and Strömberg (2004) by showing that, 

besidess the different risk factors, the use of specific securities and especially control rights 

alsoo matter for the contribution of venture capitalists. The results match the finding in 

Kaplann and Strömberg (2004) and complete the picture by pointing out that, besides 

boardd representation, veto rights and security choice arc also important in the provision 
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off  effort incentives for venture capitalists. 

Thee paper is organized as follows. Section 3.2 outlines the theoretical background 

aridd spells out the hypotheses to be tested. A description of the data and the variables 

consideredd is provided in Section 3.3. The core empirical results together with robustness 

checkss arc detailed in Section 3.4. Section 5 discusses the limitations of the analysis. 

Sectionn 3.6 concludes. Al l tables - except for Table 4 - arc in the Appendix. 

3.22 Related Literature 

Ourr hypotheses concerning the determinants of the professional involvement of venture 

capitalistss arc based on a number of venture capital theories. Most of these theories 

focuss on one of two fundamental issues: (1) whether the cash-flow allocation has a role in 

implementingg optimal incentive schemes for the entrepreneur and the venture capitalist, 

givenn the need for the active involvement of the latter; (2) whether the allocation of control 

rightss provides implicit incentives for the venture capitalist to interfere in entrepreneurial 

decision-making.. In what follows, I discuss the most important theories addressing these 

issuess and their empirical predictions. 

3.2.11 Allocation of Cash-flow Rights 

AA number of papers have considered venture capital financing in a double moral hazard 

setting,, in which both an entrepreneur and an investor are supposed to exert effort to 

increasee the probability of the success state. Since effort exertion requires the provision of 

high-poweredd incentives for both parties, the venture capital context implies an inherent 

conflictt of incentives which, unlike the classical problem of entrepreneurial moral hazard, 

cann not be solved by rendering the entrepreneur residual claimant of the firm's profits 

andd providing the investor a debt claim. The need for advice1 requires that in case of a 

successfull  outcome the investor holds an equity-like claim: pure equity or a convertible 
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security. . 

Assumingg two-sided moral hazard, Repullo and Suarcz (2004) focus on the stag-

ingg of the venture capitalist's financial investment. They show that, when the interim 

profitabilityy signal is verifiable, optimal incentive provision in a second, effort exertion 

stagee requires that the venture capitalist receives a signal-independent share in project 

returns,, essentially an equity contract.4 Further, Schmidt (2003) considers sequential ef-

fortt choices and shows that, given an appropriately chosen conversion rate, a convertible 

securityy implements optimal investment in effort by both parties. In an initial period, the 

entrepreneurr exerts effort optimally since he holds all the equity in the company, while the 

venturee capitalist has a debt-like claim. For the conversion option allows him to become 

residuall  claimant for the firm's profits, in the second stage, the venture capitalist also 

choosess his first-best effort level.0 These theories give rise to the following hypothesis: 

Hypothesiss 1: Venture capitalists holding common equity or a convertible secu-

rityy contribute more to the development of entrepreneurial firms than venture capitalists 

holdingg preferred stock or debt. 

Focusingg on the double moral hazard setting, Casamatta (2003) argues that it is 

thee party with the smaller financial participation that needs to be given higher powered 

incentivess in the form of a riskier claim. Thus in projects that require large outside 

financing,, the entrepreneur wil l typically hold common equity while the venture capitalist 

wil ll  have a less risky, convertible claim. The intuition lies in the fact that financial 

participationn (ownership) inherently increases incentives to work, an implication that 

4Iff  the signal is non-verifiable, the optimal compensation scheme under staged financing is shown to be 

moree complex. It can be implemented by a non-linear contract that allocates the financier an increasing 

sharee of the returns above a threshold level of the interim profitability signal and no share in the returns 

beloww that threshold. 
55 Point ing out the multitask nature of venture capitalists' value adding, Chapter 2 of this thesis also 

providess a theory for the use of convertible securities in venture capital financing. In that model, however, 

securityy choice affects also the type (not only the amount) of effort exerted. 
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givess rise to the next hypothesis.6 

Hypothes iss 2: Venture capitalists with larger (equity) ownership exert more effort. 

3.2.22 Allocation of Control Rights 

Otherr theories of venture capital suggest that it is the control allocation rather than 

thee financial structure that matters for the provision of incentives for venture capitalists. 

Chan,, Sicgel and Thakor (1990) and Hcllrnaim (1998) claim that venture capitalists re-

quiree substantial control rights because of the uncertainty concerning future prospects, 

especiallyy the skills of the founder entrepreneur to manage the newly set up company. 

Although,, in Chan et al. (1990), the financier is not supposed to exert effort, final period 

profitss depend on his professional skills whenever the entrepreneur is substituted at an 

interimm stage. Hcllmann (1998) accounts for the venture capitalist's contribution in terms 

off  effort in a more explicit way. In his model, control rights provide the investor incen-

tivess to engage in executive search so that he is able to substitute the original manager 

oncee he turns out to be insufficiently skilled. Therefore, the more uncertainty is involved 

inn a venture, the more control is allocated to the VC, and the more intense is his effort 

exertion.77 In Chan et al. (1990) and Hcllmann (1998). there is no information asymmetry 

betweenn the parties: both the investor and the starter entrepreneur are uninformed of the 

latter7ss skills in managing the company. To this extent, uncertainty refers not only to the 

entrepreneur'ss skill level but also to project and environment related risk.8 These theories 

6AA proper test of the financial contracting implications of Casamatta's theory would require data on 

thee capital contribution of entrepreneurs to the firms funded. For, in venture capital contracts, ownership 

sharess do not necessarily correlate with financial participation, this type of data is not available in the 

samplee under consideration in the present paper. 
7Severall  theories outside the venture capital context also suggest that investors' control rights enhance 

interference.. The most well-known examples are Aghion and Bolton (1992) and Burkart, Gromb and 

Panunzii  (1997). 
sKirilenkoo (2000) relaxes the assumption of symmetric information and suggests that the control 

allocationn at an early stage is a function of the information asymmetry between the two parties. In his 
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havee the following implication. 

Hypothesiss 3: Control rights enhance the contribution of venture capitalists to 

thee development of entrepreneurial firms. 

3.2.33 Endogeneity of Control Rights 

Ann important implication of Hellmann (1998) is that control allocation is endogenous 

too the involvement of venture capitalists. Since riskier projects require more effort, the 

allocationn of control rights may depend on the investor's assessment of the uncertainty 

involvedd in a project and of the need for his professional involvement. This conjecture is 

consistentt with Kaplan and Strömbcrg (2004) who provide evidence that venture investors 

obtainn more board rights when their investments arc characterized by higher project and 

environmentt related risk. The potential endogeneity of control rights gives ground to the 

followingg hypothesis. 

Hypothesiss 4: In riskier projects, venture capitalists require more control rights. 

Theoriess focusing on the allocation of cash-ilow rights do not have similar implica-

tions.. The optimality of equity and convertible debt in Repullo and Suarcz (2004) and 

Schmidtt (2003) is independent of the riskiness of final period cash-flows. It is not the 

uncertaintyy involved in a firm that makes equity-like securities optimal in the provision of 

incentivess for venture capitalists and entrepreneurs. Confirming this conjecture. Kaplan 

andd Strömbcrg (2004) show that entrepreneurial cash-flow incentives are not related to 

projectt risk. These considerations suggest that endogeneity problems arc less relevant 

concerningg the earlier hypotheses on how equity ownership and security choice may affect 

thee contribution of venture capitalists. Therefore, in the empirical analysis I focus on the 

potentiall  endogeneity of control rights while treating security choice a.s exogenous. 

model,, the higher the degree of information asymmetry related to project quality and the entrepreneur's 

valuationn of control, the more control is allocated to the venture capitalist in equilibrium. 
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3.33 The Data 

Thee data were obtained by a survey and interview of venture capital fund members of 

thee European Venture Capital Association (EVCA). In total, there are data on 74 en-

trepreneuriall  investments by 14 venture capital funds in 7 European countries (Belgium. 

Denmark,, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Portugal, The Netherlands). The participation of 14 

fundss in the survey implies an approximately 14% response rate, taking into account the 

populationn of funds that were both contacted by phone and sent a copy of the question-

nairee by regular and /or e-mail.9 

3.3.11 Variable Construction 

Dependentt  Variables 

Twoo variables arc employed to measure the involvement of a venture capitalist (VC) in 

aa given project: first, the weekly number of hours the venture capitalist spent with the 

entrepreneuriall  firm (HOURS);10 second, the average ranking of the importance of the 

VC'ss own contribution to the firm in nine different fields of activities (EFFORT). 

Bothh variables arc based on the assessments of venture capitalists. HOURS equals 

too the average number of weekly hours the VC reported to have spent with the venture. 

Thee construction of the second variable is more complex. Venture investors were asked 

too rank on a scale of 1-10 the importance of their contribution to each particular project 

9Mostt of the funds contacted only via mailing provided no answers at all. 
10Theoriess of venture capital discussed in Section 3.2 assume effort to be non-observable. The number 

off  hours spent with the firm is an observable proxy for the venture capitalist's effort. In situations of moral 

hazard,, observability may improve the contracting outcome when the effort-exerting party is risk-averse 

(thuss risk-sharing has a role) and renegotiation is allowed for (Hermalin and Katz (1991); Dewatripont, 

Legros,, and Matthews (2003)), Most theories of venture capital financing assume risk-neutrality and no-

renegotiation.. The non-observability of effort assumption should thus not create any discrepancy between 

thee theories of the field and the empirical investigation of the present paper. 
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theyy provided data on. in all of the following fields of activities: strategy, marketing, 

issuess related to financing, R&D, product development, human resources, exit strategy, 

interpersonall  support, and help in networking. EFFORT invested in a project is the 

averagee of the rankings across the nine fields.11 

Thee EFFORT variable is similar to the proxy for investors' involvement in Sapienza 

ctt al. (1996). That paper measures effort on advice along two dimensions: it considers 

thee venture capitalists' ranking of the importance and effectiveness of their contribution. 

Thee effort measure comes from multiplying the rate of importance with the rate of effec-

tiveness.122 Since such a measure is subject to the investor's own performance evaluation, 

II  also use the time dimension, a somewhat less biased proxy for involvement. It is indica-

tivee that for all fields of activities taken into account the VCs ranked their contribution 

ass more important for the ventures they spent a higher number of hours with. Both the 

HOURSS and the EFFORT measures are however subject to self-reporting bias. I dis-

cusss the consequences of this problem in a later section addressing the limitations of the 

analysiss and the robustness of the results. 

Explanator yy Variables (1) : Cash-Flow Rights 

Too test Hypothesis 1, I construct two dummy variables. SECUPSIDE takes the value 

11 if the investment was financed with either common equity or a convertible security 

(convertiblee debt or convertible preferred equity). SECCOXV is the second dummy that 

takess the value 1 if and only if the transaction was financed with a convertible security 

thatt is either with convertible debt or convertible preferred equity. Hypothesis 2 can be 

testedd by including the venture capitalist's ownership share in the project (OWNER), in 

thee best case scenario, as an explanatory variable. SECUPSIDE and OWNER measure 

11AA detailed definition of each variable employed in the analysis is presented in Table 9. 
12Inn Sapienza et al. (1996). the rate of importance of the VCs contribution is ranked on a scale of 

1-55 (l=not important at all. 5=of great importance), while the effectiveness ranking is on a scale of 1-10 

(l=nott effective at all, and l()=extremely effective). 
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whetherr and to what extent equity holdings arc important in enhancing the activity 

off  venture capitalists. SECCONV is to capture a more subtle effect: whether venture 

capitalistss using more sophisticated instruments such as convertible securities tend to 

addd more value. 

Explanator yy Variables (2) : Control Rights and Risk Measures 

Too test Hypothesis 3, I consider three different kinds of control right variables: veto 

rights,, board rights, and 'special control rights'. The variable VETO is the average of 

fivee veto right dummy variables: veto on asset sales, asset purchases, changes in control, 

issuancee of equity, and veto concerning at least one other decision. BOARD represents 

thee proportion of board scats held by the venture capitalist. 

SPCONTT refers to additional control rights frequently used by venture capitalists. It 

iss the average of the following ten control right dummy variables: right to replace the CEO, 

rightt for first refusal in sale, automatic conversion at exit, co-sale agreement, antidilution 

protection,, protection against new issues, redemption rights, information rights, IPO 

registrationn rights, and piggyback registration rights.1'* 

Ass argued earlier, a venture capitalist's veto, board, and other rights to interfere 

mayy be endogenous to his value adding involvement. In other words, the allocation of 

controll  rights may depend on the project's need for VC involvement, which in turn may be 

determinedd by the risk of the investment. To be able to test Hypothesis 3. therefore, one 

needss to assess to what extent the allocation of control rights depends on the uncertainty 

relatedd to the project and its environment. In other words, one needs to consider the 

validityy of Hypothesis 4. This requires that a number of risk variables arc included in the 

analysis. . 

Too establish an overall project risk measure, I use the venture capitalists' rankings 

off  each of their projects, on a scale of 1-10, for the following risk factors: uncertainty 

1 3Tablee 10 provides» a definition of each of these control r ights. 
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aboutt the product/technology, risky competitive position, uncertain customer adoption, 

riskk in business strategy, quality of the entrepreneur's management and business skills, 

questionablee performance to date, contractual structure and downside risk, high valuation, 

costss of monitoring the investment, negative influence of other investors, and uncertain 

financiall  market and exit conditions.1'1 In the empirical analysis, I use the average of these 

riskk rankings (RISK).15 The venture capitalists reported their rankings after they invested 

capitall  in the firms. The ex-post nature of the reporting and the self-reported nature of 

thee data may generate problems for the empirical analysis. The potential consequences 

off  self-reporting bias arc discussed in Section 3.5.2. 

Sincee early stage investments and firms in high-tech industries represent greater 

uncertainty,, a stage and an industry dummy variable (referred to as STAGE and TECH) 

arcc also considered as proxies for project risk. STAGE takes the value of 0 for early and 1 

forr later stage investments.16 The value of TECH equals to 1 for projects in the medical, 

internet,, and electronics industries. 

Too account for the uncertainty related to a project's environment. I include addi-

tionall  risk measures. I consider a dummy variable taking the value 1 if the investment 

wass realized in the year 2000 (INV2000). In the beginning of that year the technology 

bubblee bursted, a circumstance that severely affected the exit opportunities of European 

andd US venture capitalists and thus the risk involved in their investments, especially in 

thee short run. The second variable (MSCI) is the return to the MSCI index, a traditional 

14Thesee risk factors were identified by Kaplan and Stromberg (2004), based on an analysis of VCs' 

investmentt memoranda. 
loThiss is in contrast to Kaplan and Strömberg who categorize the risk factors as internal, external, 

andd complexity risk. In the present sample, the three different risk measures were highly correlated. 
16Thee venture funds classified the investments as being in one of the following categories: seed, early, 

expansion,, buyout, late and turnaround stage. This classification corresponds to the definition of stages 

byy the European Venture Capital Association (EVCA). I use a simplified classification by considering the 

investmentss as of early (i.e. seed, early or expansion phase) or late (buyout, late, or turnaround phase) 

stage. . 
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proxyy for returns in international equity markets. For each observation, the return to the 

indexx over the period of investment is considered. The third variable is the legality index 

(LEGALITY )) that accounts for the substantive content of laws pertaining to investing in 

aa country and the quality of their enforcement. I follow Bcrkowitz ct al. (2003) and use 

aa weighted sum of the following factors: civil versus common law systems, the efficiency 

off  the judicial system, the rule of law. corruption, risk of expropriation, risk of contract 

repudiation,, and shareholder rights. High numbers indicate effective legal systems. 

Furthe rr  Explanatory Variables (3) 

Inn the course of testing Hypotheses 1-4, I use additional control variables. VCEXP mea-

suress the connectedness of the VC fund within the industry. It equals to the average 

numberr of syndicating partners of the fund, taking into account all the investments the 

fundd reported data on. Casual evidence suggests that network effects and reputation play 

ann important role in the success of venture capital companies. Successful IPO exits, for 

example,, usually require the certification of a venture capital syndicate involving estab-

lishedd members of the industry. The average number of syndication partners measures 

howw connected or how established the fund is within the industry. It serves as a proxy 

forr the experience of the venture capital fund. The consideration of such a variable in 

thee analysis is necessary since more experienced investors may be able to write more ef-

fectivee contracts and add more value at the same time. If this is the case, self-report ing 

biass - a concern arising from the survey nature of the data - may cause problems in the 

econometricc analysis.17 

Thee extent of VC involvement may also depend on the size of the venture capital 

fund.. Venture capital fund managers invest in portfolios and thus have limited time and 

attentionn towards individual projects. The more capital per number of managers a fund 

invests,, the higher may be the number of projects allocated to each manager. This may 

17Thee consequences of self-reporting bias in the data are discussed in details in a later section addressing 

thee limitations of the analysis. 
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lowerr the manager's contribution to the development of the firms in his portfolio. To 

capturee this effect, I include the capital of the venture fund per number of managers in 

thee analysis (CAPITAL). Moreover, to test whether the involvement of venture capitalists 

variess according to investment size. I also consider the book value of the investment among 

thee explanatory variables (BOOK). 

Finally,, I use a 'lead investor' dummy variable. The allocation of control rights in 

aa given transaction may depend on whether the venture capitalist is a lead investor or a 

syndicatee member in the deal. Lead investors arc, by definition, allocated more control 

rightss than syndicate members. The assessment of the extent of VC control thus requires 

thee involvement of a lead investor dummy (LEAD) in the analysis. 

3.3.22 Data Description 

Thee sample includes 74 investments by 14 venture capital funds. None of the 14 funds 

hadd data on more than 7 investments, and one provided data on just two firms. The small 

numberr of entrepreneurial firms in the sample is attributable to the fact that a significant 

amountt of data was requested on each financing transaction. Moreover, most of the data 

requestedd arc viewed by the funds as highly confidential. Although the sample size is 

small,, it is comparable to the scope of the data considered in other studies in the venture 

capitall  literature. Moreover, the data include information at the transaction level. 

Tablee 1 (Panels A, B) provides a reasonably complete characterization of the data. 

Thee first column presents the data for all the entrepreneurial firms in the sample. The 

nextt two columns break the information down by the first dependent variable, the weekly 

numberr of hours venture capitalists spent with their firms (HOURS). 

[Insertt Table 1, Panels A, B About Here] 

Thee first row in Table 1, Panel A indicates that more than half of the entrepreneurial 

firmsfirms in the sample received less than 4 hours of time weekly support. 13 firms received 
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noo support (0 hours) and 1 firm received 15 hours, the highest number in the sample. 

Thee table also describes the most important contracting features of the investments. 66 

transactionss out of the 74 were financed by common equity or convertible securities, 

butt a small number of preferred equity or debt financing occurred as well. The use of 

equityy or convertible securities does not seem to enhance the number of hours venture 

capitalistss spend with their entrepreneurs: 45 out of the 66 transactions financed by these 

securitiess received less than 4 hours of time weekly support. VC ownership also seems to 

bee irrelevant: OWNER is approximately the same (0.30) in the two groups of firms that 

weree provided different numbers of weekly hours. 

Thee table shows that investors were more involved in firms in which they had more 

extensivee control. In 48 investments out of the 74 in the sample, the venture capitalist 

hadd full veto control. By 'full veto control' I mean that the venture capitalist had veto 

rightt regarding all of the five issues considered by the survey: asset sales, asset purchases, 

changess in control, issuance of equity, and at least one 'other decision'. By 'partial veto 

control',, I mean that the venture capitalist had veto rights in some of these matters. 'No 

vetoo control' refers to no veto rights in any of these matters. 23 out of the 26 VCs that 

spentt more than 4 hours per week with the entrepreneur had full veto control. At the 

samee time, almost half of the firms that received less than 4 hours had only partial or no 

vetoo control. 

Investorss who reported a higher number of hours had more extensive board repre-

sentationn and more special control rights. Those who provided more than 4 hours weekly 

supportt held on average 1/3 of the board seats. In contrast, VCs that spent less than 4 

hourss per week with their firms were allocated only 1/5 of the board seats. These obser-

vationss may refer to a positive relationship between control rights and the involvement of 

VCss in their entrepreneurial firms (see Hypothesis 3). 

Mostt firms in the sample (53 ventures) represent investments in early stages. The 

dataa indicate a positive correlation between the number of hours and the stage of develop-
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ment:: most venture capitalists who worked more than 4 hours invested in early stages.18 

Aboutt half of the firms in the sample (38 ventures) were in high-technology industries 

(biotech,, electronics, or internet). Most high-tech ventures received less than 4 hours of 

timee weekly support. The average RISK ranking of projects is the same (4.28 on a scale 

off  1-10) in the two subsamplcs. 

Thee average VC connectedness (VCEXP) is 1.3. This reflects that venture capital-

istss syndicated their deals with 1.3 other investors, on average. Two venture capitalists 

hadd 3 syndicating partners. These were the best connected (most experienced) VCs in 

thee sample. Only one investor had no syndication partner in any of the projects it fi-

nanced.. This investor had only 2 projects, however. The subsample averages of VCEXP 

indicatee that ventures financed by more connected venture capitalists received more hours 

off  support than ventures financed by less established VCs. 

Tabicc 1, Panel B provides information pertaining to the second dependent variable: 

EFFORT.. The mean of the VCs' assessments of the importance of their contribution is 

shownn for nine different fields of activity: strategic, marketing, financial, R&D, product 

development,, human resources, exit strategy, and interpersonal support; and help in net-

working.. Venture capitalists regard their contribution as most important in the fields of 

strategicc and financial decisions, networking, and exit related issues. Many VCs in the 

samplee ranked their contribution to research and product development at zero. Moreover, 

theyy considered their value added to the development of human resource policies negligi-

ble.. The mean effort rankings seem to be in line with the reports on the number of hours 

spentt with the firms: for each field of activity, the average contribution ranking is higher 

forr the subsamplc of firms that received more than 4 hours of weekly support. 

Tablee 2 presents tests for the equality of means and medians across different sub-

samples.. Panel A considers the average hours per week spent with the firm (HOURS). 

'*A111 of the 14 funds invest in earlier phases of development (seed, early, or expansion stages), but 

somee funds also finance buyout investments. Buyouts are not excluded from the sample but the analysis 

controlss for the project's stage of development. 
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Panell  B presents the same tests as Panel A. but focuses on the EFFORT variable. 

[Insertt Table 2. Panels A. B About Here] 

Panell  A indicates one significant difference in the mean and median hours per week: 

venturee capitalists with full veto control spent significantly more time with their entrepre-

neuriall  firms. Panel B shows significantly higher average contribution rankings for early 

stagee firms (but there are no significant differences for the median rankings in the two 

subsamplcs).. Mean and median effort rankings are both significantly higher for firms in 

whichh VCs used convertible securities and had full veto control. 

AA correlation matrix is given in Table 3. It gives further insights into the data and 

providess guidance in terms of potential collinearity problems in the estimations. 

[Insertt Table 3 About Here] 

3.44 Econometric Analysis 

Thiss section details the results of the econometric analysis. Tables 6, 7, and 8 present 

estimationss of the two proxies for the involvement of venture capitalists in their entrepre-

neuriall  firms as dependent variables: HOURS and EFFORT. Table 6 presents the results 

basedd on the simplest econometric specification: OLS. Table 7 shows 2SLS estimations 

thatt aim at controlling for the potential endogeneity of the control right variables; VETO. 

BOARD,, and SPCONT. Finally. Table 8 presents Tobit estimates that control for both 

thee endogeneity of control rights and the censored nature of the dependent variables.19 

Thee following table provides a summary of the most important results of the analysis.20 

19Thee variable HOURS is censored at left at 0. EFFORT is censored at left at Ü and at right at 10. 
2Q-_'' refers to statistically significant impact. " ^^ ' refers to statistically and economically significant 

impart,, and (J'refers to no significant impact. 
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Tablee 4: Summary of the Results 

VCC ownership share (OWNER) 

Usee of equity-like security (SECUPSIDE) 

Usee of convertible security (SECCONV) 

Vetoo rights (VETO) 

Boardd rights (BOARD) 

Speciall  control rights (SPCONT) 

VCC Experience (VCEXP) 

Dependentt  Variabl e 

HOUR S S 

+ + 

0 0 

0 0 

+ + + 

++ + 

0 0 

+ + + 

EFFORT T 

Ü Ü 

0 0 

+ + + 

+ + + 

+ + + 

0 0 

0 0 

Too control for endogencity issues, the relation between project risk and the allocation 

off  control rights needs to be assessed. Regressions of the three control right variables on 

exogenouss risk variables are presented in Table 5. The fitted values from these estimations, 

furtherr referred to as VETOFIT, BOARDFIT, and SPCONTFIT, are used as explanatory 

variabless in the 2SLS and Tobit estimations shown in Tables 7 and 8. 

3.4.11 The Impact of Risk on Control Allocation 

Inn this section. I discuss the results concerning the effect of project and environment 

relatedd uncertainty on the allocation of control rights (see Hypothesis 4). 

[Insertt Table 5 About Here] 

Thee results in Table 5 reflect that environment related uncertainty is an important 

determinantt of the allocation of control rights in VC financed projects. The significance 

andd the negative sign of the coefficient of the LEGALITY index in model B indicate that 

venturee capitalists require more board rights in projects realized in less effective legal 

environments.. Furthermore, the significant positive relation between the extent of special 

controll  rights (SPCONT) and the year 2000 dummy (INV2000) in regression C implies 
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thatt VCs had more special control rights in the period of the extreme uncertainty that 

arosee after the stock market bubble bursted in March 2000. In contrast, project related 

riskk seems to be irrelevant for control allocation: investments in early stage and high-

technologyy projects arc not associated with more veto, board or other control rights, than 

investmentss in less risky, later stage or non high-tech projects. The VCs project risk 

assessmentt (RISK) has no significant impact on the extent of VC control, either. 

Leadd investors had more veto, board, and other special rights than non-lead in-

vestors:: the coefficients of the LEAD investor dummy arc positive and significant in all 

thee three specifications. VC quality seems to be irrelevant for control allocation: better 

connectedd venture capitalists do not require significantly more control rights. An unex-

pectedd result is that a high return to the securities market index (MSCI) over the period 

off  investment is associated with more extensive veto control. This may imply that in 

periodss of high expected stock returns venture capitalists have better prospects to take 

companiess public and thus more bargaining power vis-a-vis entrepreneurs. 

3.4.22 The Impact of Cash-flow and Control Rights on VC In-

volvement t 

Tabless 6, 7, and 8 provide evidence concerning the impact of financial contracts on the 

involvementt of venture capitalists. In each table. Panel A shows regressions of HOURS 

andd Panel B of EFFORT as a dependent variable. In Table 6, both panels present six 

OLSS regressions. Each model focuses on a different cash-flow or control right variable. 

Modelss 1-3 aim at testing Hypotheses 1 and 2, thus focus exclusively on the impact of 

cash-floww rights. Models 4-6 estimate the1 effects of veto, board, and special control rights. 

2SLSS and Tobit estimates of Models 4-6 are presented in Table 7 and Table 8. 

[Insertt Table 6, Panels A. B About Here] 
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Thee results in Table 6 Panel A suggest that both cash-flow and control rights have 

aa statistically significant positive impact on the number of hours venture investors spend 

withh their entrepreneurs. The impact of cash-flow rights measured by the VC's equity 

ownershipp (OWNER) is however economically insignificant, especially in comparison with 

thee effects of veto and board rights. According to Models 4 and 5, venture capitalists with 

fulll  veto control spend approximately 3 hours more every week with their entrepreneurs 

thann VCs that have no veto control with respect to decisions such as asset sales, asset 

purchases,, issuance of equity, or changes in control. Moreover, one additional seat for the 

VCC in a five member board increases his weekly involvement by one hour. In contrast to 

thee strong impact of board and veto rights, special control rights turn out to be unrelated 

too the number of hours VCs spend with their entrepreneurs. 

Al ll  specifications in Panel A reflect that more established venture capitalists that 

havee more connections in the VC industry contribute more to the development of entre-

preneuriall  firms. Investors that have on average one more syndicating partner spend 3.5 

-- 4 hours more every week with their entrepreneurs. Riskier projects are also associated 

withh more VC involvement: a venture capitalist provides approximately one additional 

hourr weekly support when he considers the investment 10% riskier. Contrary to the ex-

pectations,, high technology firms receive less time from venture capitalists than firms 

inn more traditional industries. The size of the venture capital fund per number of fund 

managerss (CAPITAL) turned out to be insignificant for both dependent variables, in all 

specificationss considered. Therefore, the models presented in the table do not include this 

controll  variable. 

OLSS regressions of the second dependent variable EFFORT in Table 6 Panel B 

confirmm the significance of veto and board rights and the irrelevance of special control 

rights.. VCs with full veto control regard their contribution as 25% more important than 

VCss with no veto rights. Moreover, two additional board scats in a five member board 

impliess a 10% increase in EFFORT. In spite of its statistically significant effect on the 

numberr of hours, VC equity ownership is irrelevant for EFFORT. Security choice docs have 
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ann impact however. Venture capitalists who finance their investments with convertible 

securitiess value their contribution as 10% more important, although this effect is not 

robustt to all specifications. Model 4 confirms that venture capitalists contribute more to 

earlyy stage investments and to projects considered as riskier. In contrast to Panel A, the 

variablee VCEXP remains insignificant in all specifications: more experienced VCs do not 

regardd their contribution as more important or claim to add more value. 

Thee R2 and F-statistics indicate a preference for Models 4 and 5 in both panels in 

Tablee 6. 

3.4.33 Robustness of OLS Results 

Regressionss in Table 6 treat the cash-flow and control allocation as exogenous. As the 

discussionn in Section 3.2.3 suggests, the allocation of control rights may be endogenous 

withh respect to the involvement of venture capitalists. The 2SLS estimates in Table 7 and 

thee Tobit estimates in Table 8 are robust to this consideration. 

Inn the first stage regressions, the control right variables arc estimated as functions 

off  exogenous instruments such as the INV2000 dummy, the LEGALIT Y index, the MSCI 

index,, and the LEAD investor dummy. Proxies for project risk (STAGE, TECH, RISK) 

andd the other control variables (VCEXP, BOOK), arc also treated as instruments. The 

firstfirst stage regressions arc identical to Models A. B. C in Table 5. While the instruments 

arcc not perfect, they are more significantly correlated with the potentially endogenous ex-

planatoryy variables (VETO, BOARD and SPCON) than the dependent variables (HOURS 

andd EFFORT). Significant R2 and F-statistics suggest that Models A, B, and C in Table 

55 explain a substantial part of the variation in the extent of the VCs" veto, board, and 

speciall  control rights in the sample. The fitted values from these regressions can therefore 

bee used as proxies for the endogenous VETO. BOARD, and SPCONT variables in second 

stagee estimations. The; second stage estimations arc presented in Tables 7 and 8. Table 

77 presents least squares regressions and Table 8 Tobit regressions using the fitted values 
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VETOFIT,, BOARDFIT and SPCONTFIT as explanatory variables. 

[Insertt Tables 7 and 8, Panels A, B About Here] 

Althoughh both dependent variables are censored at zero, the Tobit estimates are 

nott unambiguously superior to the 2SLS estimates. This is because in the current data 

thee censored nature of the dependent variablc(s) is not necessarily a consequence of ob-

servationn problems: venture capitalists may have found it optimal to work zero hours or 

too exert no effort.21 Tobit regressions arc nevertheless considered as a robustness check, 

inn the analysis. 

Tabless 7 and 8 indicate that the results from the OLS specifications are robust to 

thee endogeneity of control rights and to alternative estimation techniques. The 2SLS 

estimatess of the coefficients of veto and board control in the HOURS regressions reflect a 

strongerr economic impact than the OLS estimates. They suggest that investors with full 

vetoo control contribute every week approximately 5 and a half hours more than investors 

withh no veto rights. Moreover, one additional VC board scat in a five member company 

boardd implies 1.5 additional hours per week. The impact of VC ownership - although 

statisticallyy important - remains economically insignificant. 

Thee significant impact of control rights on the other dependent variable. EFFORT, 

iss also robust to the alternative estimation techniques. Taking into account the potential 

endogeneityy of veto rights, an even stronger economic impact arises. VCs with substantial 

vetoo rights consider their contribution as 35% more important. The effect of board control 

iss similar to that indicated by the OLS specification: one additional board seat in a five 

memberr board implies 10% more contribution by the VC. The coefficient of the convertible 

securitiess dummy remains both economically and statistically significant in Model 5, in 

bothh panels. 

Overall,, the results imply strong support for Hypothesis 3: control rights - in par-

211 In other words, "zero involvement' may imply a "corner solution' in the VCs optimization problem. 
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ticular,, veto and board rights - play an important role in providing incentives for venture 

capitalists.. This confirms theories that emphasize the allocation of control rights in ven-

turee capital contracts such as Chan et al. (1990) and Hcllmann (1998). The results 

providee a somewhat weaker support for Hypothesis 1 and no support for Hypothesis 2. 

Thee use of convertible securities enhances value adding by venture capitalists but this 

holdss only for one of the contribution measures, EFFORT. The impact of VC ownership 

onn the specific measures of involvement considered in the present paper is economically 

insignificant.. This refutes the primary role of ownership in increasing effort incentives 

forr venture capitalists. The results on the role of cash-flow allocation seem to be most 

consistentt with the theory by Schmidt. (2003). 

Thee evidence is in line with the findings of several recent empirical studies, too. The 

dataa show that more established venture capitalists with better connections in the VC 

industryy spend more time with entrepreneurs. This may provide one explanation for the 

resultt in Kaplan, Martel, and Strömbcrg (2004) that ventures financed by more experi-

encedd VCs are more successful, suggesting that more experienced VCs also spend more 

timee with their entrepreneurs and, most likely, add more value. Furthermore, the analysis 

pointss out the role of project risk in increasing the involvement of venture capitalists in 

theirr investments. Consistent with earlier findings in Gompcrs (1995) and Sapienza et 

al.. (1996). several specifications show that early stage investments represent a primary 

concernn for venture capitalists. Furthermore, VCs become more involved in projects 

theyy consider riskier, a finding in line with both Sapienza et al. (1996) and Kaplan arid 

Strömbcrgg (2004). 
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3.55 Limitations 

3.5.11 Small Sample 

Thee analysis in this paper is based on a new and fairly comprehensive dataset. There arc 

howeverr limitations to the breadth and depth of the data that are important to mention. 

Firstt of all. the number of observations for which sufficient amount of information could 

bee obtained is limited. This is primarily due to the fact that the analysis requires very 

detailed,, deal specific information while most venture capital funds consider this type 

off  information as highly confidential. About half of the total number of venture funds 

thatt provided data were interviewed in person. The remaining funds were contacted 

byy phone at least twice. In spite of the substantial efforts invested in data collection, 

onlyy 14 completed surveys were returned. They included information on altogether 74 

entrepreneuriall  firms. This provides a fairly small sample, the scope of which is however 

similarr to the scope of the data in the few existing studies that analyze contract specific 

informationn in the field of venture capital. 

3.5.22 Self-reporting Bias 

AA second limitation may arise from the survey nature of the data. The analysis requires the 

constructionn of several measures of involvement' or 'value added' by venture capitalists. 

Iff  these variables are based on data reported by the VCs themselves, they may be subject 

too 'self-reporting' bias: certain venture capitalists may consider their contribution as 

moree important and report information accordingly. This would not in itself cause a 

problemm in assessing the impact of cash-flow and control rights on VC value added. There 

iss a possibility however that venture investors that regard their contribution as more 

important,, also require more cash-flow or control rights. If this was the case, self-reporting 

biass may question the significant positive relation identified between certain contractual 

featuress and VC involvement. The analvsis is however robust to such concerns. More 
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experiencedd venture capitalists may use more veto and board rights and may. at the 

samee time, regard their contribution as more important. Such effects would however 

bee captured by the coefficient of the VCEXP variable that controls for the quality or 

experiencee of the venture capital funds in the sample. Indeed, the variable becomes highly 

significantt in the HOURS regressions (although it remains insignificant in the estimations 

off  EFFORT). This does not however destroys the significance of the effect of the use of 

controll  rights and convertible securities. Moreover, the fact that the VCEXP variable 

remainss insignificant in the regressions estimating the extent of VC control (Table 5) 

suggestss that it is not VC quality that matters for the allocation of control rights. This 

furtherr confirms the irrelevance of self-reporting bias with regard to the main conclusions 

off  the paper. 

Self-reportingg bias in the data may cause, however, other problems. In addition to 

thee dependent variables, HOURS and EFFORT, the explanatory variable RISK is also 

basedd on the assessment, of venture capitalists. If venture investors that contribute more 

considerr their projects as riskier, the significant positive relation between project risk and 

VCC involvement, suggested by several specifications, has to be questioned. The ex-post 

naturee of the VCs' reporting of the risk factors considered implies that this problem may 

bee severe. Although these considerations undermine the result that project risk matters 

forr value adding, they do not question the main conclusions of the analysis concerning 

thee impact of cash-flow and control rights on VC involvement. 

3.66 Conclusion 

Thiss paper gives an empirical assessment of the importance of cash-flow and control rights 

inn providing incentives for venture capitalists to contribute to the development of the 

entrepreneuriall  firms they finance. Analyzing a sample of 74 investments by 14 European 

venturee capital funds, the paper shows that venture capitalists using convertible securities 

andd extensive control rights become more involved in their entrepreneurial projects than 
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investorss that hold common equity or debt-like securities and have no control. 

Vetoo and board rights turn out to have the strongest impact on the involvement of 

venturee capitalists. VCs with veto rights concerning asset sales, asset purchases, changes 

inn control, and issuance of equity spend more time with their companies and consider their 

contributionn more important than investors with no veto rights in any of these matters. 

Boardd control also has a significant contribution enhancing effect. Surprisingly, the extent 

off  'special control rights', that is control rights typically used in venture capital financed 

projectss - such as the right to replace the CEO. antidilution rights, IPO registration rights, 

orr co-sale agreements - turns out to have no significant impact on the measures of VC 

involvementt used in the analysis. Nevertheless, the results strongly support the theories 

thatt emphasize the allocation of control rights in venture capital contracts, namely Chan, 

Sicgell  and Thakor (1990) and Hellmann (1998). 

Thee impact of cash-flow rights on investors' value adding turns out to be less ob-

vious.. Contrary to expectations, the extent of equity ownership seems to be irrelevant. 

Thiss finding reflects that ownership shares may depend on the contracting parties' capital 

contributionn to the initial investment or on the V Cs bargaining position rather than on 

incentivee considerations. The use of convertible securities, however, docs have a signif-

icantt positive effect on one of the two effort measures considered. Venture capitalists 

usingg convertible debt or convertible preferred equity contribute on average 10% more 

thann VCs using simple financial instruments like common or preferred equity, or straight 

debt.. This finding reflects that security choice matters and provides support for a few the-

oriess focusing on the optimality of convertible securities in allocating incentives between 

entrepreneurss and venture capitalists, in my view, especially for Schmidt (2003). 

Thee results do not arise as a consequence of self-report ing bias, the possibility that 

moree experienced venture capitalists contribute more and use more sophisticated contracts 

att the same time: the analysis controls for venture fund quality or experience. The 

dataa indicate that although more established venture capitalists spend more time writh 

theirr investcc firms, the significant impact of control rights and of the use of convertible 
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securitiess is robust to this consideration. 

Thee evidence is consistent with earlier results in Gompcrs (1995), Sapicnza et al. 

(1996),, and Kaplan and Stromberg (2004) concerning the role of project and environ-

mentt related uncertainty in increasing VC involvement: early stage ventures and projects 

consideredd as riskier receive more support. The results contribute to this literature by 

suggestingg that besides the different risk factors, incentives embedded in cash-flow and 

controll  rights also influence VC value adding. The results complement the finding in Ka-

plann and Stromberg (2004) that board rights enhance investors' interference, indicating 

thatt besides board control, veto rights and the use of convertible instruments also matter. 

Overall,, the paper contributes to the literature by shedding light on the importance 

off  financial contracting for the development of young entrepreneurial firms that are in 

needd of the investors' active involvement in establishing their organization and identity 

ass new participants in their markets. 
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3AA Appendix 

Tablee 1: Data Summary 
Thiss table provides a summary of the data. Panel A presents the explanatory variables. The first 
columnn presents the data for all entrepreneurial firms in the sample. The next two columns break the 
informationn down by the weekly number of hours (HOURS) the VC spent with the firm. SECUPSIDE 
iss a dummy taking the value 1 if equity, convertible debt, or convertible preferred equity was used 
byy the VC. SECCONV is a dummy taking the value 1 if convertible debt or convertible preferred 
equityy was used by the VC. VETO is the average of five veto rights dummies including asset sales, 
assett purchases, changes in control, issuance of equity, and at least one other decision. BOARD 
representss the number of board seats held by the VC as a proportion of the total number of board 
seats.. SPCONT is the average of 10 dummies referring to the VC's 'special control rights'. OWNER 
referss to the VC's ownership share in the investment. STAGE equals to 0 if the investment was in the 
seed,, early, or mezzanine phase, and 1 if it was in the late, buyout, or turnaround phase. The TECH 
dummyy equals to 1 for projects in the medical, internet, and electronics industries. The INV2000 
dummyy refers to investments realized in the year 2000. RISK is based on the VC's assessment of 
133 different types of project risk factors, on a scale of 1-10: RISK is the average of these rankings. 
LEGALIT YY refers to the legality index of the country of the investment. MSCI is the return to the 
MSCII  index in the period of the investment. VCEXP is the average number of syndication partners of 
thee VC. CAPITAL is the VC fund's capital per number of fund managers. BOOK is the book value 
off  the investment. Panel B presents the sample means of the rankings of the VC's contribution on a 
scalee of 0-10. in 9 different fields of activities. EFFORT is the average of these rankings. 

PANELL  A 

## of investments with less or more than 20 hours 
Cash-floww and Control Rights 

## of equity or convertible security inv. (SECUPSIDE=1) 
## of debt or preferred equity inv. (SECUPSIDE=0) 

## of convertible security investments (SECCONV=l) 
## of investments with full veto control (VETO=l) 

## of investments with partial or no veto control (VETO<l) 
Averagee VC Ownership (OWNER) 

Averagee proportion of VC board seats (BOARD) 
Averagee proportion of VC special control rights (SPCONT) 

Riskk Variables 
## of early stage investments (STAGE—0) 
## of late stage investments (STAGE=1) 
## of high-tech investments (TECH=1) 
## of investments in 2000 (INV2000=1) 
Averagee risk assessment by VC (RISK) 

Averagee Legality index in country of inv. (LEGALITY ) 
Averagee Return to MSCI index in country of inv. (MSCI) 

Otherr  Variables 
Averagee Number of Syndicating Partners (VCEXP) 

Averagee Fund Capital per VC Manager ('000 EUR) (CAP) 
Averagee Book Value ('000 EUR) (BOOK) 

Total l 
74 4 

66 6 
8 8 
28 8 
48 8 
26 6 

0.29 9 
0.25 5 
0.60 0 

53 3 
21 1 
38 8 
21 1 

4.28 8 
19.53 3 
-0.08 8 

1.30 0 
21.605 5 
5.570 0 

HOURSS < 4 
48 8 

45 5 

3 3 
18 8 
25 5 
23 3 

0.30 0 
0.22 2 
0.55 5 

32 2 
16 6 
23 3 
11 1 

4.28 8 
19.7 7 
-0.08 8 

0.93 3 
20.635 5 
6.331 1 

44 < HOURS 
26 6 

21 1 

5 5 
10 0 
23 3 
3 3 

0.29 9 
0.29 9 
0.69 9 

21 1 
5 5 
15 5 
10 0 

4.28 8 
19.1 1 
-0.09 9 

1.98 8 
23,396 6 
4.166 6 
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PANELL  B 

Average e V CC Contributio n Ranked on Scale 1-10 
Strategicc Support 

Marketingg Support 
Financiall  Support 

R&DD Support 
Productt Development Support 

Humann Resource Support 
Exitt Strategy Support 
Interpersonall  Support 

Helpp in Networking 
EFFORT T 

Total l 

3.99 9 
1.91 1 
4.64 4 
0.80 0 
0.88 8 
1.91 1 
3.04 4 
1.66 6 
2.73 3 
2.39 9 

HOURSS < 4 

3.64 4 
1.84 4 
4.42 2 
0.66 6 
0.64 4 
1.59 9 
2.84 4 
1.30 0 
2.19 9 
2.13 3 

44 < HOURS 

5.06 6 
2.11 1 
5.28 8 
1.22 2 
1.61 1 
2.89 9 
3.67 7 
2.78 8 
4.39 9 
3.22 2 
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Tablee 2: Descriptive Statistics 
Thiss table presents mean and median comparison tests. Panel A compares the average weekly hours 
VCss spent with the firms (HOURS) across the following subsamples: early vs. late stage investments, 
high-techh vs. non high-tech firms, firms issuing convertible securities vs. firms using other instruments, 
investmentss with full VC veto control vs. investments with partial or no VC veto control, investments 
withh majority VC board control vs. investments with no majority VC board control. Panel B considers 
thee ranking of the VCs contribution (EFFORT) and shows mean and median comparison tests for 
thee same subsamples as Panel A. Significantly different means, medians and the corresponding F and 
Mann-Whitneyy test statistics are typed bold. 

PANELL  A: HOURS 

Alll  firms 

N N 

74 4 

Mean n 
HOURS S 

3.87 7 

Meann Equal. Test 
F-statistic c 

Median n 
HOURS S 

2.50 0 

Mediann Equal. Test 
Mann-Whitneyy Stat. 

Convertibl ee Security vs. No Convertibl e Security Financing 
Convertiblee Security 
Noo Convertible Security 

28 8 
46 6 

4.25 5 
3.63 3 

0.42 2 
2.50 0 
2.50 0 

0.09 9 

Fulll  vs. Partial Veto Control 
Partiall  or No Veto Control 
Fulll  Veto Control 

27 7 
47 7 

1.98 8 
4.95 5 

11.39 9 
2.50 0 
3.12 2 

2.76 6 

Mor ee than 50% vs. Less than 50% of Board Steats for  VC 
Moree than 50% of Seats 
Lesss than 50% of Seats 

10 0 
64 4 

4.25 5 
3.81 1 

0.11 1 
1.37 7 
2.50 0 

0.64 4 

Earl yy vs. Lat e Stage Firm s 
Earlyy stage 
Latee stage 

53 3 
21 1 

4.14 4 
3.17 7 

0.92 2 
2.50 0 
2.50 0 

1.17 7 

PANELL  B: EFFORT 

Alll  firms 

N N 

74 4 

Mean n 
EFFORT T 

2.39 9 

Meann Equal. Test 
F-statistic c 

Median n 
EFFORT T 

1.83 3 

Mediann Equal. Test 
Mann-Whitneyy Stat. 

Convertibl ee Security vs. No Convertibl e Security Financing 
Convertiblee Security 28 8 
Noo Convertible Security j 46 

2.85 5 
2.13 3 

2.69 9 
2.77 7 
1.66 6 

1.66 6 

Fulll  vs. Partial Veto Control 
Partiall  or No Veto Control 
Fulll  Veto Control 

27 7 
47 7 

1.27 7 
3.03 3 

21.19 9 
0.55 5 
2.77 7 

4.46 6 

Mor ee than 50% vs. Less than 50% of Board Steats for  VC 
Moree than 50% of Seats 
Lesss than 50% of Seats 

10 0 
64 4 

2.29 9 
2.41 1 

0.04 4 
2.22 2 
1.67 7 

0.08 8 

Earl yy vs. Late Stage Firm s 
Earlyy stage 
Latee stage 

52 2 
21 1 

2.63 3 
1.80 0 

3.34 4 
2.67 7 
1.67 7 

1.36 6 
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Tablee 3: Correlatio n Matri x 

HOURS S 

E F F O RT T 

S E C f PS S 

SECCON N 

OWN N 

V E T O O 

BOARD D 

SPCON N 

STAGE E 

TECH H 

RISK K 

VCEXP P 

LogBOOK K 

LogCAF F 

INV2000 0 

LEGAL L 

MSCI I 

LEA D D 

T E CH H 

RISK K 

V C E X P P 

LogBOOK K 

LogCAP P 

INV200Ü Ü 

LEGAL L 

MSCI I 

LEA D D 

HOURS S 

1 1 
0.39 9 
-0.06 6 
0.07 7 
0.08 8 
0.34 4 
0.16 6 
0.20 0 
-0.11 1 
-0.04 4 
-0.002 2 
0.51 1 
-0.07 7 

0.08 8 
0.13 3 
-0.06 6 
0.01 1 
0.17 7 

TECH H 

1 1 
-0.01 1 
0.36 6 
-0.26 6 
-0.09 9 
0.07 7 

-0.35 5 
-0.20 0 
-0.24 4 

KFF F 

1 1 
-0.16 6 
0.19 9 
0.01 1 
0.50 0 
0.14 4 

0.22 2 
-0.21 1 
0.01 1 
0.10 0 
0.13 3 

-0.24 4 

-0.13 3 
0.11 1 
-0.10 0 
-0.15 5 
0.31 1 

RISK K 

1 1 
-0.34 4 
0.06 6 

-0.40 0 
0.26 6 
-0.12 2 
-0.33 3 
-0.27 7 

SECUPS S 

1 1 
0.27 7 
0.04 4 

-0.10 0 
0.03 3 
-0.21 1 
0.21 1 

-0.25 5 
0.39 9 
-0.45 5 
0.34 4 
-0.30 0 
0.02 2 
-0.08 8 

0.09 9 
-0.06 6 

VCEXP P 

1 1 
-0.42 2 
0.14 4 
0.06 6 
-0.03 3 
-0.04 4 
-0.04 4 

SECCON' ' 

1 1 
0.28 8 
0.01 1 
-0.01 1 
0.32 2 
0.19 9 

-0.30 0 
-0.03 3 
-0.12 2 
0.04 4 
-0.05 5 
0.13 3 
0.26 6 
-0.05 5 
0.27 7 

LogBOOK K 

1 1 
0.08 8 
-0.16 6 
-0.06 6 
0.23 3 
0.10 0 

OWN N 

1 1 
0.21 1 
0.36 6 
0.13 3 
0.29 9 
-0.24 4 
-0.27 7 
-0.14 4 
0.18 8 
0.26 6 
-0.17 7 
0.27 7 
0.002 2 
0.41 1 

LogCAP P 

1 1 
-0.14 4 
0.40 0 
-0.04 4 
0.04 4 

V E T O O 

1 1 
0.36 6 
0.16 6 
0.17 7 
-0.18 8 
-0.17 7 
0.06 6 
0.04 4 
0.06 6 
0.02 2 
-0.10 0 
0.21 1 
0.39 9 

INV2000 0 

1 1 
-0.10 0 
-0.47 7 
-0.18 8 

BOARD D 

1 1 
0.04 4 
0.14 4 
-0.01 1 
-0.11 1 
-0.17 7 
0.25 5 
-0.16 6 
-0.12 2 
-0.38 8 
0.20 0 
0.45 5 

LEGAL L 

1 1 
0.04 4 
-0.15 5 

SPCON" " 

1 1 
-0.16 6 
0.17 7 

-0.27 7 
0.36 6 
-0.22 2 
0.15 5 
0.26 6 
-0.01 1 
-0.18 8 
0.18 8 

MSCI I 

1 1 
0.05 5 

STAGE E 

1 1 
-0.40 0 
-0.15 5 
-0.20 0 
0.37 7 
0.07 7 

-0.33 3 
0.11 1 
0.43 3 
0.20 0 

RISK K 

1 1 
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Tbbl ee 5: OLS Estimates of Control Rights 
Thiss table presents OLS regressions of the three control rights variables, VETO. BOARD and SP-
CONT.. VETO is the average of five veto right dummies including asset sales, asset purchases, changes 
inn control, issuance of equity, and at least one other decision. BOARD represents the number of board 
seatss held by the VC as a proportion of the total number of board seats at the firm. SPCONT is 
thee average often dummies that represent the VC's 'special control rights'. 12000 is a dummy taking 
thee value 1 if the investment was realized in the year 2000. The LEGALITY index refers to the 
effectivenesss of the iegal system in the country of the investment. MSCI is the return to the MSCI 
indexx during the period of the investment. STAGE equals to 0 if the investment was in the seed, 
early,, or mezzanine phase, and 1 if the investment was in the late, buyout, or turnaround phase. The 
TECHH dummy equals to 1 for projects in the medical, internet, and electronics industries. RISK is 
thee average of the VC's assessments of 13 different types of project risk factors, on a scale of 1-10. 
LEADD equals to 1 if the VC was the lead investor in the investment and 0 otherwise. VCEXP is 
thee average number of syndication partners of the VC. BOOK is the book value of the investment. 
Coefficientss and statistics significant at 10% are typed bold, t-statistics are in brackets. 

Constant t 

EnvironmentEnvironment Related Risk 
12000 0 

LEGALIT Y Y 

MSCI I 

ProjectProject Related Risk 
STAGE E 

TECH H 

RISK K 

OtherOther Variables 
LEAD D 

VCEXP P 

LOG(BOOK) ) 

Adjustedd R2 

F-statistic c 
Logg likelihood 

Dependentt  Variabl e 
VETO O 

Modell  A 
0.79 9 

(1.38) ) 

0.18 8 
(1.66) ) 
-0.01 1 

(-0.62) ) 
0.75 5 

(1.89) ) 

0.03 3 
(0.25) ) 
-0.09 9 

(-0.83) ) 
-0.001 1 
(-0.03) ) 

0.31 1 
(2.98) ) 
0.05 5 

(0.86) ) 
-0.005 5 
(-0.17) ) 

0.14 4 
2.35 5 

-25.34 4 

BOARD D 
Modell  B 

0.53 3 
(1.84) ) 

0.02 2 
(0.31) ) 
-0.02 2 

(-2.48) ) 
0.31 1 

(1.53) ) 

-0.008 8 
(-0.14) ) 
0.05 5 

(0.79) ) 
-0.006 6 
(-0.33) ) 

0.18 8 
(3.46) ) 
-0.04 4 

M.31) ) 
0.01 1 

(0.97) ) 
0.29 9 
4.30 0 

-25.10 0 

SPCONT T 
Modell  C 

0.39 9 
(1.11) ) 

0.18 8 
(2.49) ) 
0.008 8 
(0.66) ) 
-0.14 4 

(-0.58) ) 

-0.004 4 
(-0.06) ) 
0.06 6 

(0.88) ) 
-0.04 4 

(-1.80) ) 

0.12 2 
(1.83) ) 
0.06 6 

(1.61) ) 
-0.005 5 
(-0.28) ) 
0.21 1 
3.09 9 
-9.59 9 
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Tablee 6: OLS Estimates of VC Involvement 
Thiss table presents OLS regressions of investors' involvement measured by HOURS (Panel A) and EF-
FORTT (Panel B) as dependent variables. SECUPSIDE is a dummy taking the value 1 if the VC used 
equity,, convertible debt, or convertible preferred equity. SECCONV is a dummy taking the value 1 if 
convertiblee debt or convertible preferred equity was used. OWNER refers to the VC's ownership share 
inn the investment. VETO is the average of five veto right dummies including asset sales, asset purchases, 
changess in control, issuance of equity, and at least one other decision. BOARD represents the number 
off  board seats held by the VC as a proportion of the total number of board seats at the firm. SPCONT 
iss the average of ten dummy variables indicating the VC:s 'special control rights'. VCEXP measures VC 
quality:: it equals to the average number of syndication partners of the VC, across the deals in the sample. 
BOOKK is the book value of the investment. STAGE is a dummy taking the value 0 if the investment was 
inn the seed, early, or mezzanine phase, and 1 if the investment was in the late, buyout, or turnaround 
phase.. The TECH dummy equals to 1 for projects in the medical, internet, and electronics industries. 
RISKK is the average of the VC's assessments of 13 different types of project risk factors, on a scale of 
1-10.. Coefficients and statistics significant at 5% are typed bold, t-statistics are in brackets. 

PANELL  A: HOURS 

Constant t 

Cash-flowCash-flow and Control Rights 
SECUPSIDE E 

SECCONV V 

OWNER R 

VETO O 

BOARD D 

SPCONT T 

OtherOther Variables 
VCEXP P 

LOG(BOOK) ) 

STAGE E 

TECH H 

RISK K 

Adjustedd If 
F-statistic c 
Logg likelihood 

Modell  1 
-5.88 8 

(-2.13) ) 

1.34 4 
(0.93) ) 

3.68 8 
(6.58) ) 
0.43 3 

(1.70) ) 
-1.21 1 

(-1.27) ) 
-2.35 5 

(-2.79) ) 
0.48 8 

(1.72) ) 
0.35 5 
7.69 9 

-185.78 8 

Modell  2 
-6.30 0 

(-2.26) ) 

1.03 3 
(1.30) ) 

3.63 3 
(6.65) ) 
0.53 3 

(2.09) ) 
-1.23 3 

(-1.30) ) 
-2.14 4 

(-2.49) ) 
0.58 8 

(2.22) ) 
0.36 6 
7.92 2 

-185.34 4 

Modell  3 
-7.44 4 

(-2.65) ) 

0.05 5 
(2.08) ) 

3.72 2 
(6.91) ) 
0.45 5 

(1.83) ) 
-1.36 6 

(-1.46) ) 
-2.21 1 

(-2.68) ) 
0.73 3 

(2.73) ) 
0.39 9 
8.66 6 

-183.93 3 

Modell  4 
-9.33 3 

(-3.43) ) 

0.04 4 
(1.74) ) 
2.78 8 

(3.12) ) 

3.53 3 
(6.93) ) 
0.43 3 

(1.90) ) 
-1.49 9 

(-1.70) ) 
-1.84 4 

(-2.33) ) 
0.79 9 

(3.12) ) 
0.46 6 
9.79 9 

-178.84 4 

Modell  5 
-7.37 7 

(-2.76) ) 

0.03 3 
(1.18) ) 

4.93 3 
(2.87) ) 

3.89 9 
(7.56) ) 
0.34 4 

(1.43) ) 
-1.38 8 

(-1.55) ) 
-2.57 7 

(-3.24) ) 
0.79 9 

(3.07) ) 
0.45 5 
9.40 0 

-179.54 4 

Modell  6 
-7.82 2 

(-2.62) ) 

0.04 4 
(1.95) ) 

0.64 4 
(0.40) ) 

3.67 7 
(6.60) ) 
0.46 6 

(1.85) ) 
-1.31 1 

(-1.39) ) 
-2.23 3 

(-2.68) ) 
0.75 5 

(2.78) ) 
0.38 8 
5.44 4 

-183.83 3 
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PANELL  B: EFFORT 

Constant t 

Cash-flowCash-flow and Control Rights 
SECUPSIDE E 

SECCOXV V 

OWNER R 

VETO O 

BOARD D 

SPCONT T 

OtherOther Variables 
VCEXP P 

LOG(BOOK) ) 

STAGE E 

TECH H 

RISK K 

Adjustedd R2 

F-statistic c 
Logg likelihood 

Modell  1 
3.75 5 

(2.43) ) 

-0.87 7 
(-1.08) ) 

0.17 7 
(0.56) ) 
-0.16 6 

(-1.16) ) 
-0.53 3 

(-1.01) ) 
-0.54 4 

(-1.15) ) 
0.21 1 

(1.33) ) 
0.04 4 
1.52 2 

-205.38 8 

Modell  2 
2.54 4 

(1.65) ) 

0.78 8 
(1.77) ) 

0.30 0 
(0.97) ) 
-0.15 5 

(-1.05) ) 
-0.73 3 

(-1.39) ) 
-0.31 1 

(-0.64) ) 
0.16 6 

(1.08) ) 
0.07 7 
1.89 9 

-141.73 3 

Modell  3 
2.68 8 

(1.66) ) 

0.01 1 
(1.06) ) 

0.29 9 
(0.95) ) 
-0.20 0 

(-1.41) ) 
-0.70 0 
-1.32 2 
-0.44 4 

(-0.95) ) 
0.20 0 

(1.28) ) 
0.04 4 
1.51 1 

-142.80 0 

Modell  4 
0.21 1 

(0.17) ) 

0.90 0 
(2.53) ) 

2.62 2 
(6.13) ) 

0.15 5 
(0.62) ) 
-0.15 5 

(-0.91) ) 
-0.91 1 

(-2.17) ) 
0.11 1 

(0.30) ) 
0.24 4 

(2.06) ) 
0.39 9 
7.86 6 

-125.07 7 

Modell  5 
2.13 3 

(1,12) ) 

0.79 9 
(1.85) ) 

2.26 6 
(2.41) ) 

0.40 0 
(1.35) ) 
-0.20 0 

(-1.47) ) 
-0.79 9 

(-1.56) ) 
-0.42 2 

(-0.92) ) 
0.21 1 

(1.49) ) 
0.13 3 
2.57 7 

-138.59 9 

Modell  6 
2.06 6 

(1.27) ) 

0.57 7 
(1.16) ) 

0.93 3 
(0.96) ) 

0.21 1 
(0.69) ) 
-0.14 4 

(-1.07) ) 
-0.64 4 

(-1.21) ) 
-0.36 6 

(-0.76) ) 
0.18 8 

(1.26) ) 
0.06 6 
1.75 5 

-141.21 1 
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Tablee 7: 2SLS Estimates of VC Involvement 
Thiss table presents 2SLS regressions of investors' involvement measured by HOURS (Panel A) and 
EFFORTT (Panel B) as dependent variables. SECUPSIDE is a dummy taking the value 1 if the VC 
usedd equity, convertible debt, or convertible preferred equity. SECCONV is a dummy taking the value 
11 if convertible debt or convertible preferred equity was used. OWNER refers to the VC's ownership 
sharee in the investment. VETOFIT, BOARDFIT, and SPCX)NTFIT are fitted values from regressions 
off  VETO. BOARD and SPCONT on exogenous instruments and control variables as shown in Table 
5.. VCEXP measures VC quality: it equals to the average number of syndication partners of the VC. 
acrosss the deals in the sample. BOOK is the book value of the investment. STAGE is a dummy taking 
thee value 0 if the investment was in the seed, early, or mezzanine phase, and 1 if the investment was 
inn the late, buyout, or turnaround phase. The TECH dummy equals to 1 for projects in the medical, 
internet,, and electronics industries. RISK is the average of the VC's assessments of 13 different types 
off  project risk factors, on a scale of 1-10. Coefficients and statistics significant at 5% are typed bold, 
t-statisticss are in brackets. 

PANELL  A: HOUR S 

Constant t 

Cash-flowCash-flow and Control Rights 
SECUPSIDE E 

SECCONV V 

OWNER R 

VETOFIT T 

BOARDFIT T 

SPCONTFIT T 

OtherOther Variables 
VCEXP P 

LOG(BOOK) ) 

STAGE E 

TECH H 

RISK K 

Adjustedd R2 

F-statistic c 
Logg likelihood 

Modell  4 
-12.06 6 
(-3.80) ) 

0.04 4 
(2.06) ) 
5.74 4 

(2.75) ) 

3.38 8 
(6.41) ) 
0.42 2 

(1.80) ) 
-1.71 1 

(-1.90) ) 
-1.37 7 

(-1.62) ) 
0.90 0 

(3.43) ) 
0.44 4 
9.23 3 

-179.91 1 

Modell  5 
-8.96 6 

(-3.15) ) 

0.05 5 
(2.08) ) 

7.41 1 
(2.48) ) 

4.07 7 
(7.57) ) 
0.26 6 

(1.08) ) 
-1.55 5 

(-1.72) ) 
-2.64 4 

(-3.24) ) 
0.91 1 

(3.39) ) 
0.43 3 
8.88 8 

-180.62 2 

Modell  6 
-9.78 8 

(-2.51) ) 

0.04 4 
(1.79) ) 

3.51 1 
(0.87) ) 

3.45 5 
(5.57) ) 
0.48 8 

(1.95) ) 
-1.11 1 

(-1.13) ) 
-2.27 7 

(-2.74) ) 
0.84 4 

(2.85) ) 
0.38 8 
7.50 0 

-183.50 0 
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PANELL  B: EFFORT 

Constant t 

Cash-flowCash-flow and Control Rights 
SECUPSIDE E 

SECCONV V 

OWNER R 

VETOFIT T 

BOARDFIT T 

SPCONTFIT T 

OtherOther Variables 
VCEXP P 

LOG(BOOK) ) 

STAGE E 

TECH H 

RISK K 

Adjustedd R2 

F-statistic c 
Logg likelihood 

Modell  4 
-0.25 5 

(-0.14) ) 

0.60 0 
(1.43) ) 

3.52 2 
(2.99) ) 

0.08 8 
(0.29) ) 
-0.17 7 

(-1.32) ) 
-0.93 3 

(-1.87) ) 
0.17 7 

(0.37) ) 
0.27 7 

(1.89) ) 
0.17 7 
3.09 9 

-137.00 0 

Modell  5 
1.55 5 

(1.05) ) 

0.81 1 
(1.96) ) 

5.32 2 
(3.25) ) 

0.55 5 
(1.87) ) 
-0.27 7 

(-2.01) ) 
-0.88 8 

(-1.78) ) 
-0.59 9 

(-1.30) ) 
0.28 8 

(2.02) ) 
0.18 8 
3.36 6 

-136.23 3 

Modell  6 
0.49 9 

(0.22) ) 

0.55 5 
(1.17) ) 

3.09 9 
(1.32) ) 

0.06 6 
(0.17) ) 
-0.12 2 

(-0.93) ) 
-0.50 0 

(-0.92) ) 
-0.39 9 

(-0.83) ) 
0.26 6 

(1.58) ) 
0.08 8 
1.88 8 

-140.78 8 
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Tablee 8: TOBI T Estimates of VC Involvement 
Thiss table presents TOBIT regressions of investors' involvement measured by HOURS (Panel A) and 
EFFORTT (Panel B) as dependent variables. The HOURS variable is censored at left at 0. EFFORT 
iss censored at left at 0 and at right at 10. SECUPSIDE is a dummy taking the value 1 if the VC used 
equity,, convertible debt, or convertible preferred equity. SECCONV is a dummy taking the value 1 if 
convertiblee debt or convertible preferred equity was used. OWNER refers to the VC's ownership share 
inn the investment. VETOFIT. BOARDFIT. and SPCONTFIT are fitted values from regressions of 
VETO,, BOARD and SPCONT on exogenous instruments and control variables as shown in Table 5. 
VCEXPP measures VC quality: it equals to the average number of syndication partners of the VC, 
acrosss the deals in the sample. BOOK is the book value of the investment. STAGE is a dummy taking 
thee value 0 if the investment was in the seed, early, or mezzanine phase, and 1 if the investment was 
inn the late, buyout, or turnaround phase. The TECH dummy equals to 1 for projects in the medical, 
internet,, and electronics industries. RISK is the average of the VC's assessments of 13 different types 
off  project risk factors, on a scale of 1-10. Coefficients and statistics significant at o% are typed bold, 
t-statisticss are in brackets. 

PANELL  A: HOURS 

Constant t 

Cash-flowCash-flow and Control Rights 
SECUPSIDE E 

SECCONV V 

OWNER R 

VETOFIT T 

BOARDFIT T 

SPCONTFIT T 

OtherOther Variables 
VCEXP P 

LOGG (BOOK) 

STAGE E 

TECH H 

RISK K 

SCALE E 

Adjustedd R2 

Logg likelihood 

Modell  4 
-14.46 6 
(-4.11) ) 

0.04 4 
(1.61) ) 
6.14 4 

(2.63) ) 

3.91 1 
(6.47) ) 
0.51 1 

(2.01) ) 
-1.78 8 

(-1.83) ) 
-1.58 8 

(-1.67) ) 
1.04 4 

(3.50) ) 
3.14 4 

(10.76) ) 
0.46 6 

-167.44 4 

Modell  5 
-10.86 6 
(-3.52) ) 

0.05 5 
(2.08) ) 

7.92 2 
(2.33) ) 

4.65 5 
(7.65) ) 
0.35 5 

(1.30) ) 
-1.62 2 

(-1.65) ) 
-2.93 3 

(-3.27) ) 
1.04 4 

(3.46) ) 
3.17 7 

(10.75) ) 
0.45 5 

-168.14 4 

Modell  6 
-12.73 3 
(-2.93) ) 

0.04 4 
(1.48) ) 

4.24 4 
(0.96) ) 

4.05 5 
(5.79) ) 
0.59 9 

(2.21) ) 
-1.11 1 

(-1.05) ) 
-2.62 2 

(-2.86) ) 
1.02 2 

(3.07) ) 
3.28 8 

(10.75) ) 
0.41 1 

-170.30 0 
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PANELL  B: EFFORT 

Constant t 

Cash-flowCash-flow and Control Rights 
SECUPSIDE E 

SECCONV V 

OWNER R 

VETOFIT T 

BOARDFIT T 

SPCONTFIT T 

OtherOther Variables 
VCEXP P 

LOG(BOOK) ) 

STAGE E 

TECH H 

RISK K 

SCALE E 

Adjustedd R2 

Logg likelihood 

Modell  4 
-0.71 1 

(-0.39) ) 

0.58 8 
(1.30) ) 

3.93 3 
(3.15) ) 

0.10 0 
(0.34) ) 
-0.15 5 

(-1.12) ) 
-0.88 8 

(-1.69) ) 
0.20 0 

(0.41) ) 
0.24 4 

(1.61) ) 
1.70 0 

(11.29) ) 
0.15 5 

-138.14 4 

Modell  5 
1.31 1 

(0.85) ) 

0.81 1 
(1.85) ) 

5.86 6 
(3.36) ) 

0.62 2 
(2.01) ) 
-0.26 6 

(-1.85) ) 
-0.82 2 

(-1.59) ) 
-0.65 5 

(-1.36) ) 
0.26 6 

(1.74) ) 
1.68 8 

(11.27) ) 
0.17 7 

-137.54 4 

Modell  6 
0.16 6 

(0.07) ) 

0.54 4 
(1.09) ) 

3.33 3 
(1.35) ) 

0.09 9 
(0.24) ) 
-0.10 0 

(-0.71) ) 
-0.41 1 

(-0.72) ) 
-0.43 3 

(-0.86) ) 
0.23 3 

(1.33) ) 
1.79 9 

(11.15) ) 
0.06 6 

-141.94 4 
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Tablee 9: Definitio n of Variables 
Thiss table provides a definition of each dependent and explanatory variable considered in the paper. 

HOUR S S 
EFFORT T 

SECUPSIDE E 

SECCONV V 

OWNE R R 

VET O O 

BOAR D D 
SPCONT T 

BOOK K 
STAGE E 

TEC H H 

RISK K 

LEGALIT Y Y 

INV2000 0 
MSCI I 

CAPITA L L 

Weeklyy number of hours the venture capitalist reported to have spent with the firm 
Averagee of the VC's assessments, on a scale 0 - 10. of his contribution to the 
venturee in the following fields: strategy, marketing, issues related to financing, 
R&D,, product development, human resources, exit strategy advice, interpersonal 
support,, help in networking 
Dummyy variable for investments financed either with common equity or a convert-
iblee security (convertible debt or convertible preferred equity) 
Dummyy variable for investments financed either with convertible debt or convertible 
preferredd equity 
%% Ownership of VC; given contingencies in contracts, the best case scenario is 

considered d 
Averagee of the following veto right dummy variables: asset sales, asset purchases, 
changess in control, issuance of equity, and at least one other decision 
VCC board seats as % of the total number of board seats at the company 
Averagee of the following control right dummy variables: right to replace CEO, 
automaticc conversion at exit, right for first refusal at sale, co-sale agreement, anti-
dilutionn protection, protection rights against new issues, redemption rights, infor-
mationn rights, IPO registration rights, piggyback registration rights 

Bookk value of the investment (EUR '000) 
Dummyy variable taking the value 0 if the investment was in the seed, early, or 
mezzaninee phase, and the value 1 if the investment was in the late, buyout, or 
turnaroundd phase 
Dummyy variable that taking the value 1 for projects in the medical, internet, and 
electronicss industries 
Averagee of the VC's rankings of the following risk factors: uncertain market size, un-
certaintyy about product, risky competitive position, uncertain customer adoption, 
riskss in business strategy, questionable performance to date, contractual structure, 
highh valuation, costly to monitor, exit conditions, negative influence of other in-
vestors s 
Weightedd sum of the following factors (based on Berkowitz et al. (2003)): civil 
versuss common law systems, efficiency of judicial system, rule of law. corruption, risk 
off  expropriation, risk of contract repudiation, shareholder rights. Higher numbers 
indicatee 'better' legal systems. 
Dummyy variable taking the value 1 if the investment was realized in the year 2000 
Returnn to the MSCI index over the period of the investment 
Logg of VC Fund capital (EUR '000) 
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Tablee 10: Special Control Rights 
Thiss table provides a definition of each special control right considered in the SPCONT variable. 
Automati cc Conversion at Exit 

Rightt  for  First Refusal at Sale 

Co-salee Agreement 

Anti-dilutio nn Protection 

Protectionn Against New Issues 

Redemptionn Provisions 

Informatio nn Rights 

IPOO Demand Registration 

Piggybackk Registration Rights 

Investors'' Preferred Stock is automatically converted to Com-
monn Stock at IPO exit 
Thee Investors shall have the right in the event the Company 
proposess to offer equity securities to any person (with excep-
tions).. This right typically terminates upon IPO. 
Thee entrepreneurial managers may not sell, transfer, or ex-
changee their stock unless each investor has an opportunity to 
participatee in the sale on a pro rata basis. The right of co-sale 
shalll  not apply to and shall not terminate upon the Company's 
initiall  public offering. 

Thee conversion price of convertible securities is subject to a 
weightedd average adjustment to reduce dilution in the event 
thatt the Company issues additional equity securities (other 
thann employee, director, and consultant shares approved by the 
Boardd of Directors) at a purchase price less than the applicable 
conversionn price. 
Consentt of the investors shall be required for any action by the 
Companyy that changes the shareholder rights and privileges of 
thee investors. 
Commencingg on some particular date, at the election of the 
investors,, the Company shall redeem their outstanding shares. 
Suchh redemption shall be at the Original Purchase Price plus 
anyy unpaid cumulative dividends. 
Thee Company shall deliver to the Investor audited annual and 
unauditedd quarterly financial statements. Each investor shall 
alsoo be entitled to standard inspection and visitation rights. 
Thesee provisions shall terminate upon a registered public offer-
ingg of the Company's Common Stock. 
Thee investors may force the Company to file a Registration 
Statementt for the Registrable securities (required by the Secu-
ritiess and Exchange Commission before the firm can sell shares 
too the public). The Company will use its best efforts to cause 
suchh shares to be registered; provided, however, that the Com-
panyy shall not be obligated to effect any such registration prior 
too a certain specified date. 

Thee Investors shall be entitled to "piggyback" registration 
rightss on all registrations of the Company or on any demand 
registrationss of any other investor subject, however, to the right 
off  the Company and its underwriters to reduce the number of 
sharess proposed to be registered pro rata in view of market 
conditions. . 





Chapterr 4 

R&DD Incentives, Syndication, and 
Reputationn in Venture Capital* 

Abstract ::  Idea theft is a well-known problem in the financing of young, innovative firms: 

thee potential expropriation of entrepreneurs destroys incentives for R&D. This problem 

especiallyy applies to the venture capital industry, where control rights provide financiers 

perfectt oversight of their firms. In this paper, wc argue that investment syndication 

alleviatess the incentive problem arising from the possibility for idea theft. Wc show 

thatt when knowledge is potentially verifiable, syndication induces venture capitalists to 

refrainn from stealing ideas and thereby enhances incentives for R&D. This is because, for 

litigationn results in a loss of reputation, syndication implies an increase in the reputation 

att stake in start-up firms. The model predicts that i) syndication enhances innovation, 

ii )) projects aiming at more fundamental research wil l be syndicated more frequently, iii ) 

att early stages, only good reputation venture capitalists wil l be involved as syndication 

partners,, iv) more reputable venture capitalists form smaller syndicates. 

'Thiss chapter builds on the paper "R<fcD Incentives. Syndication, and Reputation in Venture Capital 
Contracting'' co-authored with Ralph Bachmann. 
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4.11 Introduction 

"VCs"VCs don't sign non-disclosure agreements. That affords them protection if they like your ideas, 

butbut they want to fund someone else to do them. At least two of my friends have had their ideas 

stolenstolen and funded separately. One case was a blatant theft ... My friend sued and won a moral 

victoryvictory and a little money. " ! 

Ideaa theft is a well-known problem in the financing of young, innovative firms. An 

entrepreneurr may loose the rewards of his research effort when the financier uses his idea or 

interimm research results in alternative applications. The anticipation of stealing destroys 

thee entrepreneur's incentives for research and thus lowers the likelihood of invention.2 

Thiss problem especially applies to firms financed by venture capital. In exchange for 

thee provision of financing, venture capitalists require a variety of control rights, including 

boardd and information rights. Control provides these financiers a means to understand 

theirr entrepreneurs' ideas and research. Furthermore, venture capitalists invest in a port-

folioo of projects. This allows them to be involved in a number of different (but related) 

applicationss of a certain idea. The possibility to profit from alternative applications gives 

venturee capitalists incentives to expropriate innovating entrepreneurs. 

Casess of litigation over intellectual property indicate how severe this problem has 

becomee in recent years. One example is the case of the Boston based start-up, Corporate 

Communicationss Broadcast Network (CCBN). which filed a lawsuit against its largest 

investor,, Thomson Financial Inc., alleging that it had breached its fiduciary duty by 

usingg information from CCBN board meetings to compete against the company.' 

]Nickk Tredennick: 'An Engineer"*  View of Venture Capitalists', Spectrum Online 
2Thiss problem has been acknowledged in the literature on R&D financing. See for example Bhat-

tacharyaa and Chiesa (1995), Ueda (2003). or Yosha (1993). 
30therr examples include 3Dfx Interactive, a media processor developer. The company initiated a 

lawsuitt against one of its investors. Sega Enterprises, for the termination of a contract that called 3Dfx 

too develop a new technology. The company claimed that the lawsuit attempted to protect its intellectual 

propertyy rights. 
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Inn this paper wo argue that syndication, that is joint investment by at least two 

venturee capitalists, alleviates the incentive problems that arise from the possibility of 

ideaa theft. This is because venture capitalists may loose their reputation when innovating 

entrepreneurss litigate in order to protect their property rights over intangible assets. Syn-

dicationn increases the reputation at stake in ventures and therefore, given the potential 

forr litigation, decreases incentives for venture capitalists to expropriate innovating entre-

preneurs.. Our model suggests that, by alleviating the threat of expropriation of valuable 

interimm knowledge, syndication enhances incentives for R&D. 

Syndicationn is a frequently observed phenomenon in venture capital financing.4 A 

numberr of different motives exists for venture capitalists to syndicate their investments.5 

Inn this paper we do not intend to claim that enhancing R&D incentives would be the 

primaryy motive for syndication in the venture capital industry. We argue however that 

investmentt syndication has implications that enhance incentives for R&D. In particular, 

syndicationn brings along an increase in investor reputation involved in any given deal. We 

showw that if more reputation is at stake, venture capitalists refrain from expropriating 

entrepreneurss and contribute more, which enhances both parties' incentives for R&D. 

Accountingg for recent cases of litigation over intellectual property, wc depart from 

thee standard assumption in the R&D literature that knowledge is either patentable or non-

verifiablee in court.0 We claim that there exist cases when property rights over interim 

knowledgee can be enforced in court: we assume knowledge to be potentially verifiable. In 

4Schwienbacherr (2002) finds that an average syndicate involves 4.5 venture capitalists in the US 

andd 2.7 venture capitalists in Europe. Lerner (1994) finds that in the US, first-round investments are 

syndicatedd on average by 2.2, second-round investments by 3.3, and third-round investments by 4.3 

venturee capitalists. 

°Onn the one hand, syndication allows venture capitalists to spread investment across several projects 

andd thereby reduce risk. On the other hand, syndication can be a means for venture capitalists to share 

intangiblee resources, such as professional expertise, during project selection and realization. 
6Severall  papers in the literature (see. for example. Aghion and Tirole (1994), Bhattacharya and Chiesa 

(1995),, Fulghieri and Sevilir (2003), or Yosha (1993)) point out the non-verifiability of iterim research 

resultss as the primary problem in the financing of RfcD activities. 
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otherr words, litigating entrepreneurs may win lawsuits and thus obtain compensation for 

infringementt with positive probability. 

\Vcc model the development of a research project in two stages. Early stage research 

byy an entrepreneur may lead to interim research results. The research results arc devel-

opedd into a final product jointly by the entrepreneur and a venture capitalist (VC) in a 

second,, commercialization stage. Since the VC invests in a portfolio of projects, he may 

havee an incentive to steal the entrepreneur's interim knowledge in order to use it in an 

outsidee application. This decreases the VC's contribution to the value of the innovating 

venture.. The anticipation of a less valuable commercialization stage company negatively 

affectss the entrepreneur's early stage research incentives and the probability of invention. 

Wee argue that syndication eliminates these inefficiencies by alleviating the threat of expro-

priationn of the entrepreneur. Given the possibility for litigation, the involvement of more 

thann one investor increases the total reputation at stake in the deal and thus decreases 

thee lead VC's incentives to steal the interim research results. As a result, syndication 

enhancess the entrepreneur's incentives for R&D. 

Thee intuition is as follows. Since the theft of interim knowledge results in litigation 

andd a loss of reputation, the entrepreneur assumes a reputable venture capitalist to refrain 

fromm stealing and to add substantial value to the venture. This expectation stimulates 

thee entrepreneur to exert commercialization stage effort. Moreover, the anticipation of a 

valuablee commercialization stage company enhances his incentives for research. However, 

iff  rents from an alternative application arc sufficiently high and /or the venture capitalist 

hass no substantial reputation to put at stake, the entrepreneur expects the VC to expro-

priatee the interim research results. This expectation affects negatively his research and 

commercializationn stage efforts and results in a depressed firm value. Syndication may 

alleviatee this problem. The participation of additional investors with good reputation 

raisess the collective reputation at stake in the deal, thus makes the expropriation of the 

entrepreneurr less likely. The expectation of preserving the value of his research induces 

thee entrepreneur to exert more effort, which in turn enhances the VC's contribution. Syn-
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dicationn with other reputable venture capitalists can thus be considered as a commitment 

mechanismm for the lead VC, with good or bad reputation, to refrain from expropriation 

andd contribute to the venture in a late, post-invention stage of its development. 

Thee model provides new insights for the literature on venture capital. Its most 

importantt prediction is that investment syndication enhances innovation. Evidence in 

Kortumm and Lcrner (2000) supports this view. The model also suggests that projects 

aimingg at more fundamental research should be more often syndicated. The finding in 

Bygravcc (1987) that high-tech investments arc syndicated more frequently than invest-

mentss in more traditional firms is consistent with this view. Furthermore, the model 

impliess that at early stages, only good reputation investors wil l participate as syndica-

tionn partners. Finally, the model accounts for the existence of larger size syndicates: it 

predictss a negative relation between venture capitalists' reputation and syndicate size. 

Earlierr theories emphasized the risk-sharing function of syndicates at public secu-

ritiess issues (Wilson (1968), Chowdhry and Nanda (1996)). Pichlcr and Wilhelm (2001) 

considerr syndication as a moral hazard in team problem and argue that barriers to entry 

mitigatee the costs of moral hazard in team production that characterize syndicates. This 

literaturee exogenously assumes syndication at investment banks' underwriting deals. 

Wee are aware of two theories, besides the current one, that focus on the venture 

capitall  industry and derive cndogenously the need for investment syndication. Admati 

andd Pfleidcrcr (1994) argue that under staged financing optimal continuation and invest-

mentt call for the existence of an 'inside investor" who finances a fixed (limited) fraction 

off  all investments. Casamatta and Haritchabalet (2003) show that syndication may arise 

fromm the need of inexperienced venture capitalists to gather information while avoiding 

profit-destroyingg competition. These theories do not account for the role of the entrepre-

neur.. In the current paper, syndication is derived from the entrepreneur's expected utilit y 

maximization:: hiring a syndicate is a response by the entrepreneur to the threat of idea 

stealingg and the potential insufficient contribution by the venture capitalist. Novel con-

tributionss by Biais and Perotti (2003) and Ucda (2003) share our focus on the possibility 
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forr idca-thcft but leave aside the analysis of effort incentives in the two-stage process of 

researchh and development.7 

Numerouss papers focus on the organization and financing of R&D intensive firms. 

Inn Aghion and Tirole (1994) innovation is non-verifiable and arises from joint effort by the 

researchh and development units. These considerations make the allocation of the prop-

ertyy right over innovation of key importance.8 In the present paper, the emphasis is on 

thee creation of interim knowledge that arises exclusively from the entrepreneur's activity. 

Moreover,, interim knowledge is assumed to be potentially verifiable. Other papers on the 

two-stagee R&D process focus on the optimal ways of licensing non-verifiable knowledge. 

Anaiidd and Galctovic (2000). Anton and Yao (1994). and Bhattacharya and Guriev (2004) 

assumee that researchers may sell their interim knowledge to competing development units. 

Thee venture capital context docs not allow for this possibility.9 Closer to our research, 

Yoshaa (1993) and Bhattacharya and Chiesa (1995) analyze the choice between bilateral 

andd multilateral financing of innovative activities. We share their assumption that a com-

monn financier is interested in the spillover of interim knowledge across firms. In contrast 

7Inn contrast to Biais and Perotti (2003), in the present model, single-handed theft of the entrepreneur's 

ideaa (interim research results) is not a profitable strategy for any syndicate member with a positive equity 

stakee in the start-up firm. This is because joint litigation by the entrepreneur and another syndicate 

memberr would succeed with probability one and result in a sure loss of reputation for the thief. Section 

4.2.22 provides a more detailed discussion of the model's assumptions in relation to the functioning of a 

venturee capital syndicate. 

"Aghionn and Tirole (1994) argue that efficient investment in R&D requires the allocation of the 

propertyy right over innovation to the party with the research task: research units should be non-integrated. 

Forr a cash-constrained researcher, however, independence from the development unit is hard to achieve. 

Inn this case, the participation of an outside financier (co-financing) may allow for independence. Fulghieri 

andd Sevilir (2003) show that under intense product market competition, co-financing arrangements may 

nott be optimal. 
9Inn line with the view that researchers are not capable to manage firms, in the current paper we assume 

thatt the entrepreneur is not able to establish the start-up company alone. Moreover, we assume that 

afterr the research stage, the venture capitalist have a perfect understanding of the entrepreneur's interim 

researchh results. For these reasons, knowledge licensing is not a feasible option for the entrepreneur. 
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too these papers, we cxplicitely model the mechanism through which knowledge transfer 

reducess expected returns for the innovator by assuming an active financier (venture cap-

italist)) and taking into account the decrease in firm value resulting from the loss of his 

contribution.. Our approach contributes to the R&D literature by suggesting that there 

mayy exist reasons other than the reduction of monopoly rents that render multilateral 

financingfinancing suboptimal for potential innovators. 

Last,, the paper relates to the literature on the role of reputation in financial inter-

mediationn (Diamond, 1989; Boot and Thakor, 1993), To the best of our knowledge, it 

iss the first to point out. the incentive effect of reputation in preserving (and increasing) 

investors'' commitment to R&D, focusing on the venture capital industry, where entrepre-

neurss are especially exposed to the threat of expropriation of their innovative ideas and 

interimm research. 

Thee paper proceeds as follows. The next section describes the model. The first-best 

outcomee is given in Section 4.3. In section 4.4 we analyze the parties' equilibrium research 

andd commercialization efforts and solve for the optimal contract. Initially , we assume that 

thee entrepreneur enters into a contract with only one venture capitalist. Then we allow 

forr the involvement of a venture capital syndicate. Section 4.5 describes the empirical 

implicationss arising from the model and compares them to existing evidence. The final 

sectionn concludes. All proofs arc in the Appendix. 

4.22 The Model 

Considerr an economy with two types of agents that arc involved in the creation and 

developmentt of innovative start-up firms: entrepreneurs and venture capitalists (VCs). 

Al ll  agents are rational, risk-neutral, and maximize their respective personal wealth. We 

distinguishh four points in time, t <E { 1 . . . . .4} . However, since we assume that venture 

capitalistss may differ in terms of their reputations at t = 1. and that they care about their 
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reputationn beyond / — 4. it is best to think of these four points in time as representing 

aa single period within a steady state equilibrium in an economy with an infinite time 

horizon. . 

Thee basic structure of our model without syndication is as follows. The development 

off  a start-up firm takes place in two stages and requires the participation of an entrepre-

neurr and one venture capitalist. In the first ('research') stage the entrepreneur generates 

ann innovative idea and exerts research effort to turn this idea into 'interim research re-

sults.'' If the research stage is successful then the entrepreneur and the venture capitalist 

bothh have to exert effort in the second ('commercialization1) stage to turn the interim 

resultss into a commercial product. However, under certain circumstances the venture 

capitalistt may instead 'steal' the entrepreneur's research results and utilize them in an 

outsidee project with another entrepreneur. If so, the original entrepreneur eventually ob-

servess that theft occured and may take legal action against the VC. While the outcome of 

suchh a lawsuit is uncertain, it always has adverse consequences for the venture capitalist's 

reputation. . 

Insteadd of engaging only a single venture capitalist the entrepreneur may engage 

aa venture capital syndicate that consists of a lead venture capitalist, and one or more 

syndicatee members. The role of the lead venture capitalist is identical to that of the 

singlee venture capitalist in the absence of syndication: he exerts commercialization effort 

duringg the second stage of the start-up development. The other syndicate members do 

nott exert any effort that would directly affect the success probability of the start-up 

firm.firm. Instead, they benefit the start-up firm by 'lending' their reputational capital to the 

syndicate,, thereby reducing the incentives to steal the interim research results. Without 

losss of generality, we assume that it is the lead venture capitalist who steals the interim 

researchh results if theft occurs despite syndication. 
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4.2.11 Entrepreneurs, Venture Capitalists, and Start-Up Firms 

Wcc will refer to the entrepreneur with the original project simply as 'the entrepreneur/ 

andd to the entrepreneur who may be employed in the outside project after theft occured as 

'thee second entrepreneur.' The entrepreneur generates the idea for an innovative project 

att t = 1. At that time, the project is characterized by an ordered pair of parameters, 

(IL7 )) € %IQ x [0,1]. The parameter IT denotes the profit that the project wil l yield 

inn the event of a success at t = 3. In the event of a failure the project wil l have zero 

value.. The probability of success is determined by the effort levels exerted by the VC and 

thee entrepreneur as described below. The parameter 7 denotes the ex ante probability 

thatt the VC wil l have an opportunity to steal the entrepreneur's research results after a 

successfull  research stage.10 The parameters II and 7 are common knowledge. 

Att t = 1, an entrepreneur who has generated an idea signs a contract with a single 

venturee capitalist, or with a venture capital syndicate. The set of feasible contracts is 

describedd in Subsection 4.2.2. Since the focus of this paper is on the agency problems 

betweenn the VC(s) and the entrepreneur we may assume that the development of the 

start-upp firm docs not require any financial investment. Al l project inputs are assumed 

too be in the form of effort. 

Afterr the entrepreneur signed the contract with the venture capitalist (s) he exerts 

researchh effort, Ar € [0,1]. The probability of success in this stage is identical to the level 

off  the effort, Ar. Research effort is costly to the entrepreneur. The cost-of-research-effort 

functionn is characterized by the following properties: 

10Withh an "opportunity' to steal the research results we mean that the venture capitalist may be able 

too steal the entrepreneur's research results, but may nevertheless choose not to do so. Whether a venture 

capitalistt has the opportunity to steal the entrepreneur's research results may be determined, for example, 

byy the nature of the research results. One possible interpretation is that with probability (1 - 7) the 

researchh results are going to be so 'specific' that theft could always be verified in a court of law. With 

probabilityy "> the research results are going to be so "general" that the success of a lawsuit against the 

VC(s)) would be uncertain. 
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(Al )) Zero effort is costless: C(0) = 0. 

(A2)) The marginal costs of effort arc strictly positive: C'(Xr) > 0 for all Xr e [0. 1]. 

(A3)) The marginal costs of effort are strictly increasing in the level of effort: C"{XT) > 0 

forr all Ar e (0,1). 

(A4)) The marginal costs of effort approach infinity as effort (i.e. the probability of success) 

approachess one: lim,\r_>i C'(Xr) — oc. 

Thee research stage ends at t — 2 with one of two possible outcomes. With probability 

Arr interim research results are obtained that may be used to develop a commercial product. 

Wit hh probability (1 — Ar) the research effort fails in that no useful results arc generated. 

Inn the latter case the project has zero value and is terminated. 

WThilee success or failure is observable after the research stage by cither party, only 

thee VC knows whether he has an opportunity to steal the entrepreneur's interim research 

results.. The ex post (i.e. as of t = 2) probability that the VC has an opportunity to steal 

thee research results is denoted by 7 e {0,1} . Here, 7 = 0 represents the outcome that 

thee interim research results cannot be stolen, whereas 7 = 1 denotes the outcome that 

thee interim research results can be stolen by the VC. The realization of 7 is private infor-

mationn of the VC at t — 2. The entrepreneur therefore conditions his commercialization 

effort,, A(. £ [0.1]. on the ex-ante probability 7 = E{-y\. The VC observes 7, chooses his 

commercializationn effort, //,. 6 [0.1], and decides whether to steal the research results if 

77 = 1. For the sake of simplicity we assume that a VC who steals the interim research 

resultss finds it optimal not to exert any commercialization effort on the original project. 

Thee cost-of-commercialization-effort functions of the entrepreneur and the VC are 

denotedd by C(Xr), and K{fi (), respectively. Both cost-of-commcrcialization-cffort func-

tionss have the same properties as the entrepreneur's cost-of-rcscarch-cffort function. (Al ) 

(A4).. Conditional on a successful research stage, the probability of a successful commer-

cializationn stage is equal to X<: fi(.. Effort is unobscrvable. and the theft of interim research 
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resultss is unobservable to the entrepreneur prior to t — 3. 

4.2.22 Contracts and Syndication 

Wcc confine our attention to the use of cash and equity. A contract between an entrepreneur 

andd a single venture capitalist is therefore completely specified by an ordered pair (a. T). 

wheree a € [0,1] denotes the fraction of equity that the entrepreneur retains, and where 

TT 6 ?R denotes the cash payment that he receives from the venture capitalist. 

Althoughh the contract is signed at i — 1, the actual cash payment and the equity 

transferr do not take place until and unless the research stage has come to a successful 

conclusionn at t = 2.11 In other words, the contract effectively grants the VC an option to 

purchasee (1 — a) of the firm's equity for T dollars of cash. It is clear that a VC has no 

incentivee to exercise the option when the research stage was unsuccessful. However, we 

assumee that a VC always exercises his option when the research stage was successful, even 

iff  he intends to steal the entrepreneur's interim research result. A possible justification 

forr this assumption is that not exercising the option would leave the entrepreneur the 

solee owner of the project, thereby giving him the opportunity to implement the project in 

collaborationn with another VC. Exercising the option may be in the VC's best interest, 

evenn if this is merely to preclude competition. 

Wee continue to use the ordered pair (a, T) to denote the equity fraction and the 

cashh payment received by the entrepreneur if he engages a venture capital syndicate. 

However,, to completely specify the contract between the entrepreneur and a syndicate 

off  .V venture capitalists it is necessary to specify the equity ownership and the cash 

paymentt received by each venture capitalist. Wc therefore define an ordered pair (a2.Xi ) 

111 Wo assume that the cash payment is delayed until t — 2 since an up-front cash payment would reduce 

thee entrepreneur's incentives to exert research effort. Assuming the cash payment is transferred at time 

tt — 1 would not change the qualitative insights derived from the model. It would however make the 

analysiss less tractable. 
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forr each VC i. i' <G { 1 , . . . , N}. Here a, and Tr denote the fraction of equity and the cash 

paymentt received by VC i. The subscript i — 1 indicates the lead venture capitalist. 

Forr certain purposes it wil l be convenient to refer to this contract using vector notation. 

Wit hh a = (oi as) and T — ( 7 \ . . . . .XV ) we can denote the contract between an 

entrepreneurr and a VC syndicate simply by (a, T). 

Thee equity ownership of each venture capitalist is restricted to values between zero 

andd one, but the cash payments can take on arbitrary positive or negative real values 

(a**  G [0,1] and T, e 3ft for all i <E { l , . . . ,A r } ) . Since the total equity ownership has 

too sum up to one, and since the sum of all cash payments has to be equal to zero, the 

identitiess (1) and (2) must hold by definition. 

aa = l -£> (1) 
ii  = l 

TT = -Y,T< (2) 

Thee timing of the cash and equity transfers and all other assumptions arc analogous 

too the case of no syndication. In addition we make the following assumptions with respect 

too the functioning of a VC syndicate. First, syndicate members can observe theft of 

thee entrepreneur's interim research results as it happens, i.e. one period ahead of the 

entrepreneur.. This assumption may be justified by the fact that venture capitalists tend 

too have relations with other firms that may enable them to spot and observe emerging 

competitorss earlier than an entrepreneur. Second, we assume that a joint lawsuit by the 

entrepreneurr and at least one syndicate member against a lead venture capitalist who 

didd steal the interim research results always succeeds. This assumption may be justified 

byy the fact, that participation of another venture capitalist in the lawsuit adds credibility 

too the entrepreneur's claim that theft occurred. Finally, we assume that the syndicate 

memberss and the lead venture capitalist may bribe1 each other by making side-payments 

thatt arc not observable to the entrepreneur. 

Thee above assumptions imply that the theft of the interim research results by any 
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givenn syndicate member hurts not only the entrepreneur financially, but also all other 

syndicatee members, whose payoff depends on the success of the start-up firm. Given our 

assumptionss that syndicate members can observe theft of interim results as it happens, 

andd that a justified joint lawsuit of the entrepreneur and at least one syndicate member 

againstt another syndicate member always succeeds, single-handed theft of the research 

resultss is not a profitable strategy for any syndicate member. Note however that in 

orderr for syndication to yield any benefits in our model it is necessary that the syndicate 

memberss have a stake in the success returns of the start-up firm. A syndicate member 

whosee compensation docs not depend on the start-up"s success has no incentives to concern 

himselff  with the fate of the company. In particular, he would have no reason to care 

whetherr the interim research results wil l be stolen, and it is not clear in the present 

settingg why theft would have any adverse consequences for such a syndicate member's 

reputation. . 

Att t — 1 the entrepreneur makes a take-it-or-lcave-it offer to a single venture capi-

talistt or a venture capital syndicate. The entrepreneur anticipates the response(s) of the 

venturee capitalist(s) so that the offer always succeeds, in equilibrium. We assume that 

theree is an abundance of venture capitalists who would be able to contribute commercial-

izationn effort to the entrepreneur's project, but that 'reputable' venture capitalists and 

projectss are in short supply. As a consequence, a (lead) venture capitalist wrho is not 

particularlyy 'reputable*  can only expect to be compensated for his cost of commercial-

izationn effort, whereas 'reputable' venture capitalists can demand a premium for lending 

theirr rcputational capital to the syndicate.12 The meaning of the terms 'reputable' and 

'rcputationall  capital' wil l be made precise in Subsection 4.2.5. 

12Thee exact mechanism through which a venture capitalist can 'lend his reputational capital' to the 

syndicatee will he discussed in Subsection 4.4.7. The assumption that the entrepreneur has all the bar-

gainingg power vis-a-vis the (lead) venture capitalist is not crucial for our main results. All that is needed 

iss that the entrepreneur has some bargaining power vis-a-vis the venture capitalist(s) and therefore cap-

turess some of the rents that his idea generates. If this was not the case then the VC would have no 

incentivess to steal the interim research results and the issues addressed in this paper would be irrelevant. 
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Joiningg a syndicate and being a member thereof is assumed to be costless for any 

venturee capitalist:. However, we assume that a reputable venture capitalist is willin g 

too join a syndicate only if he expects to earn at least S > 0 dollars in addition to being 

compensatedd for any loss of rcputational capital. The parameter S may be viewed as a fee 

thatt a reputable venture capitalist is able to charge in return for lending his rcputational 

capitall  to the syndicate. Although we do not explicitly model the relationship between 

thiss fee and the value of the rcputational capital it is an implicit assumption that it is the 

abilityy to charge this premium that makes having good reputation valuable to a venture 

capitalistt in the first place. 

4.2.33 Outside Project 

AA venture capitalist who steals the entrepreneur's interim research results uses this knowl-

edgee to set up a company that is identical in structure to the original start-up firm. The 

venturee capitalist therefore has to involve another entrepreneur in the commercialization 

stagee of this second firm.13 However, different from the original firm the venture capital-

istt is assumed to have all the bargaining power vis-a-vis the second entrepreneur. The 

venturee capitalist is therefore able to capture all rents that arc generated by the new 

venture. . 

Itt will be clear from the context whether we are analyzing the original start-up firm 

orr the outside venture. Hence, there is no need to introduce any distinct notation for the 

analysiss of the outside firm. We wil l denote the contract offered by the venture capitalist 

too the second entrepreneur by (a, T). As in the case of the original start-up firm we denote 

thee VC"s and the entrepreneur's respective commercialization effort levels by fic and Ar. 

andd the corresponding cost-of-effort functions by K(pc) and C(XC). No syndication is 

necessaryy in the case of the outside firm since the venture capitalist has no incentives to 

steall  the research result, and since the entrepreneur is assumed to be unable to do so.14 

1-iThiss assumption is made merely to ensure that the two project values are identical, ceteris paribus. 
14Whilee a typical venture capitalist may be involved in several projects an entrepreneur may be able 
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4.2 .44 L i t i ga t io n 

Thee entrepreneur observes at t = 3 whether his interim research results have been stolen 

byy the (lead) venture capitalist.10 If so, the entrepreneur can file a lawsuit against the 

VC(s).166 However, while the entrepreneur may always observe whet tier research results 

havee been stolen, theft may not always be verifiable in court. We therefore assume that 

evenn a justified lawsuit succeeds only with some positive probability 6 e (0, l ) .17 In other 

words,, we consider the possibility that a perpetrator, albeit believed to be guilty, may 

havee to be acquitted due to the lack of verifiable evidence. 

Thee dissipative costs of a lawsuit are equal to K > 0. The costs of a successful 

lawsuitt are borne by the VC(s), whereas the costs of an unsuccessful lawsuit arc borne 

byy the entrepreneur. A successful lawsuit results in the entrepreneur being awarded 

AA > 0 dollars in damages to be paid by the VC(s). An unsuccessful lawrsuit has no direct 

financiall  consequences for the VC(s), but it does have adverse consequences for its (their) 

rcputationall  capital. 

4.2.55 Reputation 

Eachh entrepreneur in our model is involved in the development of at most one start-up 

firm.. Venture capitalists, on the other hand, interact with entrepreneurs repeatedly.18 As 

too work only on a single project at a time. It is therefore plausible that theft by the entrepreneur could 

bee detected relatively easily by the venture capitalist. 
!5Thee assumption that the entrepreneur eventually observes with certainty whether the research results 

havee been stolen simplifies our model, but it is not crucial for our main results. 
löWee are ruling out the possibility that the entrepreneur could try to blackmail the VC(s) by threatening 

too sue despite the fact that the VC(s) did not steal the interim research results. This assumption greatly 

reducess the complexity of our model since it allows us to focus on a setting in which VC reputation takes 

onn only two distinct values. However, this assumption is not crucial for our main results. 
17Thee parameter 0 could be interpreted as a measure of the effectiveness of the legal system. 
18Itt is convenient to assume that venture capitalists have an infinite life span. 
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aa consequence, venture capitalists may develop a reputation over time. 

Too keep the model tractable we do not model the full dynamics of reputation forma-

tion.. Instead, we assume that a venture capitalist is initiall y (i.e. at t — 1) 'endowed1 with 

aa reputation. Furthermore, wc assume that this reputation can take on only two distinct, 

levels,, 'good', and 'bad'. We then focus on a steady-state equilibrium in which a venture 

capitalist'ss reputation takes on only these two distinct values. That is. we model a setting 

inn which a reputable venture capitalist wil l maintain his good reputation in equilibrium, 

whereass a venture capitalist with a bad reputation does not find it profitable to invest in 

reputationn building. 

Wcc define a venture capitalist's rcputational capital. u,\ as the net gain that this 

venturee capitalist requires in order to be willin g to forsake his reputation. The rcputational 

capitall  is, by definition, equal to the present value of the future rents that the venture 

capitalistt expects to earn as a result of his reputation. 

AA 'bad' reputation means that the outsiders believe that this venture capitalist wil l 

steall  research results whenever the opportunity arises.19 The rcputational capital of a 

venturee capitalist with a bad reputation is equal to zero. The rcputational capital of a 

venturee capitalist with a good reputation (i.e. of a 'reputable' venture capitalist) is equal 

too some constant, O > 0. 

AA venture capitalist who is known to have stolen research results in the past is 

believedd to do so again whenever the opportunity arises. In other words, committing a 

singlee theft can permanently destroy a venture capitalist's reputation. The same applies 

too a venture capitalist who is known to have colluded with the thief in a VC syndicate.20 

Thee timing of the game and the actions of the (lead) venture capitalist and the 

^Entrepreneurss and venture capitalists are assumed to have homogeneous beliefs. 
20Withh 'collusion' we specifically refer to a situation where the syndicate member knows about the 

theftt being committed, and where he tolerates the theft due to side-payments that he receives from the 

leadd venture capitalist. While collusion is imobservable in our model, the entrepreneur can structure the1 

initiall  contract such that theft reveals ex post that collusion must have taken place. 
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entrepreneur(s)) arc summarized in figure 4.1. 

Figur ee 4.1: Time line and sequence of events. 

t=t=  1 

ENN generates an 
innovativee project idea 
withh parameters (11, 7). 

EN'' signs a contract 
withh a single VC or 
withh a VC syndicate. 

KNN exerts research 
effortt A r. 

** = 2 

Researchh stage fails with 
probabilityy (1 — A,). If so. 
thee project is terminated. 

KNN exerts 
commercializationn effort 
A,. . 

V CC observes 7 and decides 
whetherr to steal the 
researchh results if 7 — 1. If 
noo theft occurs, VC exerts 
commercializationn effort 
fiefie for the original project. 

Iff  theft occurs, VC hires 
secondd EN. Both exert 
commercializationn effort 
forr the outside project. 

** = 3 

ENN observes whether 
theftt occurred. If theft 
occurred,, the project is 
terminatedd and a 
lawsuitt is init iated 
againstt the VC(s). 

Iff  no theft occurred, 
commercializationn stage 
succeedss with 
probabil i tyy A r / i r . If so, 
TII  is shared according to 
thee terms of the 
contract. . 

** = 4 

Outsiderss and EN 
observee whether lawsuit 
takess place and up-date 
theirr beliefs concerning 
thee VC :s reputat ion. 

Lawsuitt succeeds with 
probabil i tyy 0. If so, VC 
awardss EN A and pays 
thee litigation cost n. 

4.33 The First-Best Outcome 

Thee first-best outcome would be attainable if effort was contraetible. It is character-

izedd by the entrepreneur and the VC both choosing effort levels at which their marginal 

productivitiess arc equal to their marginal costs of effort. The entrepreneur's first-best 

researchh effort satisfies the first-order condition 

C"(XC"(Xrr)) = \t.prn-C{\c)-K(nc). (3) 

Thee first-best commercialization effort levels of the entrepreneur and the VC satisfy the 

first-orderr conditions (4) and (5). respectively. 

C'(K)C'(K) = fxrU (4) 

K'{nr)K'{nr)  = A,.n (5) 
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Ass of t — 1. the first-best firm value is therefore equal to 

Arr [A f.^,n - C(\) - K(Mr_)} - C(\r) (6) 

wheree the effort levels, Ar. A,., and fir. arc determined by (3), (4), and (5), respectively. 

4.44 Analysis of Equil ibrium 

Thiss section analyzes the equilibrium under asymmetric information. We initiall y ignore 

thee possibility of syndication and solve the model in a setting in which the entrepreneur 

approachess a single venture capitalist (Subsections 4.4.1 through 4.4.6). First, we analyze 

thee entrepreneur's decision whether to sue the venture capitalist if he observes that the 

interimm research results have been stolen. We then discuss how the success or failure of 

thee startup firm and the entrepreneur's decision whether to sue the VC affect the venture 

capitalist'ss reputation. Next, we analyze the entrepreneur's choice of commercialization 

effort,, as well as the VC's simultaneous decisions whether to steal the interim research 

resultss and how much commercialization effort to exert. This is followed by a discussion 

off  the contract and the effort choices for the outside project. We then determine the 

entrepreneur'ss research effort. Finally, we derive the equilibrium contract in the absence 

off  syndication. Subsection 4.4.7 extends the entire analysis to allow for the possibility of 

syndication.. The entrepreneur's decision whether to engage a single VC or a VC syndicate 

iss analyzed in Subsection 4.4.8. 

4.4.11 Litigation 

Iff  the entrepreneur observes that his interim research results have been stolen he wil l sue 

thee VC(s) if and only if his expected gains from the lawsuit outweigh the expected costs, 

i.e.. if 

0AA > (1 - B)K. (T) (T) 
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Thatt is. the entrepreneur wil l sue only if the expected damages (A) are sufficiently large, 

iff  the dissipative costs of a lawsuit («) are not too high, and if the probability of winning 

thee lawsuit (9) is high enough. 

Iff  inequality (7) was violated then the legal system would be ineffective in the sense 

thatt the VC could always steal the interim research results without any fear of litigation. 

Thiss would render the considerations of reputation and syndication that arc the focus of 

thiss paper immaterial. We therefore assume for the remainder of this paper that the legal 

systemm is effective in the sense that inequality (7) holds. Moreover, we assume that the 

summ of the damages and the litigation costs (A + K) is large enough to ensure that theft 

iss ex-post unprofitable to any VC who is convicted in court. 

4.4.22 Dynamics of VC Reputation 

Wee define a venture capitalist's reputation (a) as the outsiders' prior belief with respect 

too the probability that the VC wil l steal the interim research results if the opportunity 

arises.. For given values of A, K, and #, this belief is a function of the venture capitalist's 

rcputationall  capital (u>) and of his expected gross gain from theft (T):21 

(( V\ J ° lf "  "  r -^ A + *l ^ 
0{u,T)0{u,T) = l (8) 

II  1 otherwise. 

Thee venture capitalist's rcputational capital, on the other hand, is equal to the present 

valuee of future rents that the venture capitalist expects to earn as a result of this reputa-

tion. . 

Too reduce the notational clutter we define the unconditional ex-ante probability (è) 

thatt the VC will steal the interim research results as 

4>4> = 7<r(o;.r). (9) 

21Thcc venture capitalist's expected gross gain from theft depends on the equilibrium contract and on 

thee entrepreneur's belief w.r.t. the likelihood of theft (see Lemma 8). 
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andd wc wil l use a in the following as shorthand notation for a(uj, T). 

Thee outsiders update their beliefs with respect to the venture capitalist's strategy 

conditionall  on the success or failure of the start-up firm and conditional on whether 

thee entrepreneur takes legal action against the VC. The resulting posterior belief (or 

thee venture capitalist's posterior reputation) is denoted by a'. Wc can distinguish the 

followingg cases: 

(1)) The start-up company fails in the research stage with probability (1 — Ar). This 

outcomee does not reveal any information with respect to the VC's strategy so that 

hiss reputation remains unchanged: a' = a. 

(2)) The company succeeds with probability ArA(./i(.(l - (j>).  With probability A r(l — 

A c/i c)(ll  - 4>) the company fails in the commercialization stage but the entrepreneur 

docss not sue the venture capitalist. Either outcome reveals that the VC did not 

steall  the interim research results. A good prior reputation (<r = 0) leads the public 

too infer that the venture capitalist cither had no opportunity to steal the interim 

researchh results, or that he did not steal the idea despite having the opportunity to 

doo so. Either case confirms the venture capitalist's prior reputation (a' = a — 0). 

AA bad prior reputation (a = 1) leads outsiders to infer that the venture capitalist 

hadd no opportunity to steal the interim research results (7 — 0), so that the VC's 

badd reputation is also be maintained (a' — a = 1). 

(3)) The probability that the company fails in the commercialization stage and that this 

failuree is followed by a lawsuit is equal to Xr4>. This outcome reveals that the VC 

didd steal the entrepreneurs' research results so that the VC's posterior reputation 

iss equal to a' = 1 irrespective of his prior reputation. 

Itt follows from the above that a VC with a bad reputation (a = 1) is stuck with 

thiss reputation, irrespective of his actions. A reputable venture capitalist maintains his 

goodd reputation [a — 0) unless he steals an entrepreneur's interim research results and is 

takenn to court. 
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4.4.33 Commercialization Effort and the Theft of Interim Results 

Afterr a successful research stage the entrepreneur chooses his commercialization effort as 

aa function of 0 and a. The VC additionally observes the realization of 7 and then decides 

whetherr to steal the interim research results, and how much commercialization effort to 

exert.. We therefore denote the entrepreneur's and the VC's respective commercialization 

effortt levels by Xc(a, <$>)  and fi,.(a,<j>,  7). 

Lemmaa 1 (Commercial ization effort ) For any given <fi  the. equilibrium commercial-

izationization effort levels of the entrepreneur and the VC are determined by the following system 

ofof first-order conditions: 

C ' ( A , ( Q > ))) = ( l - 0 ) t t ^ ; ( a ^ , O )n (10) 

{ (11 — a)\Jct. d>)U if the VC does not steal the interim results. 

00 otherwise. 

Thatt is, with the exception of a VC who steals the interim research results, each 

agentt chooses an equilibrium commercialization effort level at which his marginal cost 

off  effort is equal to the expected marginal increase in the value of his personal equity 

stake.. Based on Lemma 1 it is straightforward to derive the following comparative statics 

results. . 

Lemmaa 2 (Comparat ive statics) Let <p £ [0,1). Then the following comparative 

staticsstatics results hold for the equilibrium commercialization effort levels of the VC and the 

entrepreneur: entrepreneur: 

a)a) dfic(a, 0, 0)/'da > 0 for a sufficiently close to zero. 

b)b) dfi(:(a.0,Q)/da > 0 implies d\c{a,0)fda > 0. 

c)c) d\((cx. 0)jda < 0 for a sufficiently close to one. 
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d)d) d\(:(a,(p)/da < 0 implies dnc(a,(fr,0)/da < 0. 

e)e) <9A(.(a.<?)/d0 < 0 and 0/i,.(a,0.O)/00 < 0 

AA VC may find it profitable to steal the entrepreneur's interim research results for 

twoo reasons. First, he would capture all rents generated by the outside project since he has 

alll  the bargaining power vis-a-vis the second entrepreneur. Second, the mere possibility 

thatt the research results may get stolen reduces the original entrepreneur's equilibrium 

effortt levels. This, in turn, reduces the venture capitalist's incentives to exert effort when 

hee docs not steal the interim research results. The two effects reinforce each other and 

mayy result in a significantly depressed firm value, relative to the value of the outside firm 

wheree the threat of theft is absent. 

Thee VC's expected gain from stealing the interim research results depends on the 

sharingg rule for the original project, and on the ex-ante probability of theft. We denote 

thee VC's expected gross gain from stealing by T(a ,0). We refer to T(a,<p) as the gross 

gainn from stealing as it does not include any costs that may arise from litigation, or from 

thee loss of reputational capital. 

Lemmaa 3 The VC's expected gross gain from stealing the entrepreneur's interim research 

resultsresults is a continuous and strictly increasing function of the ex-ante probability of theft: 

dT{adT{a:^:^ > o. (i2) 

AA venture capitalist decides whether to steal the interim research results by com-

paringg the expected gains from stealing with the expected costs of a lawsuit and the loss 

off  reputational capital. Hence, we obtain the following result. 

Lemmaa 4 (Ex-ante probabil it y of theft ) Suppose the entrepreneur approaches a 

singlesingle venture capitalist with reputational capital aj £ {OAl}. If 

Y(<*.Q)-6[AY(<*.Q)-6[A + K] < u; (13) 
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thenthen there exists an equilibrium s.t. 0 = 0. Otherwise there exists an equilibrium s.t. 

<i>> = 7. 

I tt is an immediate implication of Lemma 2.c) and Lemma 4 that a VC's reputation 

mayy affect the equilibrium effort levels of the entrepreneur and the VC. 

Lemmaa 5 (Effect of VC' s reputat ion on commercial ization effort levels) If the 

VC'sVC's reputational capital is large enough to ensure that inequality (13) holds then the 

equilibriumequilibrium commercialization effort levels are strictly greater than otherwise. 

AAAAAA Outside Project 

Givenn the contract (a, T) we can obtain the equilibrium commercialization effort levels for 

thee outside project by substituting <f>  — 0 and 7 = 0 into (10) and (11). That is. for any 

givenn contract, the levels of commercialization effort that the second entrepreneur and 

thee VC exert on the outside project are identical to the effort levels that the VC and the 

originall  entrepreneur would exert on the first project if it was known ex-ante that theft 

neverr occured. The equilibrium commercialization effort levels for the outside project arc 

thereforee determined by the system of first-order conditions (14) and (15). 

C'(X,(a,0))C'(X,(a,0)) = a//c(a, 0,0)11 (14) 

K'(nK'(ncc(a,0,0))(a,0,0)) = ( l - a ) A c ( a , 0 )n (15) 

Ourr next result characterizes the equilibrium contract for the outside project.22 

Lemmaa 6 (Equilibriu m contract for  the outside project) The VC sets the transfer 

paymentpayment equal to the negative of the rents that the second entrepreneur is expected to earn 

22Notee that the VC has full bargaining power in the outside project. The (negative) transfer payment 

makess the entrepreneur indifferent between participation and non-participation in the outside project. 
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inin the commercialization stage: 

T(n)T(n) = - [ oA r ( o ,0 ) / xc ( a .0 .0 )n -C (Ar ( ar 0 ) ) ] . (16) 

TheThe sharing rule a is chosen such that the second-period firm value net of all costs of 

commercializationcommercialization effort, 

A,..(a,, l)/xc(a, 0,0)n - C(A,.(a, 0)) - tf(/z,.(ft, 0,0)), (17) 

isis maximized. The corresponding first-order condition can be stated as 

d\d\cc(a,0)/da(a,0)/da _ Xc{a,0)U - K'(fir(n, 0,0)) 

~~ dfic(a,0,0)/da ~ ^ c ( a , 0 , 0 ) n - C ' ( A( : ( a , 0 ) )' 

ThatThat is, at the equilibrium sharing rule the ratio of the marginal efforts induced by a 

marginalmarginal change in a is equal to the ratio of the two agents' respective marginal (net) 

productivitiesproductivities in the commercialization stage. 

4.4.55 The Entrepreneur's Research Effort 

Forr any given contract, the entrepreneur chooses the level of research effort that maximizes 

hiss expected payoff, 

Arr [(1 -0)QAc(a ,0) /xr ( t t , ^O)n + ^ { Ö A - ( l - ö ) , t }  -C(X(:(aJ)) + T\ - C(Ar). (19) 

Consequently,, the entrepreneur's equilibrium research effort level is determined by the 

first-orderr condition 

C'(K)C'(K) - (1 - 0 )OAC(Q, 0)/xr(a, 0,0)11 + 0 {0A - (1 - 9) K} - C(A, . (Q, 0)) + T.(20) 

Moreover,, if we assume that the entrepreneur prefers the interim research result not to 

bee stolen, that is. that 

aAf;(a,, 0 K K  k o)n > e A - (1 - e) *, (21) 

thenn it follows from (20) that the entrepreneur's equilibrium research effort is strictly 

decreasingg in o. 
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4.4.66 The Equilibrium Contract Without Syndication 

Thee sharing rule a determines the effort incentives of the venture capitalist and the 

entrepreneur.. The value of the start-up firm is therefore ultimately determined by the 

sharingg rule a. The transfer payment T determines the allocation of the rents that arc 

generatedd by the start-up firm. Since the entrepreneur has all the bargaining power vis-

a-viss the VC he wil l set the transfer payment such that a VC who docs not steal the 

researchh results expects to earn zero total rents. 

Lemmaa 7 (Transfer  payment) For any given sharing rule a the transfer payment for 

thethe original project is set equal to the rents that the VC expects to earn in the commer-

cializationcialization stage if he does not steal the interim research results: 

T{a,j>)T{a,j>)  = (l-a)\c(aJ)vc(a,4>,0)n-K(iic(a,4),0)). (22) 

Theree arc at most two distinct sharing rules that the entrepreneur has to consider. 

Thee first sharing rule maximizes his expected payoff, taking the probability with which the 

VCC will steal the interim research results as given.23 The second sharing rule maximizes 

thee entrepreneur's payoff subject to the constraint that the venture capitalist holds a 

sufficientlyy large equity stake to ensure that he wil l not steal the interim research results. 

Thee former contract always exist, whereas the existence of the latter contract is not 

guaranteed. . 

Thee entrepreneur's expected payoff conditional on a successful research stage can 

bee obtained by substituting (22) into the r.h.s. of (20): 

[11 - <j>a]\ c{a,<j>)ti c(a,<j>,0)ll  + <j>[0&  - {l  -9)K] - C ( A c ( a , 0 )) - K(pc(a.0.O)) (23) 

2-JNotee that the entrepreneur's objective is not equivalent to firm value maximization. In the event of 

theft,, the entrepreneur looses only the rents that he would otherwise have earned in the commercialization 

stage.. He does not lose the rents that the VC would have earned in the commercialization stage as the 

VC'' has already compensated the entrepreneur for these rents though the cash transfer. 
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Definit io nn 1 For any 0 e [0.1) let a*(0) denote the a £ [0.1] that maximizes 

[11 - ^ ] A , ( o , 0K(f* . 0. 0)n - C(A,.(tt, 0)) - K{fxc(a, 0, ())). (24) 

LetT*(<j>)LetT*(<j>)  = T{a*{j>),<j>). 

Thee sharing rule a*(0) of Definition 1 is determined by the F.O.C. 

11 - 0tt]/*,.(a,0,O)n - C'(Af .(a,0)) 

++ [[1 - 0a]A,(o, 0)11 - K'(/ i c(a. 0.0))] ^ ^  ̂ (26) 

== ( l - 0 ) A > , 0 K ( a ; 0,0)11 (27) 

thatt must hold at a = a*(0). At 0 = 0 this F.O.C. collapses to the F.O.C. for the firm 

valuee maximizing (i.e. second-best) sharing rule in the absence of theft (18). If 0 > 0 then 

thee sharing rule a*(0) is different from the second-best sharing rule, which suggests yet 

anotherr reason why the mere possibility of theft reduces the overall value of a start-up 

firm. . 

Lemmaa 8 (Gain fro m stealing) For any 0 e (0. 1) and any a e (0.1) the venture 

capitalistscapitalists expected gain from stealing the entrepreneur's interim results after a successful 

researchresearch stage is equal to 

T(a,0)T(a,0) = A ( :(a*(0),OK.(a*(0)! 0,0)n-C(Ac( t t*(0),0))-A'(/ i ( :(Q*(0),0! 0)) (28) 

-- [(1 - a)A,.(«, 0 K K i, 0)n - KUic(a, 0, 0))] . (29) 

Thee r.h.s. of (28) is equal to the second-best firm value in the absence of theft, 

andd (29) represents the rents that the venture capitalist is expected to earn in the com-

mercializationn stage under the sharing ruk1 o. provided that he does not steal the interim 

researchh results. 
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Definit io nn 2 For any O G [0. 1) let a°(<t>) denote the a e [0. 1] that maximizes the rents 

thatthat the VC expects to earn in the commercialization stage if he does not steal the interim 

results. results. 

(11 - a)\.(a, 0 K ( « , 4>, 0)n - K(»c{a, 0,0)). (30) 

LetT°(j>)LetT°(j>) = T(a°(j>),]>). 

Thee sharing rule a°((p) of Definition 2 is the sharing rule that minimizes r ( a, 0) for 

anyy given (p e [0, 1). Thus, «"(</») is the sharing rule that minimizes the VC's incentives 

too steal the interim research results. 

Noww suppose that 7 > 0 and consider an arbitrary contract (a,T). Then the 

entrepreneur'ss belief that the VC wil l not steal the interim research results is self-fulfillin g 

iff  and only if the no-theft condition (13) of Lemma 4 holds. 

Definit io nn 3 Suppose inequality (13) is violated at a — a*(0) but satisfied at a = a°(Q). 

LetLet a'(0) e [a°(0),a*(0)) be such that (13) holds with equality. Let T'(0) = 7 \a ' (0) ,0). 

Thee sharing rule Q' (0) is the sharing rule that makes the VC just indifferent between 

stealingg and not stealing the interim results when the entrepreneur expects no theft (0 — 

0).. It follows from Lemma 3 that Q ' (0) exists whenever the assumptions of Definition 3 

arcc satisfied. 

Proposi t ionn 1 (Equilibriu m contract wi thou t syndication) There exists a unique 

equilibriumequilibrium contract that is of one of three types. 

a)a) The contract (a*(0). T*(0)) is the unique equilibrium contract if the no-theft condi-

tiontion (13) is satisfied at a = Q*(0). The VC never steals the interim research results, 

inin equilibrium. 

b)b) The contract (a*(7).T*(7)) is the unique equilibrium contract in the following cases: 
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(i)(i)  The no-theft condition (13) is violated at a — Q° (0 ). In this case there exists 

nono feasible contract that provides incentives for the VC not to steal the interim 

researchresearch results, 

(ii)(ii)  The no-theft condition (13) is violated at a — a*(0) but satisfied at a — a°(0). 

Moreover,Moreover, the inequality 

A (.(a
/(0),0)Mr(Q'(0).0.0)nn - C(A,.(«'(0),0)) K(pc{a'{0),0,Q)) < 9A - (1 - 6)K(31) 

holds,holds, or 7 is sufficiently close to zero. In these cases there exists a contract 

thatthat provides incentives for the VC not to steal the interim research results. 

However,However, providing the venture capitalist with the incentives not to steal is 

notnot rational for the entrepreneur, either because his expected payoff under this 

contractcontract is strictly smaller than his expected payoff from suing the VC if theft 

occurredoccurred (31), or because theft is sufficiently unlikely ex ante. 

InIn equilibrium, the VC steals the research results whenever the opportunity arises 

(i(i  = lh 

c)c) In all other cases the unique equilibrium contract is given by the contract (a'(0), T'(0)). 

ThisThis is the case whenever there exists a contract that provides incentives for the VC 

notnot to steal the interim results, and it is more profitable for the entrepreneur to use 

thisthis contract then to risk theft. The VC never steals the interim research results, in 

equilibrium. equilibrium. 

Byy Proposition 1 wc may distinguish three types of equilibria. First, if the venture 

capitalist'ss reputational capital is large enough, and/or the expected cost from a lawsuit 

aree sufficiently high then the threat of a litigation is sufficient to deter the VC from 

stealingg the interim research results. In this case the contract wil l be the contract that (in 

thee second-best sense) maximizes the firm value in the absence of theft (Proposition l.a). 

Second,, if the VC's incentives to steal the interim results arc sufficiently strong then 

theree may exist no contract that gives the VC incentives not to steal the interim results. 
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Alternatively,, such a contract may exist, but the entrepreneur's expected payoff under 

thiss contract may be lower than under the contract that maximizes the entrepreneur's 

payofff  for a given positive probability of theft, 0 = 7 > 0 (Proposition l.b). Then the 

equilibriumm contract maximizes (in the second-best sense) the entrepreneur's payoff, but 

nott the value of the start-up firm. The value of the start-up firm is then depressed for three 

reasons.. First, the equilibrium sharing is different from the second-best sharing rule that 

maximizess the firm value in the absence of theft (cf. Lemma 6). Second, the possibility that 

theftt may occur reduces the entrepreneur's equilibrium commercialization effort, which, 

inn turn, reduces the venture capitalist's equilibrium commercialization effort. Third, the 

latterr two effects reinforce each other and reduce the entrepreneur's equilibrium research 

effort.. Finally, if the venture capitalist has some incentives to steal the interim research 

resultss but his expected net gains from doing so are only moderate then the entrepreneur 

mayy increase VC's equity stake to prevent theft (Proposition l.c). This contract reduces 

thee entrepreneur's expected payoff relative to the case of Proposition l.a) since the sharing 

rulee results in lower than optimal equilibrium effort levels of the entrepreneur. 

4.4.77 Equilibrium Contract and Effort Levels with Syndication 

Sincee the only purpose of syndication in our model is to increase the rcputational capital 

att stake it is clear that only reputable VCs wil l be invited to join a syndicate as a member. 

Lemmaa 9 (Reputat ion of syndicate member(s)) In a VC syndicate of size N, the 

syndicatesyndicate members i £ { 2 , . . . , N} are venture capitalists with good reputation: ox — 0. 

It.. is clear that there is no benefit from granting any syndicate member a com-

pensationn package in excess of his reservation compensation, S. Moreover, in order for 

syndicationn to yield any benefits it is necessary that the syndicate members have an in-

terestt in the success of the start-up firm. This is accomplished by giving each syndicate 

memberr a strictly positive fraction of the equity of the start-up firm. 
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Lemmaa 10 (Compensat ion of the syndicate member(s)) In a VC syndicate of size 

N,N, each syndicate member i £ {2.....N} receives a contract (n^.TJ), such that Q; > 0 

andand Tj = 0. Moreover, 

ai\ai\rr{a,<i>)\{a,<i>)\ cc{a,<i>)ti{a,<i>)ti rr(a,<i))n(a,<i))n = S. (32) 

HereHere <f) denotes the ex-ante probability of theft conditional on syndication. 

Whilee it is necessary to grant each syndicate member a strictly positive equity stake 

too ensure that he has an interest in the success of the start-up firm, this ownership 

structuree is not optimal with respect to the lead venture capitalist's effort incentives. 

AA lead venture capitalist who does not intend to steal the interim results therefore has 

ann incentive to privately renegotiate the contract with the other syndicate members. 

Moreover,, since theft of the interim research results reduces the other syndicate members' 

payoffs,, renegotiation is also necessary if the lead venture capitalist intends to steal the 

researchh results. 

Lemmaa 11 (Collusion among the venture capitalists) Consider a VC syndicate 

ofof size N. and let (ct.T) denote a contract that satisfies the conditions of Lemma 10. 

a)a) A lead venture capitalist who does not steal the entrepreneur's interim research re-

sultssults colludes with the syndicate members and arranges side payments such that the 

resultingresulting total payoffs are equivalent to the contract (a'.T'), where 

cl'cl' = ( l - « , 0 , . . . , 0 ), (33) 

f'f' = ( - [ r + ( A r - l ) S ] , S , . . . . 5 ). (34) 

b)b) A lead venture capitalist who steals the entrepreneur's interim research results col-

ludesludes with the syndicate members and arranges side payments such that 

T"T"  > s + n (35) ) 
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forfor each syndicate member i G {2, . ., A r} . Here, T" denotes the total cash received by 

syndicatesyndicate member i, including the cash payment that he received under the original 

contractcontract with the entrepreneur. The equity stakes in the original stari-up firm become 

worthless. worthless. 

Lemmaa 11 states that the venture capitalists who form the syndicate collude and 

privatelyy rearrange the compensation structure in any case. If no theft occurs then the 

equityy ownership structure is rearranged such that the lead venture capitalist's effort 

incentivess are maximized. Just as in the original contract, each syndicate member other 

thann the lead venture capitalist receives a payoff equal to S. However, this compensation 

iss now entirely in the form of the cash payment that does not depend on the ultimate 

successs or failure of the start-up firm.24 

Iff  theft occurs then the lead venture capitalist makes side-payments to all other 

syndicatee members whose payoffs depend on the success of the original firm. This im-

pliess that theft of the research results can only happen with the consent of all syndicate 

members.. This observation has two immediate implications. First, a lawsuit by the en-

trepreneurr against one or more syndicate members wil l have the same damaging effect on 

thee reputation of all syndicate members who hold an equity stake in the start-up firm. 

Second,, in order for theft of interim research results to be ex-ante profitable it is necessary 

thatt the syndicate's aggregate gain from stealing exceeds the sum of the expected cost of 

aa lawsuit and the syndicate members1 aggregate rcputational capital. 

Inn equilibrium, the entrepreneur and the outsiders correctly infer that the lead ven-

turee capitalist wil l collude with the other syndicate members. The entrepreneur antici-

patess that the lead venture capitalist's effort incentives are determined by the syndicate's 

aggregatee equity stake, 

JV V 

11 — a — ^ c * i - (36) 

24Notee that syndication would be pointless if the entrepreneur could choose the renegotiation-proof 

contractt (ri'.T') of Lemma 11.a) ex-ante. 
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wheneverr no theft occurs. Moreover, it is clear for the outsiders that theft of the interim 

researchh results can happen only with the approval of all syndicate members.25 

Itt may be worth noting that the result that the syndicate members always renego-

tiatee the contract is an artifact of our model. In practice, giving a positive equity stake 

too all syndicate members may be optimal for other reasons. Renegotiation among the 

syndicatee members would then occur only in the event that a syndicate member intends 

too steal the interim results. 

Ourr next result states that, if syndication occurs in equilibrium, the ex-ante prob-

abilityy of theft must be equal to zero. The intuition behind this result is simple: if a 

syndicatee is not effective in precluding theft then the entrepreneur could attain the same 

resultt with a cheaper contract that involves only a single venture capitalist. 

Lemmaa 12 (Syndication precludes theft ) In the event of syndication the syndicate 

sizesize and the contract are chosen such that the ex-ante probability of theft is equal to zero 

(4>(4> = o j . 

Wee can now analyze the incentives to steal the interim research results in the case 

off  syndication. By Lemma 12, we may confine our attention to the case that the ex-ante 

probabilityy of theft is equal to zero. 

Lemmaa 13 (Sufficient syndicate size to prevent theft) Consider a syndicate of 

sizesize N > 1 and a contract that satisfies the conditions (37) and (38) in addition to the 

conditionsconditions of Lemma 10. 

aa = a*{0) (37) 

TT = T*(0) - (N - 1)5 (38) 

2,r'Thiss feature is necessary for our model to work since there would otherwise be no benefit from 

.syndication. . 
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ThenThen there exists an N* > 1 such that the syndicate will  (not) steal the interim research 

resultsresults when the opportunity arises if N < AT*  (N > N*). The values ct*(0) and !T*(0) 

areare the values that are defined in Definition 1. 

Notee that the sharing rule in Lemma 13 is the sharing rule that maximizes the firm 

valuee (in the second best, sense) in the absence of theft. 

Lemmaa 14 (Equilibriu m contract wi t h syndication) Suppose N* > 1. Then the 

followingfollowing two outcomes are possible in an equilibrium with syndication: 

a)a) The entrepreneur hires a VC syndicate of size N — N*, and the equilibrium contract 

satisfiessatisfies the conditions (37) and (38) in addition to the conditions of Lemma 10. 

b)b) The entrepreneur hires a VC syndicate of size N — N* — I, and the equilibrium 

contractcontract satisfies the conditions (39) and (40) in addition to the conditions of 

LemmaLemma 10. 

aa - a'(0), (39) 

TT = T'(0)-(N-1)S. (40) 

TheThe values a'(0) and T'(0) are the values that are defined in Definition 3. 

Byy Lemma 14 we may distinguish between two types of equilibria with syndication. 

First,, if the fee syndicate members require for their participation is sufficiently low then 

thee entrepreneur wil l hire a syndicate sufficiently large to ensure that the increase in 

thee rcputational capital involved in the venture deters the lead venture capitalist from 

stealingg the interim research results (Lemma 14.a). In this case the sharing rule wil l 

(inn the second-best sense) maximize the firm value in the absence of theft. The cash 

transferr from the VC(s) to the entrepreneur wil l be smaller than the cash transfer that 

maximizess the entrepreneur's profits in the absence of theft. The entrepreneur has to 
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givee up a part of the rents derived from the project in order to compensate the syndicate 

memberss for their participation. Note however that the lead venture capitalist wil l receive 

compensationn only for his cost of commercialization effort.26 

Second,, if the fee the syndicate members require for their participation is high, hiring 

aa syndicate whose reputational capital is sufficiently large to ensure that the threat of 

litigationn deters theft, given the firm value maximizing sharing rule, wil l be too expensive 

forr the entrepreneur. In this case, the entrepreneur engages a syndicate that is sufficiently 

largee to ensure that the threat of litigation deters theft on the condition that the lead 

venturee capitalist has an increased equity stake and therefore less incentives to steal the 

interimm research results relative to the case in Lemma 14.a). The equilibrium contract 

wil ll  make the lead VC indifferent between stealing and not stealing the interim research 

resultss in the commercialization stage. This contract reduces the entrepreneur's payoff 

relativee to the case in Lemma 14.a) because the sharing rule results in lower than optimal 

effortt levels. The employment of an additional syndicate member would however be more 

costlyy for the entrepreneur than the use of this contract. 

Basedd on Lemma 14 it is straightforward to determine a VC syndicate's gain from 

stealing. . 

Lemmaa 15 (Syndicate's gain fro m stealing) Suppose 0 — 0. Consider a VC syndi-

catecate of size N, and a contract that satisfies the conditions of Lemma 10 and Lemma 14-

ThenThen the syndicate's aggregate, net gain from stealing the entrepreneur's interim results 

afterafter a successful research stage is equal to 

r(a*(0),0),, (41) 

wherewhere T ( Q * ( 0 ) , 0) is obtained from Lemma 8. 

2f'Sincee the lead venture capitalist and the syndicate members collude in equilibrium, the contract 

definedd in (37) and (38) will be renegotiated. Given the renegotiated contract, the lead venture capitalist 

receivess no rent from the project. 
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Notee that. 

r(a*(0),0)) = a*{0)\c(a*(0),0)til..{a*(0),0,0)Tl-C(\(.{a*{0),0)) (42) 

iss equal to the rent that the entrepreneur expects to earn in the commercialization stage 

inn the absence of theft if the contract satisfies the conditions of Lemma 14. 

Thee entrepreneur's belief that a VC syndicate of size .V wil l not steal the interim 

researchh results is self-fulfilling if and only if 

r (a(0) ,0)) < u + (N- 1)H + 0 [A + K] . (43) 

AA comparison of (13) and (43) reveals that syndication reduces the incentives to 

steall  the interim research results because the increase in the reputational capital relative 

too the case of no syndication makes theft more expensive for the lead venture capitalist. 

Thee no-theft condition under syndication (43) enables us to determine the equilib-

riumm size of a syndicate for any given sharing rule a(0): 

r ( a ( 0 ) , 0 ) - u ; - g [AA  + K] 

wheree UJ refers to the reputational capital of the lead venture capitalist and (N — 1)51 

referss to the collective reputational capital of the other syndicate members. The optimal 

syndicatee size decreases in the reputation of the lead venture capitalist, the size of the 

reputationall  capital of reputable venture capitalists, and the expected costs of a lawsuit. 

Onn the other hand, the optimal size of the syndicate increases in the syndicate's potential 

gainss from stealing. If there is substantial reputation at stake related to the venture 

andd the expected costs of litigation are high, even a syndicate of small size could deter 

theft.. However, when the potential gains from stealing are large, only a large syndicate 

cann ensure that there is sufficient reputation at stake so that the entrepreneur's interim 

researchh results arc not stolen. 
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4.4.88 The Syndication Decision 

Thee entrepreneur's decision to engage a venture capital syndicate or a single venture cap-

italistt is determined by i) the reputation of the (lead) venture capitalist the entrepreneur 

contactss (LÜ), ii)  the size of the rcputational capital of reputable venture capitalists (Ü); 

Hi)Hi)  the expected costs of a lawsuit that depend on the parameters (6, A, K) ; iv) the prob-

abilityy that the venture capitalist(s) wil l have an opportunity to steal the entrepreneur's 

researchh results, or, in other words, the specificity or uniqueness of the project (7); v) and 

thee fee syndicate members require for their participation (S). 

Proposi t ionn 2 (No Syndicat ion Equilibrium ) In equilibrium the entrepreneur enters 

intointo a contract with a single venture capitalist in the following cases: 

a)a) The no-theft condition in (43) is satisfied at N = 1 and a — a*(0). In this case, 

thethe equilibrium is identical to the one described in Proposition La). 

b)b) The no-theft condition in (43) is violated at N — 1 and a = a*(0) but satisfied 

atat N — 2 and a — a*(0), and at N — 1 and a — a°(0), as well. Moreover, the 

followingfollowing condition holds. 

A r (Q ' (0) ,0) / i f . (Q ' (0) ,0 .0)n-C(Ac( f i ' (0 ) ,0) )) - A ' (Ma '<0 ) ,0 ,0 ) ) (4 5) 

>> A , ; (a * (0 ) ,OK(a* (0 ) ,0 . ( ) ) I I - C(A r (a*(0) ,0)) - K((ir(a*(0),(),())) - S (46) 

InIn this case the optimal syndicate size is N* — 2. Hiring a syndicate is however 

notnot rational for the entrepreneur because the fee a reputable syndicate member re-

quiresquires is too high. The equilibrium in this case is identical to the one described in 

PropositionProposition l.c). 

c)c) The no-theft condition in (43) is violated at N = 1 and a — a*(0) but satisfied at 

NN = N* and a — a*(0), and at N = N* — 1 and a = nr"(0), as well. Moreover, 

eithereither both (47) and (48) hold, or 7 is sufficiently close to zero. 

A, . ( r t ' (0 ) .Ü) / / r (a ' (Ü) .0 ,0 )n -C(Ar (a ' ( ( ) ) ,ü ) ) -- A ' ( / i ,V (0 ) , 0J ) ) ) - (N* - 2 ) 5 < 0 A - (1 - 0)K (47) 

A r . (a '(0j .ü)/ j , (a*(Ü).0.O) nn - C(A r (a*(0). OJ) - A'(// r (a*(()j.0 . ())) - ( .V - 1)5 < 0A - (1 -0)K (48) 
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InIn these cases, living a syndicate is not rational for the entrepreneur either because 

InsIns expected payoff under syndication is strictly smaller than his expected payoff 

fromfrom suing the VC if theft occurred (47-48), or because theft is sufficiently unlikely 

ex-ante.ex-ante. In this case, the equilibrium contract is identical to the one, described in 

PropositionProposition l.b). 

Byy Proposition 2, wc may distinguish three types of equilibria in which the entre-

preneurr uses a single venture capitalist because engaging a venture capital syndicate is 

eitherr not necessary or not rational. First, if the (lead) venture capitalist's reputational 

capitall  and/or the expected costs of a lawsuit are sufficiently high then the threat of 

litigationn wil l deter the VC from stealing the interim research results. In this case, there 

iss no need for syndication. The entrepreneur offers the contract that (in the second-best 

sense)) maximizes the firm value in the absence of threat (Proposition 2.a). Second, if the 

(lead)) venture capitalist's incentives to steal arc sufficiently strong but deterring stealing 

byy raising reputational capital, by the means of syndication, is too expensive then hiring a 

syndicatee is not rational for the entrepreneur (Proposition 2.b). In this case, the entrepre-

neurr provides the VC with incentives not to steal by increasing his equity stake. Finally, if 

hiringg a syndicate whose reputational capital is large enough to ensure that the threat of 

litigationn deters theft provides the entrepreneur lower expected payoff than the expected 

litigationn benefits or the contract that maximizes his payoff for a given positive probabil-

ityy of theft, then it wil l not be rational for the entrepreneur to employ a venture capital 

syndicatee cither (Proposition 2.c). In this case, the equilibrium contract maximizes (in 

thee second-best sense) the entrepreneur's payoff, but not the value of the start-up firm. 

Exceptt for the three special cases described above, in equilibrium the entrepreneur hires 

aa venture capital syndicate. 

Proposi t ionn 3 (Syndicat ion in Equil ibrium ) Assume that the no-theft condition in (43) 

isis violated at N — 1 and a — «*(0) but satisfied at N — N* and a — a*(0). and at 

NN — N* — 1 and a — a°(0), as well. Moreover, neither (47) nor (48) holds. If 7 is suffi-

cientlyciently above zero, then there exists a unique equilibrium such that the entrepreneur enters 
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intointo a contract with a venture capital syndicate. The equilibrium is one of the following 

twotwo types: 

a)a) If condition (45)-(46) does not hold, the entrepreneur hires a syndicate of the optimal 

sizesize N*. The equilibrium contract is described in Lemma 14-a). 

b)b) If condition (45)-(46) holds, the entrepreneur hires a syndicate of size N* — 1. The 

equilibriumequilibrium contract is described in Lemma 14-b). 

TheThe syndicate never steals the entrepreneur's interim research results in equilibrium. 

Inn other words, two types of equilibria with syndication may arise. If the fee syndi-

catee members require for their participation is sufficiently low then the entrepreneur uses 

aa syndicate of the optimal size (Proposition 3.a). In this case the reputational capital of 

thee syndicate is large enough to ensure that the threat of litigation deters the theft of 

interimm research results given the sharing rule that maximizes (in the second-best sense) 

thee firm value in the absence of theft. If the fee syndicate members require for their 

participationn is not sufficiently low then the entrepreneur hires a syndicate that is smaller 

thann the optimal syndicate size (Proposition 3.b). In this case, the reputational capital 

off  the syndicate is large enough to ensure that the threat of litigation deters theft on the 

conditionn that the entrepreneur increases the lead VC's equity stake relative to the case in 

Propositionn 3.a). The equilibrium sharing rule wil l make the lead VC indifferent between 

stealingg and not stealing the interim research results, given the entrepreneur expects no 

theft.. Since this sharing rule results in lower than optimal equilibrium effort levels of the 

entrepreneur,, the entrepreneur's expected payoff wil l be reduced relative to the case in 

Propositionn 3.a). 
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4.55 Empirical Implications 

Thee model provides a number of testable implications. The most relevant insight that 

hass not been considered yet in the empirical literature is that investment syndication 

enhancess innovation. 

Implicatio nn 1 Syndicated investments are more likely to generate innovation than in-

vestmentsvestments by stand-alone venture capitalists. 

Thiss prediction arises from the model for the following reason. Given the possibility 

forr litigation, syndication with good reputation venture capitalists increases the reputation 

att stake in any given venture. It may therefore serve as a commitment mechanism for the 

leadd venture capitalist not to expropriate the entrepreneur at the interim stage. Given the 

leadd VC's commitment, the entrepreneur exerts more research (and commercialization) 

effortt and thereby enhances the chance for generating research results. To the best of our 

knowledge,, no other theories consider the effect of syndication on R&D incentives and 

innovation. . 

Industryy level evidence on the positive impact of venture capital financing on inno-

vationn - measured by the number of patents - is provided in Kortum and Lerncr (2000). 

Implicationn 1 suggests that this positive effect may be due to the syndication of venture 

capitall  investments. The model implies that, for reasons related to investors' reputation, 

venturee capital can provide greater protection for unpatented intellectual property such 

ass interim research in high-technology sectors than other methods of R&D financing. 

AA second implication of the model concerns the relation between the characteristics 

off  an investment project and the likelihood of syndication. 

Implicat io nn 2 Syndication is more likely at ventures engaging in fundamental research 

thanthan at ventures developing products or technologies for specific use. 
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Implicationn 2 follows from the fact that fundamental research27 allows venture capi-

talistss to find alternative uses of research results more easily than specific research and thus 

makess expropriation of entrepreneurs more likely from an ex-ante perspective. Syndication 

cann serve as a means of alleviating the threat of expropriation. Therefore, entrepreneurs 

conductingg general research wil l be more likely to favor syndication. 

Wee are not aware of other theories that have predictions concerning the relationship 

betweenn project characteristics and investment syndication. The available evidence is 

howeverr indicative: By grave (1987) finds that high-tech investments are more often syn-

dicatedd than investments in more traditional industries. To the extent that investment 

inn high technology sectors requires more fundamental research, this finding supports our 

theory.28 8 

Focusingg on the financing of research intensive projects, the model provides a ra-

tionalee for the syndication of early stage investments. Concerning the composition of 

syndicates,, it implies that only high reputation venture capitalists are invited to partici-

patee as non-lead venture capitalists. 

Implicatio nn 3 At early stages, only high reputation venture capitalists are involved as 

syndicationsyndication partners. 

Implicationn 3 arises from the fact that the use of syndication in our model is to 

increasee the reputation at stake in a given deal and thereby induce the lead venture 

capitalistt to refrain from the entrepreneur's expropriation at the interim stage. The 

participationn of a bad reputation venture capitalist does not affect the total reputation 

involvedd in the venture: only good reputation investors can add value. 

27Withh 'fundamental research' we mean that the interim research results have several alternative ap-

plications:: they may be developed into a number of different commercial products. 
2MThee finding in Bygrave (1987) can also be due to the risk-sharing motive behind syndication. Im-

plicationn 2 suggests however that there may exist a more subtle reason for the frequent syndication of 

high-techh investments, namely that technology investments are aimed at fundamental research. 
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Inn the current context, reputation refers to the entrepreneur's belief concerning the 

VC'ss attitude towards expropriation. Reputation may be correlated with the size and 

experiencee of venture capital organizations: older and more experienced VCs must have 

moree to loose in a court-case and, therefore, less incentives to steal. To the extent that 

reputationn is correlated with VC experience. Implication 3 is in line with the predictions 

fromm Casamatta and Haritchabalet (2003) suggesting that experienced venture capitalists 

wil ll  syndicate with other experienced venture capitalists and that less experienced venture 

capitalistss wil l syndicate more often. Moreover, it is supported by the empirical finding 

inn Lerner (1994) that large and established venture capitalists arc unwilling to invest with 

smalll  and young venture capitalists at early stages. Overall, the model is also consistent 

withh the finding in Lockett and Wright (1999) that reputation has a role in partner 

selectionn by venture capitalists. 

Concerningg the size of venture capital syndicates our theory implies that more rep-

utablee venture capitalists wil l form smaller syndicates. 

Implicatio nn 4 The more reputable the venture capitalists involved in the project are, the 

smallersmaller the size of the syndicate. 

Inn our model litigation by the entrepreneur destroys the VCs' reputation with prob-

abilityy one. For each syndicate member, therefore, joining a syndicate implies putting 

rcputationall  capital at stake. Since it is the VCs' concern for reputation that deters theft, 

equilibriumm syndicate size wil l be a function of the rcputational capital of both the lead 

venturee capitalist and the potential syndicate members. The higher the reputation of the 

leadd VC for a given project, the lower the number of syndicating partners the entrepreneur 

needss to involve in order to eliminate the possibility that the interim research results may 

bee stolen. Also, when syndicating partners have substantial rcputational capital to put 

att stake, a smaller syndicate is sufficient to deter theft. 

Iff  VCs' reputation is related to professional experience. Implication 4 is essentially 

consistentt with the implication of Casamatta and Haritchabalet (2003) that highly expe-
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ricnccdd venture capitalists prefer not to syndicate. The primary difference (besides the 

differentt motives for syndication in the two papers) is that the current model accounts for 

thee involvement of more than one syndicating partners and thus larger size syndicates. 

4.66 Conclusion 

Thiss paper argues that, in the context of R&D financing, increasing investor reputation 

byy the means of syndication may solve the incentive problem arising from the threat of 

ideaa stealing and expropriation of interim - thus non-patentable - research results. We 

claimm that since venture capitalists loose reputation when entrepreneurs litigate following 

expropriation,, syndication implies an increase in the reputation at stake in start-up firms. 

Givenn the possible loss of reputation, syndication induces venture capitalists to refrain 

fromm idea stealing and thereby enhances entrepreneurial incentives for R&D. 

Comparedd to earlier contributions, our theory is novel in three particular aspects. 

First,, it does not exclude the potential verifiability of interim research results: the model 

allowss for litigation aimed at protecting unpatentable intellectual property. The approach 

takenn does not however require the complete verifiability of knowledge either and is there-

foree in line with earlier theories of R&D financing: it claims intellectual property can be 

consideredd as potentially verifiable in court. 

Second,, our theory takes into account that knowledge expropriation may prevent 

efficientt R&D for reasons other than the resulting competition in the output market. 

Focusingg on venture capital and thus assuming that the financier's contribution in a 

late,, commercialization stage is necessary for project success, we argue that knowledge 

spilloverr is inefficient because it directs the attention of the active financier towards out-

sidee applications of the innovating entrepreneur's interim results. Similar to the impact 

off  the potential output market competition, this expectation negatively affects the entre-

preneur'ss incentive's for research, the probability of invention, and thus the value of the 
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firm. firm. 

Third,, in contrast to earlier contributions that looked at syndication exclusively from 

thee investors' point of view, our model takes into account the entrepreneur's perspective 

ass well. Although we allow that syndication is initiated by the lead venture capitalist, we 

pointt out its beneficial effect on the incentives of both contracting parties, but especially 

onn the welfare of the entrepreneur. We argue that syndication can be a way to preserve 

thee value of innovation and, therefore, entrepreneurial incentives for research. 

Ourr model may not focus on the most obvious motive for syndication in the venture 

capitall  industry, such as risk-sharing. We believe however that pointing out the incen-

tivee effect of reputation in increasing investors' commitment to R&D. it provides a new 

rationalee for syndication at early-stage investments, which has previously been neglected 

inn both the R&D and the venture capital literature. 
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4AA Appendix 

Prooff  of Lemma 1: The entrepreneur chooses his commercialization effort to maximize 

( 1 - 0 ) 0 * ^ ( 0 , 0 , 0 ) 111 - C(AC), (49) 

wheree /f c(o,0,0) denotes the entrepreneur's belief with respect to the VC's equilibrium 

effortt in the event that the interim research results do not get stolen. By assumption, 

thee VC exerts zero effort on the original project whenever he decides to steal the interim 

results.. Otherwise, he chooses his commercialization effort to maximize 

( l - o ) A , ( a , 0 Knn - K(pc), (50) 

wheree Ac(a, 0) denotes the VC's belief with respect to the entrepreneur's equilibrium 

effort.. Differentiating (49) w.r.t. Af;, and substituting /} c(o,0,0) — }ic(a, 0, 0) yields (10). 

Similarly.. (11) is obtained from the above assumption, and by differentiating (50) w.r.t. 

jj,jj, cc,, and by substituting AC(Q, 0) = A^o, 0). o 

Prooff  of Lemma 2: Totally differentiating the F.O.C.s (10) and (11) with 0 held 

constantt yields (51) and (52). 

C"(XC"(Xrr(a,(p))dX(a,(p))dXcc = (1 - 0 K ( a . 0 . O ) n do + ( l - 0 ) a n c ? / ic (51) 

K"{fMK"{fM cc(a,^>,l))dn(a,^>,l))dnrr = - A r ( a , 0 ) n do + ( l - a ) I I d A c (52) 

Wee can see from (51) and (52) that Xc is increasing in o and fj..,.. whereas JJLC is increasing 

inn A,, but decreasing in a. This implies parts b) and d) of Lemma 2. For a -» 0. (52) 

approaches s 

^ " ( ^ ( 0 , 0 , 1 ) ) ^'' = -K.(<*,  4>)n da + II d\c, (53) 

wheree A r(a. <p) ~ 0. For o sufficiently close to zero, the total effect of marginal change in 

aa on jic must therefore have the same sign as the effect, of a marginal change in a on Ar 

(i.e.. positive). This establishes part a). For o —>  1. (51) approaches 

C"(A f.(o,0))fiArr - (1 -(p)fic{a,0. i)Tida + 0Ud  ̂ (54) 
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wheree (ic(a, (1 - 0), 1) % 0. For a sufficiently close to one, the total effect of marginal 

changee in a on A must therefore have the same sign as the effect of a marginal change 

inn a on ;/,. (i.e. negative). This establishes part c) of Lemma 2. Part, c) is obvious by 

inspectionn of (10) and (11). o 

Prooff  of Lemma 3: The rents that the VC expects to earn from the outside project 

inn the event of theft do not depend on 0. The VC*s expected gross gain from stealing is 

thereforee equal to the difference between a constant (i.e. a term that docs not depend on 

0).. and the rents that he expects to earn in the commercialization stage of the original 

projectt if he docs not steal the research results, 

(11 - a)A,.(a, 0 K ( a, 0,0)11 - AT(/zc(a, 0,0)). (55) 

Lemmaa 3 follows from Lemma 2.c), and from the continuity of A C(Q, 0) and fj,c(a, 0,0) in 

0.. O 

Prooff  of Lemma 4: Assume the entrepreneur enters into a contract with a venture 

capitalistt with reputational capital UJ. For any equilibrium candidate sharing rule a 6 

(0,1),, the entrepreneur's belief w.r.t. the ex-ante probability of theft is given by 

ff  0 if r ( a .0) < UJ + 9[A + K], 
00 = < (56) 

II  7 otherwise. 

Consequently,, for any equilibrium candidate sharing rule a G (0,1), equilibrium beliefs 

cann be of two types: 

a)) If r ( a, 0) < UJ + 6 [A + K] then 0 = 0. Given the sharing rule a and the entre-

preneur'ss belief that theft wil l not occur, the expected gains from stealing are too 

smalll  relative to the sum of the VC"s reputational capital and the expected costs of 

aa lawsuit. Since the VC has no interests in stealing the research results, equilibrium 

beliefss of the entrepreneur are self-fulfilling: theft wil l not occur in equilibrium. 

b)) If UJ + $ [A + K] < r(a. 0) then è — 7- Given the sharing rule a and the entrepre-

neur'ss belief that theft wil l not occur, the expected gains from stealing exceed the 
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summ of the VC's reputational capital and the expected costs of a lawsuit. Conse-

quently,, the entrepreneur believes that the VC will steal the research results if he 

hass an opportunity. Moreover, equilibrium beliefs arc self-fulfilling: the VC steals 

thee research results whenever the opportunity arises, o 

Prooff  of Lemma 5: Lemma 5 follows from Lemma 4 and Lemma 2.c). Consider an 

equilibriumm candidate sharing rule a £ (0. 1). According to Lemma 4. if. given this shar-

ingg rule, the no-theft condition in (13) is satisfied, the ex-ante probability of theft <ƒ> equals 

too 0. If (13) is not satisfied. <f>  = 7 > 0. Lemma 2.c) states that the equilibrium com-

mercializationn effort levels \c(a,4>) and /z(.(a,0, 0) arc decreasing in 4>. Consequently, the 

equilibriumm commercialization effort levels are strictly greater when the no-theft condition 

iss satisfied than otherwise, o 

Prooff  of Lemma 6: The first result of Lemma 6 is straightforward. The proof is therefore 

omitted.. Substituting the expression for T(a) in (16) into the venture capitalist's objective 

functionn in the outside project that is 

(11 - a)At.(c*,0)Aic(a, 0,0)11 - / f( / j c(a,0,0)) - T(a), (57) 

wee obtain (17). Totally differentiating (17) w.r.t. a gives the first-order condition: 

M a ,, 0, 0)n - C'iKXa, 0))] ^ Q ; Q ) + [Ac(«, 0)11 - K'(fic(a, 0,0))] ^ c ( ° ' ° ' % 8) 

-- 0. (59) 

(18)) can be obtained from rearranging equation (58)-(59). o 

Prooff  of Lemma 7: The result in Lemma 7 is straightforward. The proof is therefore 

omitted. . 

Prooff  of Lemma 8: Given any sharing rule a and belief concerning the probability 

off  theft o. the venture capitalist's gross gain from stealing the research results can be 

writtenn as the sum of two terms. The first term is the VC's expected payoff from the 
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outsidee project (57). (57) is equivalent to the r.h.s of (28). The second term, (29), is the 

negativee of the rent the venture capitalist is expected to earn in the commercialization 

stagee of the original project, o 

Prooff  of Proposi t ion 1: 

a)) If (13) is satisfied at a — a*(0) then the VC wil l not steal the interim research 

resultss even if the contract maximizes the entrepreneur's expected payoff. Therefore, 

thee entrepreneur offers the profit-maximizing contract (a*(0), 7"*(0)). The VC's 

equilibriumm strategy is not to steal the interim research results. 

b)) i) If (13) is violated at a = a°(0) then there exists no feasible contract that pro-

videss sufficient incentives for the VC not to steal the interim research results. 

Consequently,, the VC steals the interim research results whenever the oppor-

tunityy arises, i.e. with ex-ante probability 0 — 7. Taking this into account, 

thee entrepreneur's optimal strategy is to offer the contract that maximizes his 

profitss given the belief (j>\  (a*(7), T*{^)). 

ii )) If (13) is violated at a — o*(0) but satisfied at a — Q°(0), then a contract 

thatt provides sufficient incentives for the VC not to steal the interim research 

resultss exists. This contract is represented by the sharing rule and the transfer 

paymentt (a'(0). T'(0)). Assume now that 7 —» 0. The entrepreneur's expected 

payofff  under the contract (a'(0),T'(0)) is 

A c(a'(0),, O K V ( O ) , 0,0)11 - C ( A C ( Q ' ( 0 ), 0)) - K(nc(ct'(0), 0,0)). (60) 

Underr the contract (a*(j), T*(7)) the entrepreneur's expected payoff is 

[11 - 7«*(7)]A c(a*(U 7K(<**(7) , 7,0)11 + 7[0A - f 1 - B)K] (61) 

-- C ( A r ( a * ( 7 ) ! 7 ) ) - A ' W a * ( 7 ) . 7! 0 ) ). (62) 

Takingg the limi t 7 -» 0 reduces (61) (62) to (63). 

A f i (a*(0).0K.(a"(0);0,0)n-C(Ac(Q*(0),ü))-Jf t : (^(Q*(0) ! 0,0))(63) ) 
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(63)) is the maximum of the second-period firm value. By definition, the expres-

sionn in (63) is greater than the expression in (60). When 7 —> 0. consequently, 

itt is not rational for the entrepreneur to provide the VC incentives not to 

steall  the research results, by offering the contract (a'(O).T'(O)). Furthermore, 

iff  the inequality in (31) is satisfied, i.e. the entrepreneur's expected payoff 

iss strictly smaller under the contract (a'(Q):T'(0)). than under the contract 

(a*(7),T*(7)).. it is not rational cither for the entrepreneur to provide incen-

tivess for the VC not to steal the interim research results. In both cases, the 

entrepreneur'ss equilibrium strategy is to offer the contract (a*(^).T*(^)) and 

thee VC's best response is to steal the research results whenever the opportunity 

arises. . 

c)) Assume that (13) is violated at a — c**(0) but. satisfied at a = a"(0). Moreover, 

assumee that the inequality 

Ac(Q'(0),0)Aic(a'(0),0,0)n-C(Ac(a'(0),0))-JftT(Ai fJ(a
/(0),0,0))) > 0A - (1 - 6)K (64) 

iss satisfied and 7 is sufficiently away from zero. The entrepreneur's expected payoff 

underr the contract (a*(7), T*(1)) is given by (61)-(62). Taking the limi t 7 —>  1 

reducess (61)-(62) to (65). 

0 A - ( 1 - 0 ) KK (65) 

Consequently,, when 7 is sufficiently away from zero, the contract (Q*(Ü) . T*(0)) 

providess the entrepreneur a lower expected payoff than the contract (a'(0), T"(0)). 

Itt is therefore optimal for the entrepreneur to offer the contract (Q ' (0 ). T'(0)) and 

therebyy provide incentives for the VC not to steal the interim research results, o 

Prooff  of Lemma 9: The purpose of syndication in our model is to decrease the cx-ante 

probabilityy of theft 4> defined in (13). 0 decreases when the participation of a syndicate 

memberr cither increases the total reputation involved in the venture or decreases the 

syndicate'ss gains from theft. Obviously, the participation of a bad reputation venture 
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capitalistt wil l not increase the total reputation of the syndicate. It wil l not affect the gains 

fromm theft cither, for the following reason. The potential gain from theft may decrease 

iff  the entrepreneur is willin g to give up sonic of his rents from the original project to 

compensatee a syndicate member for his participation. Since a bad reputation VC has 

noo rcputational capital to put at stake in the venture, the entrepreneur wil l provide no 

compensationn for his participation. The involvement of a bad reputation VC wil l thus 

nott affect (p. Consequently, only good reputation venture capitalists wil l be involved as 

syndicatee members, o 

Prooff  of Lemma 10: Lemma 10 follows from the fact that syndicate members require 

aa positive rent for their participation in the project. For syndicate members exert no 

commercializationn effort, T% = 0 for i = 2,3, . . ., N. Syndicate members receive compensa-

tionn for their participation in the form of an equity stake. Since the entrepreneur has full 

bargainingg power, no syndicate member can derive a rent higher than S. o 

Prooff  of Lemma 11: Consider a VC syndicate of size N > 1. 

a)) The expected payoff of the lead venture capitalist who docs not intend to steal the 

entrepreneur'ss interim research results is 

« iA r (a ,0)K(a,, 0)/if.(a.0)11 - K(nc) - T. (66) 

Givenn (1) and (32), the expression in (66) can be rearranged to 

(11 - a)Ar (a.0)Ac(a.0) / i , (a.0)n - K(fic) -T-(N - 1)5. (67) 

Consequently,, in the event of no theft, the original contract (a,T) and the rene-

gotiatedd contract (a'. T') defined in (33)-(34) provide the same expected payoff for 

thee lead venture capitalist. However, since 1 — a > a1; the lead VC's incentives 

too exert commercialization effort arc higher under the renegotiated contract («'. T') 

thann under the original contract (a.T). In order to maximize his second period 

returns,, the lead venture capitalist renegotiates the original contract. 
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b)) If theft occurs, shares in the original firm become worthless. A lead venture capitalist 

whoo intends to steal the entrepreneur's interim research results has to compensate 

eachh syndicate member for the loss of her payoff from the original project S and for 

thee loss of her reputational capital Q. o 

P rooff  of L e m ma 12: The proof is by contradiction. Suppose that, despite syndication, 

thee ex-ante probability of theft is equal to <p > 0. Then the entrepreneur could induce the 

samee ex-ante probability of theft and the same equilibrium effort levels with a contract 

thatt involves only the lead venture capitalist. Moreover, the latter contract would be 

cheaperr than the contract with the VC syndicate. It follows that, whenever syndication 

occurss in equilibrium, syndicate size and contract wil l be chosen such that the ex-ante 

probabilityy of theft is equal to zero, o 

Prooff  of L e m ma 13: Consider a VC syndicate of size TV > 1 and a contract that 

satisfiess (37) and (38). Given the renegotiated contract (a',f'), the expected payoff of 

thee syndicate on the condition of a successful research stage and no theft is 

(11 - Q*(0))Ac(Q*(0),0)/ic(ft*(0),0,0)n - K{pc{a*{0)))  - 7~(0) + (TV - 1)S. (68) 

Thee expected payoff of the syndicate when stealing occurs is 

A c ( a * ( 0 ) . 0 ) / /c ( a ' ( 0 ): 0 . 0 ) n - % ( Qi ( 0 ) ) ) ^ ( \ K ( 0 ) ) ) - r ( 0)) + (N- 1)5 (69) 

-- UJ - (TV - l)f i - 6 [A + re] , (70) 

wheree UJ refers to the reputational capital of the lead venture capitalist and (TV - l)il 

referss to the collective reputational capital of the other syndicate members. The lead VC 

wil ll  steal the interim research results if the syndicate's gains from stealing exceed the sum 

off  the expected costs of a lawsuit and the loss of the syndicate's reputational capital: 

r V ( 0 ) , 0)) > 6[A + K]+UJ + (N- 1)0, (71) 

wheree i> * (0 ) ,0) - a*(0)At.(a*(0), 0)/xc(a*(0), 0.0)11 - C(A,(a*(0))). Since (TV - 1)H is 

increasingg in N. there exists an A**  > N such that inequality (71) docs not hold and 

thereforee the syndicate wil l not steal the interim research results, o 
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Prooff  of L e m ma 14: Suppose Ar*  > 1. The entrepreneur may choose between two 

contractingg possibilities. First, he may enter into a contract with a syndicate of size JV* 

offeringg the sharing rule and transfer payment that maximize his profits {Q*(0) . {T*(0) — 

(Ar**  — 1)5)}, where a*(0) and T*(0) are defined in Definition 1. For the transfer payment 

too be received by the entrepreneur decreases in the size of the syndicate, hiring a large 

syndicatee is costly. Therefore, the entrepreneur may consider to use a syndicate of size 

N*N* — 1. by offering the contract that provides the VC(s) sufficient incentives not to steal 

thee interim research results: {a'(0), (T'(0) - {N* - 2)S)}, where a'(0) and T'(0) are 

definedd in Definition 3. The entrepreneur wil l choose to engage a syndicate of size N* if 

thatt provides him a higher expected payoff than engaging a syndicate of size N* — 1, that 

iss if 

a*(0)Ar(a*(0),0)/xc(a*(0),0,0)nn - C(Af;(a*(0), 0)) + T*{0) - (N* - 1)S (72) 

>> a'(0)A,.(a'(0), 0)/ic(a'(0), 0,0)11 - C(A,(ct'(0), 0)) + T'(0) - {N* - 2)S. (73) 

Inequalityy (72)-(73) is equivalent to the condition 

A f.(a*(0),, 0)^(a*(0), 0,0)IT - C(Ac(a*(0), 0)) - tf(/i,.(a*(0), 0,0)) (74) 

>> A c(a ' (0) ,0K(a ' (0) ,0 ,0)n - C(Ac(a'(0),0)) - K(n(:(a'{0),0,0)) + S. (75) 

Therefore,, it depends on the size of the rent required by the additional syndicate member 

SS whether the entrepreneur contracts a syndicate of size N* or of size N* — 1. o 

P rooff  of L e m ma 15: Lemma 15 follows from the proof of Lemma 13. o 

Prooff  of P ropos i t i on 2: 

a)) It follows from Proposition l.a) that if the no-theft condition in (43) is satisfied at 

TVV — 1 and a — a*(0), then it is not necessary for the entrepreneur to engage a 

syndicatee in order to ensure that theft of the interim research results wil l not occur. 

b)) Assume that the not heft condition in (43) is violated at Ar = 1 and a = a*(0) 

butt satisfied at A' = 2 and a = a*(0). and at A' = 1 and a — a"(0). as well. 
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Inn this case, the optimal size of the syndicate that ensures that the lead VC wil l 

nott steal the interim research results is N* — 2. Condition (45-46) implies that 

deterringg theft by offering the contract (et'(O), JT'(O)) to a single venture capitalist 

providess the entrepreneur a higher expected payoff than hiring a syndicate of size 2. 

Consequently,, given condition (45-46) holds, it is not rational for the entrepreneur 

too engage a VC syndicate. 

c)) Assume that the no-theft condition in (43) is violated at N — 1 and a = a*(0) but 

itt is satisfied at N = N* and a — a*(0). and at N — N' — 1 and a = a°(0), as 

well.. Moreover, assume that 7 —> 0. It follows from the proof of Proposition Lb) 

andd the assumption that S > 0 that the entrepreneur obtains a higher expected 

payofff  by offering the contract (a*(7), T*(7)) to a single venture capitalist than by 

usingg a venture capital syndicate of size N* (of size N* — I) and using the contract 

(Q*(0) ,, (T*(0) - {N*  - 1)5)) (the contract (a'(0),(T'(0) - (N* - 2)S)). In other 

words,, given that the probability of an opportunity for stealing to arise is sufficiently 

smalll  and syndication is costly, the entrepreneur has a higher expected payoff when 

hee lets the VC steal the interim research results whenever an opportunity arises, 

thann when he hires a syndicate in order to deter theft. Consequently, when 7 —> 0, 

i tt is not rational for the entrepreneur to hire a syndicate. Furthermore, if both (47) 

andd (48) hold, hiring a syndicate is not rational for the entrepreneur either because 

hiss expected payoff under syndication is strictly smaller than his expected payoff 

fromm suing the VC if theft occurred, o 

Prooff  of Proposi t ion 3: The results follow from Lemma 13 and 14, given that 

a)) the no-theft condition in (43) is violated at. N — 1 and a — a*(0) but satisfied at 

NN - .V*  and a = a*(0), and at A" = A'*  - 1 and a = a"(0). 

b)) neither (47) nor (48) holds. 

c)) and 7 is sufficiently above1 zero, o 



Summary y 

Thiss dissertation consists of three essays on venture capital contracting in addition to 

aa general introduction to research in the field. The focus of the dissertation is on the 

variouss asymmetric information problems that stem from the value enhancing activities 

venturee capitalists perform at entrepreneurial firms. Specifically, the three essays explore 

thee question: what form of financial intermediation and what type of financial contracts 

wouldwould entrepreneurs prefer if information asymmetries in relation to financing decisions 

werewere two-sided? A summary of the main results and implications of each essay is provided 

below. . 

Chapterr 2 entitled 'Advice and Monitoring: Venture Financing with Multiple Tasks' 

focusess on the dual role of venture capitalists as both advisors and monitors in entrepre-

neuriall  firms. In contrast to earlier contributions that account for cither the support or 

thee control function, the model introduced in Chapter 2 recognizes both tasks: it considers 

venturee capitalists as multitask financiers. In line with the view that entrepreneurs like 

advicee but dislike intervention, the model identifies advising as an activity that is con-

gruent,, while monitoring as an activity that is dissonant with respect to entrepreneurial 

preferences. . 

Basedd on this distinction between the two tasks, the analysis derives insights con-

cerningg the type of financier a capital constrained entrepreneur wil l approach and the form 

off  financial contract (cash-flow and control allocation) he wil l offer, in order to increase his 

welfaree to the highest possible level. The main finding is that highly wealth-constrained 
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entrepreneurss wil l be funded by multitask financiers (venture capitalists). Entrepreneurs 

withh more self-financing approach financiers that perform exclusively the advising task 

(angell  investors or corporate venturers). From a wider perspective, this result implies that 

multitaskk (venture capital) financing expands funding possibilities more than other forms 

off  active financial intermediation, which may explain why capital poor entrepreneurs arc 

usuallyy funded by venture capitalists. The financial contracting implications of the model 

suggestt that, in order to obtain funding, highly wealth-constrained entrepreneurs offer 

convertiblee securities (or a mixture of debt and equity contracts) and provide their fi-

nancierss control over decision-making. Entrepreneurs with more self-financing may retain 

controll  and still be eligible for funding. In equilibrium, they provide their financiers with 

equityy contracts. Overall, the results point out that poorer entrepreneurs tend to receive 

lesss attractive deals from venture capitalists, for they are given more intense monitoring 

andd less intense advising, which is to the detriment of their welfare. The implications of 

thee model suit the evidence that most venture capitalists finance capital-poor start-ups. 

acquiree convertible securities, and demand a variety of control rights. Furthermore, they 

accountt for the simultaneous participation of various value enhancing financiers in the 

capitall  market, including venture capitalists, angel investors, and corporate venturers. 

Thee essay in Chapter 3 entitled 'Venture Capitalists' Value Adding: Do Financial 

Contractss Matter?' is an empirical study. Analyzing a hand-collected sample of 74 

investmentss by 14 venture capital funds in Europe, it examines the impact of financial 

contractingg on the involvement of venture financiers in their entrepreneurial firms. In 

particular,, it considers whether the use of specific securities and various control rights 

increasess the contribution of venture capitalists to the development of the firms they 

finance.. The results suggest that financial contracting does have a role in enhancing 

venturee capitalists' value adding. The use of control rights turns out to be especially 

importantt in this respect. Venture financiers with veto rights in relation to asset sales, 

assett purchases, changes in control, and new equity issues spend on average 6 hours 

moree every week with their entrepreneurial firms and regard their contribution as 35% 
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moree important than venture capitalists without such rights. Furthermore, one additional 

boardd seat in a five member company board implies 1.5 hours more weekly involvement 

byy the venture capital fund. The results concerning the impact of cash-flow rights are 

lesss obvious. Contrary to the intuition that financial participation increases incentives 

too add value, the extent of equity ownership turns out to be irrelevant. The use of 

convertiblee instruments, however, does have a significant impact: venture investors that 

holdd convertible debt or convertible preferred equity contribute 10% more than investors 

thatt hold simpler financial contracts such as common or preferred equity, or debt. These 

empiricall  results reflect that both control rights and security choice matter for venture 

capitalists'' value adding and provide support for several major theories of the field. 

Chapterr 4 of the dissertation focuses on the possibility for idea theft by venture 

capitalistss and its impact on entrepreneurial incentives to carry out research and prod-

uctt development. Being involved in a portfolio of investments, a venture capitalist may 

bee interested in using his entrepreneur's idea or interim (thus non-patentable) research 

resultss in an outside project. The analysis in Chapter 4 points out that even if the ven-

turee capitalist is honest, the mere possibility for idea theft has damaging consequences 

onn both parties' active involvement in the start-up firm. In particular, the entrepreneur's 

expectationn that theft, would occur and thus the rewards of his research efforts would be 

lostt decreases his contribution in both the research and development phases of project 

realization.. Moreover, the anticipation of a depressed firm value lowers the venture cap-

italist'ss incentives to exert development stage effort. The analysis shows that whenever 

litigationn against the thief is possible, investment syndication that is the involvement of 

additionall  venture capitalists in the start-up firm may solve the incentive problems that 

arisee from the possibility for idea theft. Syndication with high reputation venture capi-

talistss implies an increase in the collective reputation put at stake in the start-up firm. 

Sincee litigation results in a loss of reputation, by increasing the reputation at stake syn-

dicationn mitigates the lead venture capitalist's incentives for idea stealing. This enhances 

bothh parties' contribution and thus the expected value of the start-up firm. The model 
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providess new insights for the literature by pointing out the incentive effect of reputation 

inn preserving and increasing investors1 commitment to R&D. Moreover, the model has the 

followingg testable implications: i) syndication enhances innovation, ii) projects aiming at 

moree fundamental research wil l be syndicated more frequently, iii ) at early stages, only 

goodd reputation venture capitalists wil l be involved as syndication partners, iv) more rep-

utablee venture capitalists form smaller syndicates. Most of these hypotheses have so far 

remainedd untested in the empirical literature. 
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Samenvattingg in het Netherlands 

Ditt proefschrift bestaat uit drie essays over 'venture capital contracting', alsmede een 

algemeenn overzicht van eerder uitgevoerd onderzoek op dit gebied. Het zwaartepunt van 

ditt proefschrift ligt op de verschillende soorten asymmetrische informatie problemen die 

voortkomenn uit de waarde crerende activiteiten die durfkapitalisten uitvoeren in onderne-

mingen.. De rode leidraad van dit proefschrift is de volgende probleemstelling: Welke vorm 

vanvan financile inmenging en welk type financieel contracten worden door een ondernemer 

geprefereerdgeprefereerd wanneer er tweezijdige informatie asymmetrie bestaat rondom beslissingen 

overover financiering? De belangrijkste resultaten en de implicaties van de drie essays wor-

denn hieronder samengevat. 

Hoofdstukk 2 heeft als titel "Advice and Monitoring: Venture Financing with Multi -

plee Tasks'' en richt de aandacht op de dubbel rol van durfkapitalisten als zowel adviseurs en 

controllerss in ondernemingen. Tot dusver analyseert de academische literatuur de rol van 

dezee groep investeerders afzonderlijk ofwel als adviseurs ofwel als controllers. Het model 

gentroduceerdd in Hoofdstuk 2 echter analyseert beide rollen van durfkapitalisten tegelijk-

ertijdd en beschouwt derhalve durfkapitalisten als multi-task investeerders. Net zoals de 

bestaandee literatuur neemt het model aan dat ondernemers het advies waarderen, maar 

zee hebben een afkeer tegen de interventie van durfkapitalisten. In andere worden, de 

adviserendee rol van durfkapitalisten is congruent, terwijl de controlerende rol is afwijk-

endd van de preferentie van de ondernemer. Naar aanleiding van deze conclusie over de 

verschillendee rollen van een durfkapitalist, levert de analyse in Hoofdstuk 2 inzichten op 
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overr wat voor ccn type durfkapitalist een ondernemer met beperkt eigen vermogen zal 

benaderenn en wat voor een type financieel contract (allocatie van rechten op cash-flow en 

beslissingsbevoegdheden)) de ondernemer aan zal bieden om zijn persoonlijke welzijn te 

maximaliseren.. De belangrijkste conclusie is dat ondernemers met een zeer beperkt eigen 

vermogenn door zogenaamde multi-task investeerders gefinancierd zullen worden. Echter 

ondernemerss met meer eigen kapitaal zullen investeerders contracteren met alleen een 

adviserendee rol. Vanuit een bredere perspectief laten deze resultaten zien dat multi-task 

financieringg (durfkapitaal) de mogelijkheden van financiering verruimt ten opzichte van 

anderee vormen van actieve financile inmenging. Dit kan ccn mogelijke reden zijn waarom 

ondernemerss met beperkt eigen kapitaal voornamelijk gefinancierd worden door durfkap-

italisten. . 

Dee voortgevloeid implicaties van het model op 'financial contracting' suggereren dat 

ondernemerss met een zeer beperkt eigen vermogen, om fondsen te verwerven, hun con-

verteerbaree effecten aan zullen bieden (of een mix van obligaties en aandelen) en controle 

overr hun besluitvorming in handen geven van hun financierders. Echter ondernemers 

mett meer eigen vermogen zouden best in aanmerking kunnen komen voor financiering 

mett voorbehoud van beslissingsbevoegdheden en ze zullen in equilibrium aandelen aan-

bieden.. In het algemeen, geven deze resultaten aan hoc meer de ondernemer een tekort 

heeftt aan eigen kapitaal, hoe groter de kans is dat hij een minder aantrekkelijke financier-

ingspakkett krijgt aangeboden door durfkapitalist en. Dit komt doordat hij meer controle 

enn minder advies krijgt die allebei een negatieve invloed hebben op zijn persoonlijke welz-

ijn.. Deze. uit het model voortvloeiende bevindingen, komen overeen met bewijzen uit de 

praktijk.. De meeste durfkapitalistcn financieren minder kapitaal krachtige start-ups en 

krijgenn in ruil hiervoor converteerbare effecten en leggen de cis op tafel voor allerlei con-

trolebevoegdheden.. Bovendien, deze bevindingen geven een verklaring voor de gelijktijdig 

aanwezigheidd van verscheidene waarde crerend financiers op de kapitaal markt, inclusief 

durfkapitalistcn.. 'angel' investeerders en ' corporate venturers'. 

Hoofdstukk 3 is een empirische studie getiteld "Venture Capitalists' Value Adding: 
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Doo Financial Contracts Matter?" Aan de hand van de analyse van een handmatig genomen 

steekproeff  van 74 investeringen van 14 durfkapitalistcn in Europa, onderzoekt de essay 

dee relatie tussen het invest er ingscontract en de betrokkenheid van dergelijke investeerders 

inn de onderneming in kwestie. Met name onderzoekt de studie of het gebruik van speci-

fiekefieke effecten en de allocatie van verschillende beslissingsbevoegdheden, de betrokkenheid 

vann durfkapitalistcn vergroot en hierdoor de ontwikkeling van de firma benvlocdt. De 

resultatenn suggereren dat door middel van finaricile contracten, de waarde creatie van 

durfkapitalistcnn verhoogt wordt. Dit komt met name tot stand door het gebruik van 

dee beslissingsbevoegdheden. Durfkapitalistcn met veto recht op verschillende beslissin-

genn (zoals aan- en verkoop van nieuwe activa, veranderingen in controle en plaatsing 

vann nieuwe aandelen) zijn gemiddeld 6 uur per week langer bezig met de ondernemer en 

waarderenn hun contributie tot het project 35% meer vergeleken met durfkapitalistcn zon-

derr deze rechten. Daarnaast zal een extra plaats in een o-koppige raad van bestuur zorgen 

voorr een extra 1.5 uur per week betrokkenheid van het durfkapitaal fonds. De resultaten 

mett betrekking tot de impact van rechten op cash-flow zijn minder duidelijk. Intuticf 

zall  men denken dat een financile participatie aanspoort tot waarde creatie, maar het 

bezitt van aandelen blijk t bijvoorbeeld irrelevant te zijn. Echter, het gebruik van conver-

teerbaree effecten heeft een significante invloed op de betrokkenheid van durfkapitalistcn. 

Investeerderss met converteerbare obligaties ('convertible debt') of converteerbare preferent, 

aandelenn ('convertible preferred equity1) dragen ongeveer 10% meer bij dan investeerders 

mett simpelere financieringscontracten zoals gewone of preferent aandelen ('common' of 

'preferredd equity') of obligaties. Deze empirische resultaten brengen aan het licht dat 

zowell  beslissingsbevoegdheden als de keuze van financile instrumenten wel degelijk een 

roll  spelen bij het stimuleren van de waarde creatie van durfkapitalistcn, en deze conclusies 

bevestigenn hiermee een aantal belangrijke theorie op dit onderzoeksgebied. 

Hoofdstukk 4 richt zich op de intellectuele rechten van de ondernemer en de mo-

gelijkheidd van het schenden van deze intellectuele eigendommen door durfkapitalistcn. In-

dienn er een mogelijkheid bestaat dat een durfkapitalist een idee ontvreemdt ofwel 'steelt'. 
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kann dit invloed hebben op de motivatie van de ondernemer om onderzoek te doen en 

productt ontwikkeling uit te voeren. Aangezien een durfkapitalist meestal een portfolio 

vann investeringen heeft, zou hij in principe belangstelling kunnen hebben om de onderne-

mer'ss idecn en/of interim onderzoek resultaten (zonder octrooi) voor een ander project te 

gebruiken.. De analyse in Hoofdstuk 4 beweert dat ook als de durfkapitalist eerlijk is, de 

mogelijkheidd van ideen diefstal schadelijke gevolgen heeft voor de betrokkenheid van beide 

partijenn in een nieuw bedrijf. Als de ondernemer verwacht dat zijn idecn mogelijk gestolen 

worden,, zal zijn betrokkenheid zowel in het onderzoek als ook in de productontwikkeling 

afnemen.. Hierdoor zal de waarde van de nieuwe onderneming ook flink naar beneden 

bijgesteldd worden en dit leidt tot minder betrokkenheid aan de kant van de investeerders. 

Indienn er rechtsvervolging voor dit soort idecn diefstal mogelijk is, kan een syndicaat van 

investeerderss deze problemen oplossen. Syndicaatvorming met andere durfkapitalist en, 

diee van hoge reputatie genieten, verhoogt de collectieve reputatie geriskeerd in de nieuwe 

onderneming.. Gegeven dat rechtsvervolging leidt tot verlies van reputatie, verlaagt een 

syndicaatt de aansporing van de leidende durfkapitalist om het ondernemers' ideen te ste-

lenn door het verhogen van de collectieve reputatie gecommitteerd aan het. nieuwe bedrijf. 

Opp deze wijze zal de betrokkenheid van zowel de durfkapitalist als de ondernemer toene-

menn met als gevolg een groter verwachte bedrij fs waarde. Het model in Hoofdstuk 4 levert 

nieuwee inzichten op voor de academische literatuur door het demonstreren dat reputatie 

eenn belangrijk instrument is om de betrokkenheid van een investeerder bij onderzoek en 

productontwikkelingg te behouden of te verhogen. Daarnaast kent het model een aantal 

testbaree implicaties: i) vorming van syndicaten leidt tot meer innovatie ii) fundamenteel 

onderzoekk projecten worden vaker begeleid door een syndicaat iii ) in de eerste fase van 

hett project worden alleen investeerders met hoge reputatie aangetrokken als syndicaat 

partnerss iv) durfkapitalistcn met hogere reputatie vormen kleinere syndicaten. Dergelijke 

hypothesess zijn nog nooit eerder onderzocht in de empirische literatuur. 
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Thiss thesis focuses on venture capital financing, a special form of financial 
intermediationn in which financiers are actively involved in the management 
off  the firms funded. The three essays in the thesis analyze asymmetric 
informationn problems that may arise between an entrepreneur and an active 
financier.. They emphasize the multitask nature of the financier's involvement 
inn the entrepreneurial firm, the role of financial contracting in enhancing 
hiss value adding contribution, and the positive impact of syndication on the 
incentivess of both parties to work. Two essays apply the tools of game and 
contractt theory, while the third is of an empirical nature. 
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